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UNIVERSITY CALENDAR
FIRST SEMESTER 1970-71
Friday, August 28.
Monday, August 31.

Tuesday and
Wednesday, September 1-2.
Thursday, September 3.
Monday, September 7.
Thursday, September 10.
Thursday, September 17.
Tuesday, October 27.
Wednesday, November 11.
Wednesday, November 25.

First general faculty meeting at 7:00 P.M .,
Student Commons Auditorium.
English Competence Examination, 7:30 A.M.
Dormitories open for occupancy at 10:00 A.M.*
Registration beginning at 1:00 P.M.
Registration.
Classes commencing at 7:30 A.M. Late regis
tration fee charged.
Labor Day Holiday.
Last day for registration and addition of courses
to schedule.
Last day for dropping courses without penalty.
Midterm grades due.

Monday, November 30.

Holiday.
Thanksgiving Holidays commencing at 12:00
Noon.*
Resumption of classes at 7:30 A.M.

Thursday through Thursday
December 10-17.

Semester Examinations.

Thursday, December 17.

Friday, December 18.

Friday, December 18.

Filing of semester grades of candidates for grad
uation by 1:15 P.M . in Office of Admissions
and Records.
Filing of all semester grades in Office of Ad
missions and Records within twenty-four hours
after the last scheduled semester examination.
Commencement, 6:00 P.M.
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UNIVERSITY CALENDAR
Sunday, January 10.
Monday, January 11.

SECOND SEMESTER 1971
Reopening of dormitories for occupancy, 2:00
P.M .”
English Competence Examination, 7:30 A.M.

Monday through
Wednesday, January 11-13.
Thursday, January 14.
Thursday, January 21.

Registration.
Classes commencing at 7:30 A.M. Late registra
tion fee charged.
Last day for registration and addition of courses
to schedule.
Last day for dropping courses without penalty.
Midterm grades due.

Thursday, January 28.
Tuesday, March 2.
Friday, March 12.
Monday, March 22.
Wednesday through
Wednesday, April 21-28
Thursday, April 29

Spring Holidays beginning at 5:30 P.M .”
Classes resume 7:30 A.M.
Semester examinations.
Filing of all semester grades in Office of Ad
missions and Records within twenty-four hours
after the last scheduled semester examination.

INTERIM SEMESTER 1971
Wednesday, May 5.
Thursday and
Friday, May 6-7.

Reopening of dormitories for occupancy, 2:00
P.M .”
Registration.

Monday, May 10.

Last day for registration; classes commencing
7:30 A.M.
Semester examinations.
Filing of all grades in office of Admissions
and Records.
Spring Commencement, 7:00 P.M.

Thursday, June 3.
Friday, June 4.
Saturday, June 5.

SUMMER SEMESTER 1971-UNDERGRADUATE
(Clanet meet Monday through Friday)
Sunday, June 13.
Reopening of dormitories for occupancy, 10:00
A .M *
Testing and orientation for beginning freshmen
Monday, June 14.
commencing at 7:30 A.M.
Monday, Tuesday,
Registration of all students.
June 14-15.
Classes commencing at 7:30 A.M.
Wednesday, June 16.
Friday, June 18.
Wednesday, June 23.
Tuesday through
Thursday, August 3-5.
Thursday, August 5.

Last day for registration and addition of courses.
Last day for dropping courses without penalty.
Semester examinations commencing at 12:30
P.M ., Tuesday.
Filing of semester grades of candidates for grad
uation by 1:15 P.M. in Office of Admissions
and Records.

Friday, August 6.

Filing of all semester grades in the Office of
Admissions and Records within twenty-four
hours after the last scheduled examination.

Friday, August 6.

Commencement, 7:00 P.M.

SUMMER SEMESTER 1971-G R AD U A TE-FIR ST TERM
(Classes meet Monday through Friday. Note exception June 19)
Sunday, June 13.

Reopening of dormitories for occupancy at 10:00
A .M *

Monday, Tuesday,
June 14-15

Registration for first term, for first and second
term, or for second term.

Wednesday, June 16.
Saturday, June 19.
Friday, Saturday,
July 23-24.
Monday, July 26.

Classes commencing at 7:30 A.M.
Classes meet on this Saturday.
Semester examinations, first term.
Filing of all semester grades for first term by 10:00
A.M. in Office of Admissions and Records.

GRADUATE-SECOND TERM
(Classes meet six days a week, Monday through Saturday)
Saturday, July 24.
Monday, July 26

Registration for those not yet registered.
Classes commencing at 7:30 A.M.

Friday, Saturday,
August 27-28.

Semester examinations, second term.

Monday, August 30.

Filing of all semester grades for second term by
10:00 A.M. in Office of Admissions and Records.

“ T h e last meal before holidays will be served in the U niversity dining room at noon
on the last day of dismissal for holidays. T h e first m eal after holidays, vacations, or
other recesses will be served on the evening before college activities recom m ence. O ne
m eal will be served in the dining room following the last of the semester exam ina
tions at the end of each semester. T h e U niversity reserves the right to close the
dorm itories and the dining room betw een p e r i o d s registration and during all holidays,
vacations, and other recesses.
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES
H IS EXCELLENCY ALBERT P. BREWER
Governor of Alabama, President, ex-officio
THE HONORABLE HUGH D. MERRILL
Chairman of the Board
Congressional
Name
Address
District
DWAIN G. LUCE
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First
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PAUL CARPENTER
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ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICIALS
HOUSTON COLE, B.S., M.S., LL.D ....................................................... President
THERON E. MONTGOMERY, A.B., M.A., Ph.D.............. Dean of the University
LAWRENCE R. MILES, A.B., LL.D. .................. Dean of Admissions and Registrar
JAMES A. REAVES, B.S., M.S., Ed.D ................
.
Director of the Graduate Division
MARY MARGARET WILLIAMS, B.S., M.A., Ph.D................ Dean, Lurleen B.
Wallace School of Nursing
SOLON H. GLOVER, B.S............................................................... Business Manager
JESSE E. FAIN, B. S........................................................ Director of Auxiliary Services
BASKIN W RIGHT, A.B., M .A............................................ Director of Financial Aid
A. D. EDWARDS, A.B., M.A.................................................................. Dean of Men
MIRIAM C. JACKSON, A.B., M .S.................................................. Dean of Women
J O H N R. STEWART, B.S., M.A. ............................ Director of International House

STAFF
BUSINESS OFFICE
MIRIAM WOOD HAYWOOD ...................................... Assistant Business Manager
GENEVA STEPHENS PYRON....................................... Director of Student Accounts
NORMAN O. STANLEY ........................................................................... Accountant
CAROLYN WEST ANDREWS....................... Assistant Director of Student Accounts
MARY LANE A L R E D ....................................................... Assistant, Student Accounts
DORMITORY DIRECTORS
LORENE G ILLESPIE....................................................................... Abercrombie Hall
JESSIE B O X ................................................................................................ Pannell Hall
REBECCA FAGAN ................................................................................... Rowan Hall
GERALD W. B U R N S ..................................................................................... GlaznerHall
BOYCE JENNINGS W A R D ........................................................................... DaugetteHall
ROBERT MILLER ............................................................................... Patterson Hall
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BOBBY ROY McAFEE ............................................................................. Logan Hall
ROBERT GAY......................................................................................Luttrell Hall
IRA JO E CRAW FORD .............................................................................Dixon Hall
MILDRED R O U N D T R E E ................................................................. Weatherly Hall
ERNEST ALBERT FRANKL, II ............................................................... Crow Hall
IRENE SM ITHERM AN........................................................................... Curtiss Hall
SHIRLEY STEPH EN S............................................................................... New Dorm
FOOD SERVICES
JAMES B. H A YW OOD............................................................ Director, Food Services
RUBY L. W OODALL..................................................................... Manager, Catering
JAMES HAYNES......................................................................... Manager, Cole Center
DORIS LED B ETTER............................................................ Manager, Self Cafeteria
MILITARY

DALE E. HENRY ................................................................... Administrative Assistant
MARY H. H END ERSO N................................ Secretary, Military Science Department
ROSA CARR ..................................................... Stenographer, Military Science Department
MSG FRANKLIN BALLARD................................................M i l i t a r y S c i e n c e D e
SSG LESTER EARL E ST E P .............................................. M i l i t a r y S c i e n c e D e p
SFC ROBERT GEORGE HARRIS ..................................... M i l i t a r y S c i e n c e D e p a r
SFC JAMES H. KEETON .................................................... M i l i t a r y S c i e n c e D
SP/5 MICHAEL E. M cD O W ELL ...................................... M i l i t a r y S c i e n c e D e p a
SFC JACK E. WEBB .............................................................. M i l i t a r y S c i e n c e
SSM GEORGE S. YANCEY ................................................ M i l i t a r y S c i e n c e D e
SP/5 FLOYD E. HARNAGE, J R . ...................................... M i l i t a r y S c i e n c e D e p a
SSG JAMES F. W HITE
OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS
JOYCE C. C O X ......................................................................................... Counselor**
KATHLEEN FAIN ........................................................................... Clerical Assistant
JETTA FAYE MANNERS ............................................................................. Secretary
MARY ANN M A SO N ..................................................................................... Secretary
MARY STEVENSON P O L IN G .....................................................Assistant Registrar
LOUISE BAILEY SEW ELL................ Secretary to the Dean of Admissions and IBM
Supervisor
WILLIAMS INFIRMARY
DR. RALPH M. diC O SO LA ................................................................. School Doctor
RUTH E. BIRDSALL.............................................................................. School Nurse
WENDELLYN JANE G U IC E ................................................................. School Nurse
RAMONA WOOD LIBRARY
SUE RA N D OLPH......... Secretary, Library, Library Services, and Instructional Media
SARAH B. STAPLES............................................... Clerical Assistant to the Librarian
SPECIAL
RUDY V. ABBOTT.......................................................... Director of Athletic Publicity
MARY ALLISON ............................................................ Secretary, Graduate Division
HELEN BARTHEL ........................... Bookkeeper for Director of the Laboratory Schools
SHERRY BRADY ......................................................................................... Ballerinas
** On Leave
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MARY WILLIAMON CA SS........................................... Manager of the Coffee Shop
JOCELYN COLEMAN ............................ Secretary to the Director of Public Relations
LOUISE T. DEASON.................................................... Laboratory Assistant, Nursery
JO H N DUNCAN...................................................................... Buildings Superintendent
MARY ELLIS .............................................. Secretary to Director of International House
AGNES E SK R ID G E .............................................. Social Director, International House
CURTIS ESTES ............................................................................... Buildings Security
ELIZABETH FRANKLIN .......................................................... Hostess, Coffee Shop
CAROLYN T. HA ND ....................................... Secretary to the Dean of the University
JACK H O P P E R .................................................................. Director of Public Relations
JAMES JACKSON ...................................................................... Chief, Campus Police
CAROLYN JOHNSON ... Secretary to Dean of Lurleen B. Wallace School of Nursing
LINDA M A N N ........................................................................................... PBX Operator
JO H N T. M A RQ U IS....................................................................... Campus Policeman
JO H N F. MAURER .........................................................................Campus Policeman
HEINRICH H. MUELLER ........................... Custodian of the Leone Cole Auditorium
JAMES MURRAY ............................................................................. Campus Policeman
SYBIL DOSS REAVES ......................... Certification Secretary, Division of Education
DELBORAH P. R H O D E S ...................................................................... Traffic Clerk
MARY LAURA R H O D ES.......................................................... Hostess, Coffee Shop
EFFIE W. SAWYER............................................... Executive Secretary to the President
NELL F. SCREV EN ....................................................................... Bookstore Manager
CAROL S IM S ..........................................................................................PBX Operator
SARAH SM IT H .............................. Secretary to the Dean of Men and Dean of Women
JU LIA SNEAD ......................................................................Director of Alumni Affairs
CLARA STOVALL .............................................................. Hostess, Student Commons
MARJORIE W ALTERS.................................................... Manager, Veterans Affairs
JO ANN W A SH IN G TON .......................Secretary to the Director of Auxiliary Services
ROY R. W EBB....................................................................................Campus Policeman
JESSIE T. WILLIAMS .................................................................... Campus Policeman
BETTE JO E W O O D ............................. National Defense Loans and Auxiliary Services

FACULTY
HOUSTON COLE (1942) M.S., University of Alabama LL.D.; Officier d’
Academie
President
THERON E. MONTGOMERY (1950) Ph.D., Duke University
Dean of the University
ADERHOLDT, SARA L. (1965) M.S., Jacksonville State College
Instructor in English
ALBRIGHT, KYLE MARLON (1969) B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Assistant Football Coach
ANDERSON, CARL H. C. (1963) M .M ., Louisiana State University
Assistant Professor of Music
ANGELETTE, CLARENCE J. (1965) M .A.T., Alabama College
Instructor in Science
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ATTINGER, RONALD C. (1967) D.M.A., University of Michigan
Professor of Music
BAAB, ESTHER S. (1957) M.A., Colorado State College
Assistant Professor ofMusic
BAKER, NORMA L. (1969) M.A., University of California, Los Angeles
Instructor in Music
BARHAM, JO H N W. (1965) M.A., University of Arkansas
Assistant Professor of History
BARRY, HUBERT GRAY (1965) M.A., Louisiana State University
Instructor in Mathematics
BATES, FLORENCE MARNETTA (1952) M.S., Indiana University
Assistant Professor of Education and Supervisor of Intermediate Grades
BAYLISS, RUTH Z. (1962) M.A., University of Alabama
Instructor in English
BENSON, V IRGIL M. (1967) Ph D., University of Alabama
Professor of Chemistry
BILL, FAULKNER O. (1969) M B.A., Memphis State University
Instructor in Economics
BOLTON, FERRELL (1936) M.A., Peabody College for Teachers
Assistant Professor of Education and Supervisor of Primary Grades
BOOZER, REUBEN BRYAN (1954) Ph.D., Auburn University
Professor of Biology
BRANNEN, RALPH N. (1965) M.A., Auburn University
Assistant Professor of History
BRANSCOMB, LUCILLE (1943) M.A., Teachers College, Columbia University
Associate Professor of Business
BREWER, HOWARD L. (1965) M.S., Jacksonville State College
Instructor in Mathematics
BROUSSARD, GEORGE L. (1968) M.M ., Northwestern University
Instructor in Music
BYROM, ROBERT (1969) B.S., City College of New York
Assistant Professor of Military Science
CALDWELL, JEANETTE R. (1950) M.S., Jacksonville State College
Assistant Professor of Education and Supervisor of Primary Grades
CALLAN, FRANCES L. (1957) M.A., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of English
CALVERT, PALMER D. (1950) M.S., Louisiana State University
Associate Professor of Physical Education
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CALVERT, WILLIAM J., JR . (1933) Ph.D., Harvard University
Professor of English
CAMPBELL, MARY M. (1956) M.S., Tulane University
Associate Professor of Chemistry
CARRUTH, JO H N (1966) B.S., Jacksonville State College
Instructor and Supervisor of Music in the High School
CHANEY, ELMER LEE, JR . (1962) M.Ed., University of North Carolina
Assistant Professor of Psychology
CHAPMAN, LUCILE (1962) Ph.D., University of Kentucky
Professor of History
CHIEPALICH, RIA JANE (1961) M.A., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
CHILDRESS, DAVID T. (1969) M.A., Mississippi State University
Associate Professor of History
CHISOLM, MAMIE B. (1967) M.A., Jacksonville State University
Instructor in English
CLARK, LOUISE R. (1967) Ed.D., University of Alabama
Associate Professor of Home Economics
CLINKSCALES, LYNDA SUE (1969) M.S., Jacksonville State University
Instructor in Business
CLOTFELTER, ROBERT BRUCE (1968) M.S., Jacksonville State University
Instructor in English
COCHIS, THOMAS (1967) Ph.D., Louisiana State University
Professor of Biology
COLLINS, JO H N H. (1965) C.P.A., M.A., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor in Business
COLLINS, WILLODEAN S. (1961) M.A., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor in Business Education
COUCH, JOBE L. (1963) M.A., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
COX, A. BARRY (1967) Ph.D., University of South Carolina
Associate Professor of Chemistry**
COX, JOYCE C. (1967) M.A., University of South Carolina
Instructor**
DANIELS, IDA EDWINA (1968) M.S., Kearney State College
Instructor in Physical Education**

**On Leave
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DANIELS, SELDON ADOLF (1968) M.S., Kearney State College
Instructor in Physical Education
DEMPSEY, J. WAYNE (1966) M.A., University of Alabama
Instructor in Mathematics
DIAMOND, ELIZABETH WARR (1969) M.A., University of South Carolina
Instructor in Political Science
diCOSOLA, RALPH M. (1969) M.D., University of Illinois
School Doctor
DILLON, JO H N (1968) M.F.A., The University of Georgia
Instructor in Art
DOBBINS, DAVID BAYNE (1963) M .M ., Louisiana State University
Assistant Professor of Music
D O UTH IT, EVELYN B. (1961) M.S., Jacksonville State College
Assistant Professor of Education and Supervisor of High School Grades
DREWS, MANFRED (1967) M.A., Middlebury College
Instructor in German
DUNN, BERTHA W. (1968) M.A., Northwestern University
Instructor in Business Education
EDWARDS, A. D. (1950) M.A., University of Alabama
Dean of Men
ELKINS, RODNEY (1969) M.A., Northwestern State College of Louisiana
Instructor in Political Science
ELLIOTT, E. CISSY (1968) M.Ed., Mississippi State University
Instructor in Economics
ESPINA, A. BEAUNONI (1967) S.M.D., Union Theological Seminary, N. Y.
Professor of Music
FAKHR EL DIN, GALAL (1967) M.A., St. Mary’s University
Instructor in Economics
FELGAR, ROBERT P. (1929) Ph.D., University of Texas
Professor Emeritus of History
FIELDING, WILLIAM T. (1968) M.B.A., Auburn University
Instructor in Business
FINLEY, JOHN T. (1951) Ed.D., George Peabody College for Teachers
Professor of Music
FOSHEE, ROBERT W., JR . (1963) M.S., University of Alabama
Instructor in Business
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OUIDA SUSIE (1969) M.A., University of Alabama
Instructor in Music

FRANKLIN, MIRIAM BLACK (1968) M.S., Jacksonville State University
Instructor in Instructional Media
FREEMAN, THOMAS JASPER (1961) M.A., Peabody College for Teachers
Assistant Professor and Assistant Librarian
FREY, HAROLD A. (1967) Ph.D., University of Wisconsin
Visiting Professor in Business
FULLER, BILLY JEAN (1965) M.B.A., University of Mississippi
Associate Professor of Accounting
GAEBE, BARBARA L. (1969) M.A., Western Carolina University
Instructor in Physical Education
GAMBLE, CHARLES W. (1968) J.D ., University of Alabama
Associate Professor in Business
GANNAWAY, OSSIE W. (1966) M.S., Jacksonville State College
Instructor in English
GANT, FRED (1967) Ph.D., University of Alabama
Associate Professor of Chemistry
GANT, MARTHA JANE D. (1967) M.S., University of Alabama
Instructor in Mathematics
GATES, GRACE HOOTEN (1967) M.S., Jacksonville State University
Instructor in History
GOGGANS, MARY MOSS (1945) M.A., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of English
GOLDEN, CECIL H. (1966) M.A., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Foreign Languages**
GREEN, MARGARET M. (1950) M.S., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Home Economics
GREENE, MARY ELIZABETH (1968) M. A., Louisiana State University
Instructor in English
GRIFFIN, NELL (1969) M.A., Vanderbilt University
Associate Professor of English
GRUMLEY, FRED K. (1967) Ph.D., Florida State University
Associate Professor of Music
HACKETT, MAURICE RICHARD (1969) M.A., University of Illinois
Instructor in Geography
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HALL, THOMAS R. (1967) M .A.T., Emory University
Instructor in Mathematics
HALLIDAY,

ROBERT W. (1969) B.S., North Georgia College
Assistant Professor of Military Science

HAMRIC, UNA (1950) M.S., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Education and Supervisor of Intermediate Grades
HANKS, JAMES E. (1969) M.A., University of Alabama
Instructor In Business
HARPER, JOHNNILEE (1969) M.S., Jacksonville State University
Assistant Professor of Business Education
HARRIS, MARION R. (1968) M. in Nursing, Emory University
Director of Nursing Services, Anniston Memorial Hospital
HARRIS, RONNIE RAY (1966) M.S., Jacksonville State College
Assistant Professor of Physical Education
HARRIS, WALTER BENJAMIN, JR ., (1968) B.S., University of
Southern Mississippi
Assistant Professor of Military Science
HARTMAN, JO EL (1969) M.A., Memphis State University
Instructor in Sociology
HAUSHALTER, RONALD (1969) B.S., University of Chattanooga
Assistant Football Coach
HAYWOOD, ELEANOR S. (1963) M.S., Jacksonville State University
Instructor and Assistant Librarian
HAYWOOD, GEORGE V. (1962) M.A., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Psychology
HEAD, L. QUINN (1969) M.A., University of Alabama
Instructor in Psychology
HICKS, HAZEL D. (1948) M.S., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor in Business
HICKS, MARGARET RUTH (1969) M.A., Emory University
Instructor in Spanish
HICKS, THOMAS LAWRENCE (1947) M.A., University of Alabama
Associate Professor of Physics
HOCHMAN, DARIUSZ (1968) National School of Ballet, Warsaw, Poland
Special Instructor in Dance
HORNSBY, MARY B. (1968) M.B.A., Samford University.
Instructor in Business
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HORSFIELD, CHRISTOPHER H. (1966) Ph.D., University of Alabama
Professor of Mathematics
HOWELL, MARTHA D. (1963) Ed.D., University of Alabama
Professor of Education
HUGHES, MICHAEL D. (1968) B.S., East Tennessee State Univer
sity
Assistant Professor of Military Science
JACKSON, MIRIAM C. (1965) M.S., Jacksonville State College
Dean of Women
JAMES, EDWARD B. (1959) M.S., Auburn University
Assistant Professor of Economics
JOHNSON, ANNE G. (1967) Ph.D., Tulane University
Professor of English
JOHNSON, CHARLES E. (1967) Ph.D., Duke University
Professor of English
JOHNSON, MILDRED B. (1955) M.A., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
JOLLEY,

BOBBY LELAND

(1969) B.S., University of Omaha
Assistant Professor of Military Science

JONES, BEATRICE (1944) M.A., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Education and Supervisor of Junior High School Grades
JONES, MAMIE LOUISE (1969) M.A., University of Alabama
Instructor in Statistics
JONES, R. EUGENE (1959) M.A., University of California
Assistant Professor of Education
KECK, RICHARD L. (1969) B.S., Florida State University
Assistant Professor of Military Science
KENNEDY, JEANETTE REID (1968) M.S., University of Alabama
Instructor in Home Economics
KENNEDY, OLGA D. SHAMBLIN (1969) M.S., Jacksonville State College
Instructor in Geography
KOERPER, PHILLIP E. (1969) M.A., University of Georgia
Associate Professor of History
KOSOLAPOFF,

MICHAEL G. (1969) B.S., Auburn University
Assistant Professor of Military Science

LANDERS, KENNETH E. (1966) Ph.D., Auburn University
Professor ofBiology
LASS, RUDOLPH (1966) M.M ., Chicago Conservatory College
Instructor in Music
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LEFEVRE, JANET (1961) M.A., Cornell University
Instructor in English and Director of Masque and Wig Guild
LINDBLOM, AUDREY (1957) M.S., Jacksonville State College
Assistant Professor of Education and Supervisor Senior High School Grades
LINDSEY, ELIZABETH DAVIS (1953) M.S., M.A., Auburn University
Assistant Professor of English
LINDSEY, RALPH H. (1955) M.S., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Biology
LOVE, HERSCHEL D., JR . (1969) B.S., Auburn University
Instructor in Engineering/Economics
LOVETT, OPAL ADAIR (1958) M.A., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of English
LOVETT, OPAL R. (1950) B.S., Jacksonville State College
Instructor in Audio- Visual Education
LUFKIN, LANCE (1967) M.A., Duke University
Instructor in Sociology
LYNN, GERRI E. KAHN (1969) M.A., University of Iowa
Instructor in Psychology
McCAIN, JO H N WALKER, JR ., (1966) Ph.D., University of North Carolina
Professor of English
McCOOL, EARL CLAYTON (1960) M .Ed., University of Oklahoma
Instructor in Psychology
McKEE, DON H. (1969) M.A., Memphis State University
Instructor in Geography
McMILLAN, MARY EVELYN (1963) Ph.D., University of Alabama
Professor of English
McSPADDEN, CLYDE J. (1961) M.A., Peabody College for Teachers
Assistant Professor of Science
MacRAE, ROBERT A. (1967) M.S., Vanderbilt University
Assistant Professor of Physics
MAGAW, MILO E. (1961) M.A., Tulane University
Associate Professor of History
MAINLAND,

ROSEMARY C.

(1965) M.A., Texas Woman’s University
Associate Professor of Biology

MALONE, SYLVIA S. (1965) M.A., University of Alabama
Instructor in English
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MANNERS, LEE R. (1956) M.A., University of Alabama
Associate Professor of Art
MARTIN, PATRICIA DEE (1969) M.S., Jacksonville State University
Instructor and Assistant Librarian
MAXWELL, WINNA FAYE (1963) M.S., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Home Economics
MAYFIELD, H. CLARK (1969) B.S., University of Kentucky
Assistant Football Coach
M ERRITT, WALTER GLENN (1969) M.S., University of Alabama
Associate Professor of Physics/Engineering
MILES, LAWRENCE R. (1947) A.B., Brooklyn College, LL.D.
Dean of Admissions and Registrar
MILLICAN, ALTA (1946) Ed.D., Auburn University
Professor of Instructional Media, Director of Library, Library Services and Instructional
Media
MONTGOMERY, ADA KATHLEEN (1947) B.S., University of Alabama
Director of the Instructional Media Center
MORRIS, GAIL J. (1968) M.S., University of Alabama
Instructor in Home Economics
MOSAKOWSKI, JOSEPH J. (1969) M S., The University of Mississippi
Assistant Professor of Business
NORMAND,

ANTHONY H. (1968) A.B., Jacksonville State College
Assistant Professor of Military Science

NORTON, HILDA W. (1965) M.S., Jacksonville State College
Instructor in English
NORTON, JO H N W. (1969) J.D ., Cumberland School of Law, Samford Uni
versity
Instructor in Business/Economics
NUNN, CHARLES (1958) M.A., University of Alabama
Acting Superintendent of City Schools
O’BRIEN, PAULINE W. (1961) Ph.D., Duke University
Professor of English
OGILVIE, MARY H. (1967) M.S., Jacksonville State University
Instructor in English
OGILVIE, WALTER L. (1964) Ph.D., University of Illinois
Professor of Economics
OLSEN, LOUISE DOUGLASS (1956) M.A., Columbia University
Assistant Professor of English
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OWINGS, MARY A. (1968) M .M ., Indiana University
Instructor in Music
PADGETT, THOMAS L. (1969) Ed.D., University of Alabama
Associate Professor of Education
PARNELL, RALPH (1962) M.A., Auburn University
Assistant Professor of Education
PELL, CHARLES B. (1969) B.S., University of Alabama
Head Football Coach
PETERSON, FRANCE A. C. (1969) M.A., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Foreign Languages
PRICHARD, HOWARD O. (1956) M.A., Duke University
Assistant Professor of Economics
PRU ITT, KENNETH (1969) B.B.A., Georgia State University
Assistant Professor of Military Science
PRU ITT, RUTH R. (1964) M.S., Jacksonville State College
Instructor in English
RAMBEAU, KATHLEEN H. (1963) A.B. in L.S., Emory University
Assistant Professor and Assistant Librarian
RAY, KATE E. (1965) M.A., Memphis State University
Instructor in English
REAVES, ETHEL (1965) M.S., Jacksonville State College
Instructor in English
REAVES, JAMES (1966) Ed.D., University of Alabama
Professor of Education**
REICHLEY,

JO H N ARTHUR (1969) B.S. in B. A., Auburn University
Assistant Professor of Military Science

REID, WILLIAM J. (1968) Ph.D., Clemson University
Professor of Physics
REMER, JEANETTE H. (1963) M.S., Jacksonville State University
Instructor and Assistant Librarian
ROBERSON, KATHERINE B. (1962) M.S., Jacksonville State College
Instructor in English
ROBERSON, THOMAS JEFFERSON (1953) M.S., Florida State University
Assistant Professor of Physical Education
ROBINSON, PETER E. (1964) Ph.D., Mississippi State University
Professor of History
**On Leave
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ROEBUCK, JU LIA HENSLER (1946) B.A., Kentucky Wesleyan College
Instructor in English
ROLLINS, MARION A. (1964) M. of Teaching, Southwestern State College
Assistant Professor of Biology
ROLLINS, RITA ANN (1966) M.S., Jacksonville State College
Instructor in Biology
ROSE, HARRY (1965) Ed.D., University of Cincinnati
Professor of Education
ROSE, MAXINE (1968) M.A., Western Kentucky State College
Instructor in English
SALLS, DONALD J. (1946) Ed.D., New York University
Professor of Education
SALTER, JO H N H., I I I , (1967) B.S., Auburn University
Instructor in Business
SANFORD, L. G. (1965) Ph.D., Auburn University
Professor of Biology
SCAFIDEL, BEVERLY R. (1968) M.A., University of Mississippi
Instructor in English
SCAFIDEL, JIM M Y R. (1968) M.A., University of Mississippi
Instructor in English
SELMAN, BETTY Y. (1960) M.A., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Business
SELMAN, JACKSON W. (1958) Ph.D., University of North Carolina
Professor of Political Science
SHAW, NETTIE (1955) M.A., Auburn University
Assistant Professor of Education and Supervisor of Primary Grades
SHIREY, RODNEY D. (1966) M.A., University of Alabama
Instructor in Mathematics
SHOCKLEY, FREDERICA (1968) M.A., Mississippi State University
Instructor in Economics
SIMPSON, C. L. (1965) M.A., University of California
Assistant Professor of French
SIMPSON, MARTHA W. (1966) Docteur-es Lettres, de L’Universite de
Grenoble, France
Associate Professor of Foreign Languages
SINCLAIR, RUTH STEPHENSON (1970) M.A., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Art
SMITH, JOHNNY L. (1965) M. of M ath., University of South Carolina
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
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SMITH, JOSEPH W. (1964) M.S., University of Arkansas
Assistant Professor of Science
SMITH, MARTHA L. (1967) Ph.D., George Peabody College for Teachers
Professor of English
SMOAKE, J. ALFRED (1947) M.S., Auburn University
Assistant Professor of English
STAPLES, WILLIAM D., JR. (1963) D.V.M ., Auburn University
Assistant Professor of Biology
STARNES, JO ANNE (1967) M.A., University of Georgia
Instructor in English
STEVENSON, HORACE LEE (1934) M.A., University of Alabama
Associate Professor of History
STEWART, JO H N R. (1964) M.A., University of Alabama
Director of International House
STEWART, MARY GERTRUDE (1964) M.A., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Instructional Media
STONE, ERNEST (1945) M.A., University of Alabama, LL.D.
Professor of Education and Superintendent of City Schools**
STONE, KATHARINE G. (1944) M.A., University of Alabama
Associate Professor of Education and Principal of Elementary Laboratory School
STUDDARD, A. L., JR ., (1968) M .A.T., Alabama College
Instructor in Science
SUCO, TERESA (1969) M.A., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Spanish
SUTTLES, MARY JAMES (1967) M.A., University of Alabama
Instructor in Mathematics
TAYLOR, GREENE Y., (1956) Ed.D., University of Alabama
Professor of Education
TAYLOR, RAYFORD B. (1963) M.A., University of Virginia
Associate Professor of History
TEAGUE, GEORGE R. (1963) M.A., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Foreign Languages
THOMAS, KATHERINE E. (1969) M.S. in Nursing, Emory University
Assistant Professor, School of Nursing
THOMAS, MARY MARTHA (1969) M.A., University of Michigan
Assistant Professor of History
**On Leave
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THOMPSON, CAROLYN (1968) M.B.A., University of Arkansas
Instructor in Economics
THORNBURG, CHARLOTTE M. (1962) Ed.D., University of Alabama
Professor of Education
THORNBURG, ROLAND A. (1962) Ed.D., University of Alabama
Professor of Education
THROW ER, LINDA G. (1968) M.A., Jacksonville State University
Instructor in English
TURNER, JOHN C. (1969)

Instructor, I. M. and Closed Circuit Television

VAN CLEAVE, JOHN T. (1969) M.S., Auburn University
Associate Professor of Mathematics
VAN KEUREN, EDWIN (1956) Ed.D., New York University
Professor of Political Science
VAUGHN, ANNE T. (1965) M.A., George Peabody College for Teachers
Assistant Librarian
VINSON, CLARENCE, JR . (1969) M.S., Jacksonville State University
Assistant Professor of Science
WALKER, TROY FRANKLIN (1965) M. of Math., University of Tennessee
Instructor in Mathematics
WALLACE, GWENDOLYN W. (1965) M.S., Jacksonville State College
Instructor in English
WALTERS, DAVID L. (1961) M .M ., Florida State University
Assistant Professor of Music
WALTMAN, LESLIE RAY (1968) M.A., Brigham Young University
Instructor in History
WANTLAND,

ROBERT (1969) B.A., Indiana University
Assistant Professor of Military Science

WARD, DAVID (1969) J.D ., University of Alabama
Instructor in Economics
WASHINGTON, JOSEPH MARK (1965) M.S., Jacksonville State College
Instructor in Physical Education
WASHINGTON, POWELL T. (1969) M.A., Middle Tennessee State University
Instructor in Political Science
WATTS, ROBERTA O. (1969) M.S. in Public Health Nursing, Emory Univer
sity
Instructor, School ofNursing
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WEAVER, WORDEN (1965) M.A. University of South Carolina
Assistant Professor of History
WEDGEWORTH, WALTER RAYMOND (1948) B.S., Jacksonville State
College
Instructor in Physical Education
WELLS, FOREST O. (1968) B.S., in Chemical Engineering,
Tri-State College
Professor of Military Science
WILBURN, WILLIAM V. (1969) M.A., University of Tennessee
Assistant Professor of Sociology
WILLIAMS, GAYNER DAVIS (1966) M.S., Jacksonville State College
Instructor in English
WILLIAMS, GERTRUDE (1962) M.S., Jacksonville State College
Assistant Professor of Education and Supervisor of Senior High School Grades
WILLIAMS, JEAN (1969) M.S. in Nursing, Emory University
Assistant Professor, School of Nursing
WILLIAMS, JIM M IE NELL (1968) M.A. in L.S., George Peabody College
for Teachers
Instructor and Assistant Librarian
WILLIAMS, MARGARET P. (1968) M.A., Florence State College
Instructor and Assistant Librarian
WILLIAMS, MARY MARGARET (1968) Ph.D., Stanford University
Dean, School of Nursing
WILLIAMS, ROBERT EDWARD (1948) M.A., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Economics
WILLMAN, DOROTHY (1969) M.A., University of Alabama
Instructor in Music
WILLMAN, LEON D. (1958) Ed.D., University of Alabama
Professor of Education
WILSON, JERRY B. (1967) Ph.D., Emory University
Associate Professor of Philosophy
WILSON, L. T. (1951) Ph.D., Harvard University
Professor Emeritus of Mathematics and Physics
WINGO, H. CALVIN (1967) Ph.D., University of Georgia
Associate Professor of History
WINGO, PATRICIA W. (1967) Ph.D., University of Georgia
Associate Professor of History
WOODLIFF, FRANCES (1968) M .A.T., Alabama College
Instructor in Biology
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W RIGHT, BASKIN (1950) M.A., University of Wisconsin
Director of Financial Aid
YEH, PU-SEN (1967) Ph.D., Rutgers University
Associate Professor of Engineering
YOUNGBLOOD, BETTYE S. (1962) Ph.D., University of Alabama
Professor of Chemistry
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6. Library
2. Honor Council
Dr. Selman, Chairman
Mr. James
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Mrs. Hicks
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Dr.
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Robinson, Chairman
Attinger
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7. Honors and Awards
3. Publications Committee
Dr. Calvert, Chairman
Miss Olsen
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8. Scholarships and Loans

Mr. Stevenson, Chairman
Dr. Staples
Mr. Fain

Mr. Wright, Chairman
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OUR PHILOSOPHY
This institution aims at excellence by promoting in its students a balance
between facts and thought, between work and play, and between knowledge
and character. It would equate life with beauty, achievement with happiness,
and civic action with freedom’s demands.

OUR OBJECTIVES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

To
To
To
To
To

convey facts as a basis for thought.
cultivate the will to work and the ability to relax.
add to the range of knowledge within the framework of personal integrity.
view life as an avenue leading to a world of beauty, both near and far.
instill the principle that happiness is a product of achievement.

6. To develop civic intelligence and a desire to perform, the duties of citizen
ship in keeping with local, national, and world demands.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
INTRODUCTION
Jacksonville State University is a multipurpose institution, located in north
east Alabama, to serve primarily the citizens of that area. It offers the A.B.,
B.S., B.S. in Education, B.S. in Nursing, and B.S. in Law Enforcement degrees
and, in addition, basic engineering and pre-professional training for medicine,
law, veterinary medicine, pharmacy and agriculture.
In addition to its undergraduate program, the University provides graduate
study in a number of areas. This program is offered through its graduate
division.
A summer school is also provided which offers the same quota of courses
as does the regular session. During this session credit may be earned toward
graduation or may be used in securing, extending or renewing teachers’ certifi
cates. The University maintains laboratory schools at both the secondary and
the elementary level in which its students are given training in the application
of the principles learned in the theory and the subject matter classes.
The Department of the Army operates a Senior Division, General Military
Science Branch, Reserve Officers Training Corps unit at Jacksonville with either
a two or four-year program of instruction. The first and second years deal with
subjects pertaining to the Army in general, while the advanced course is especial
ly designed to develop junior officers for the Officers Reserve Corps and the
Regular Army.
One of the most valuable agencies in the academic life of any university is
the library. As such the library at Jacksonville receives sufficient funds for the
purchase of books and materials to keep it adequate for the needs of both under
graduate and graduate students.
The campus itself is located on the northern edge of the city and has had
considerable landscaping, which has greatly accentuated its natural beauty. The
buildings are located so as to provide maximum accessibility from all parts of
the campus.
Students may be admitted to advanced standing by presenting credits from
an accredited college or university. Such credits will be accepted as are fail
equivalents of the courses offered at this institution.
Medical examinations are required for every student entering the college
for the first time. These examinations must be administered at the student’s
own expense and should be made not earlier than three months nor later than
fifteen days prior to the date of registration.
The Dean of Men and the Dean of Women are always available to help
students with their problems—personal, vocational, and otherwise.
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SCHOLARSHIPS AND LOANS
LOGAN-WALKER LOAN SCHOLARSHIPS
The Logan-Walker Loan Scholarships at Jacksonville State University were
created through the generosity of the late Mrs. Nannie E. Logan of Tampa,
Florida, who bequeathed to Jacksonville State a substantial amount of money
to be used for student loans. Students of good moral character who have made
good academic records in high school and who are in need of financial assistance
to secure a college education are eligible. Only residents of Alabama may qualify
for a Logan-Walker Loan.
NATIONAL DEFENSE LOAN SCHOLARSHIPS
The National Defense Education Act of 1958 provides loan scholarships for
students who are in need of financial assistance. Entering freshmen who have
proven financial need and other undergraduate and graduate students making
satisfactory progress toward a degree are eligible. This program is particularly
attractive to those who plan to teach since cancellation up to 50% of the princi
pal amount will be made to graduates entering the teaching field. Applications
must be postmarked on or before April 15 of each year.
STUDENT LOAN GUARANTY PROGRAM
The Higher Education Act of 1965 established a program of bank loans
guaranteed by the Federal Government. Any student enrolled or accepted for
enrollment at Jacksonville State University is eligible to borrow under this pro
gram. The Federal Government will pay all of the bank interest while the stu
dent is in college and until the repayment period begins for any borrower whose
adjusted family income is less than $15,000 per year. Applications may be
secured from the Financial Aid Office at Jacksonville State University. Appli
cations for the Guaranteed Bank Loans may be made at any time, and there
is no deadline for these applications.
EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANT PROGRAM
The Higher Education Act of 1965 established the Educational Opportunity
Grants which are open to entering freshman who are unable to attend college
without financial assistance. The grants are gifts and do not have to be repaid.
They are renewable for three additional years after the freshman year. To
qualify for an Educational Opportunity Grant, a student must have an equal
amount of some other form of financial aid such as a loan, a gift scholarship
or a Student Aid job. Guaranteed Bank Loans and Work-Study jobs may
not be used to match grants.
WORK STUDY PROGRAM
The Federal Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 set up a part-time work
program for students who come from low-income families. Students who qualify
under this program may work a maximum of fifteen hours per week at a rate
of pay which will allow them to earn approximately half of their college ex
penses. Eligibility is based upon family income and number in the family.
STUDENT AID JOB PROGRAM
This program is made available to students whose family income is greater
than the allowable income under the Work-Study Program but who are in
need of some financial aid.
OTHER SCHOLARSHIPS AND LOAN FUNDS
I. Loan and Revolving Fund Scholarships available at 4% interest:
The Birmingham News Loan Fund provides for emergency loans for seniors.
The Business Women’s Sunday School Class of the Sixth Avenue Presby
terian Church in Birmingham offers a loan scholarship to a girl from the city
of Birmingham who will major in education.
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The Episcopal Loan Fund was established by the women of St. Luke’s
Episcopal Church in Jacksonville in memory of Septima Rutledge Forney.
The Louise Smith McCartney Scholarship is provided by the Alabama
Federation of Women’s Clubs. The recipient of this scholarship is selected by a
committee of the Federation.
The Jacksonville Book Club Loan Scholarship is open to students in need
of financial assistance.
II. Loan and Revolving Fund Scholarships available without interest:
The Leone Cole Memorial Scholarship is given by the Jacksonville Book
Club in memory of a deceased member, the late wife of the president of the
University. The Book Club determines the recipient of the scholarship.
The Pauline Gerstlauer Memorial Fund provides loans for students who are
majoring in music.
The Walter Mason Memorial Fund, available as a loan for music majors,
was established in March of 1959. Dr. John Finley, Head of the Music De
partment, determines the recipient of the loan.
III. Gift Scholarships:
The Alabama Business and Professional Women’s Clubs provide a gift
scholarship to a student chosen by the donor.
The Alabama Federation of Women’s Clubs provides a gift scholarship to
a student chosen by the donor.
The Anniston Chapter of the National Secretarial Association Scholarship
is available to students majoring in secretarial science.
The Avondale Educational and Charitable Foundation gives scholarships
to the children of employees of the Avondale Mills who are in need of financial
assistance.
The American Legion Scholarship was established by the Alabama Division
of the American Legion. Aid from the fund is restricted to descendants of
members of the Legion.
E. T. Barwich Foundation Scholarships are open to students who are
residents of Georgia.
The Business Administration Student Scholarship Fund provides gift scholar
ships annually as awards to outstanding juniors and seniors majoring in some
area of business. Selection is made by Miss Lucille Branscomb, Head of Busi
ness Administration.
Fuller E. Gallaway Foundation Scholarships are limited to students who
are residents of Georgia.
The H. T. Stanford Scholarship is available to students selected by the
First State Bank of Oxford, Alabama.
T h e Sallie A. and Stanton B. Thomas Gift Scholarship is available to stu
dents selected on the basis of merit.
The Clarence W. Daugette Memorial Fund, the Annie Forney Daugette
Scholarship Fund, the John H. Forney Memorial Fund, and the Annie Forney
Daugette Children of Confederacy are U.D.C. Division Scholarships. These
funds were founded by Mrs. C. W. Daugette and by the Alabama Division of
the United Daughters of the Confederacy.
The Linly Heflin Gift Scholarships, open to girls who are residents of Ala
bama, are awarded to students selected by the Linly Heflin Unit.
The Kappa Phi Kappa Educational Fraternity Scholarship is awarded to a
student who demonstrates outstanding abilitv in the field of education.
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The Russell Educational and Charitable Fund Scholarships are limited to
children of employees of the Russell Mills.
N. F. Nunnelley Scholarship is open to students from Talladega County.
The Paul Snow Memorial Scholarship is given to a student majoring in
the field of education and planning to teach in the State of Alabama.
The Winn-Dixie Foods Foundation Scholarship is a gift scholarship given
to students selected by the foundation committee.
Full information about all these programs and application forms may be
secured by writing the Director of Financial Aid, Jacksonville State University,
Jacksonville, Alabama.
ROTC SCHOLARSHIP
The Army provides ROTC scholarships on a competitive basis for selected
college men who are strongly motivated toward an Army career. Four-year
scholarships are available for students entering college as freshmen and are
awarded prior to college entrance. Two-year scholarships are available to selected
outstanding students who complete the ROTC Basic Course and enter the Ad
vanced Course in their junior year. In addition to free tuition, books, fees
and laboratory expenses, the student receives a subsistence allowance of $50.00
per month for the duration of the scholarship except during a six-week Advanced
Course summer camp after the junior year for which the pay is approximately
$171.00 per month.
Students interested in either the two-year or four-year scholarship should
write directly to the Professor of Military Science, in care of the University,
for further information.

THE INTERNATIONAL HOUSE PROGRAM
John R. Stewart, Director
The International House Program accepts for membership foreign as well
as native-born American students. A limited number of American students from
all college curricula are accepted each year. Normally there are about fifteen
students from foreign countries accepted for the program. An interest in in
ternational affairs, a desire for increased language knowledge and capability,
and a willingness to contribute to the overall International House Program are
necessary prerequisites for admission.
The program places special emphasis on
a. language instruction and proficiency,
b. cultural understanding among various peoples of the world,
c. coordinating the activities of the foreign students into the total life
of the college and the community, and
d. providing opportunities for research and experimentation in the
teaching of languages.
Persons interested in being admitted should write to the Director of the
International House Program.

APPOINTMENTS BUREAU
The University has an appointments bureau which serves its students and
graduates without charge. The office is in the Student Union Building. Em
ploying officials will be given confidential information upon request. For in
formation, write to the Director, Placement Bureau.

SUGGESTIONS FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS
1.
Students wishing to matriculate must send in advance of their arrival an
official transcript of their credits in order to facilitate registration and classifi
cation.
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2. Those applicants who intend to live in a dormitory should not wait to
be notified of acceptance but should complete the application for dormitory
reservation, which is ordinarily included with the regular application forms,
and return it along with the required $20.00 deposit to the Director of Housing
without delay.
3. Rooms in the dormitories are provided with bedroom furniture, mirrors,
tables, and chairs, but students must furnish bed linen, towels, pillows, curtains,
etc.
4. Enough money to cover entrance fees, board, and books should be
brought for immediate use.
5. Mail addressed to a student in care of Jacksonville State University
should specifically indicate the dormitory in which the student resides. In the
case of students living off the campus, the local address should always be used.
6. Prospective students should study this entire bulletin carefully, and if
they fail to find in it all the information desired, or if they do not understand
its statements, they should write the president for more information.
7. All resident women are required to reside in one of the University dorm
itories unless otherwise permitted by the Dean of Women.
ROOM AND BOARD
Room and board, payable in advance, is available for students attending
Jacksonville State University. All students residing in dormitories are required
to have their meals in the cafeteria. Rates for rooms vary according to the
dormitory as follows:
16 Week Semester:
Dormitory
Abercrombie Hall
Salls H all*
Crow Hall*
Curtiss Hall*
Daugette Hall
Glazner Hall
Logan Hall
Luttrell Hall*
Pannel Hall
Patterson Hall
Dixon Hall*
Rowan Hall*
Weatherly Hall*
New Halls*
International House*

Room
Per Semester
$ 72.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
72.00
72.00
72.00
100.00
72.00
72.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
104.00

Board
Per Semester
$224.00 (includes $10.67 tax)
224.00 (includes $10.67 tax)
224.00 (includes $10.67 tax)
224.00 (includes $10.67 tax)
224.00 (includes $10.67 tax)
224.00 (includes $10.67 tax)
224.00 (includes $10.67 tax)
224.00 (includes $10.67 tax)
224.00 (includes $10.67 tax)
224.00 (includes $10.67 tax)
224.00 (includes $10.67 tax)
224.00 (includes $10.67 tax)
224.00 (includes $10.67 tax)
224.00 (includes $10.67 tax)
224.00 (includes $10.67 tax)

Room
Per Semester
18.00
25.00
25.00
25.00

Board
Per Semester
Total
$ 56.00 (includes $2.67 tax) $ 74.00
56.00 (includes $2.67 tax)
81.00
56.00 (includes $2.67 tax)
81.00
56.00 (includes $2.67 tax)
81.00

Total
$296.00
324.00
324.00
324.00
296.00
296.00
296.00
324.00
296.00
296.00
324.00
324.00
324.00
324.00
328.00

4 Week Semester:
Dormitory
Abercrombie Hall
Salls H all*
Crow Hall*
Curtiss H all*
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Daugette Hall
Glazner Hall
Logan Hall
Luttrell Hall*
Panned Hall
Patterson Hall
Dixon Hall*
Rowan Hall”
Weatherly Hall*
New Halls*
International House*

18.00
18.00
18.00
25.00
18.00
18.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
26.00

56.00
56.00
56.00
56.00
56.00
56.00
56.00
56.00
56.00
56.00
56.00

(includes $2.67
(includes $2.67
(includes $2.67
(includes $2.67
(includes $2.67
(includes $2.67
(includes $2.67
(includes $2.67
(includes $2.67
(includes $2.67
(includes $2.67

tax)
tax)
tax)
tax)
tax)
tax)
tax)
tax)
tax)
tax)
tax)

74.00
74.00
74.00
81.00
74.00
74.00
81.00
81.00
81.00
81.00
82.00

8 Week Semester (Summer):
Dormitory
Abercrombie Hall
Salls Hall*
Crow Hall”
Curtiss Hall”
Daugette Hall
Glazner Hall
Logan Hall
Luttrell Hall*
Panned Hall
Patterson Hall
Dixon Hall*
Rowan Hall”
Weatherly Hall*
New H alls*
International House*

Room
Per Semester
$ 36.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
36.00
36.00
36.00
50.00
36.00
36.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
52.00

Board
Per Semester
SI 12.00 (includes $5.34 tax)
112.00 (includes $5.34 tax)
112.00 (includes $5.34 tax)
112.00 (includes $.5.34 tax)
112.00 (includes $5.34 tax)
112.00 (includes S5.34 tax)
112.00 (includes $5.34 tax)
112.00 (includes $5.34 tax)
112.00 (includes $5.34 tax)
112.00 (includes $5.34 tax)
112.00 (includes $5.34 tax)
112.00 (includes $5.34 tax)
112.00 (includes $5.34 tax)
112.00 (includes $5.34 tax)
112.00 (includes $5.34 tax)

Total
$148.00
162.00
162.00
162.00
148.00
148.00
148.00
162.00
148.00
148.00
162.00
162.00
162.00
162.00
164.00

*Designates air-conditioned dormitories.
Rates for room and board are subject to change without notice.
No reduction from the semester rate will be allowed for room and board
unless a student enters more than two scholastic weeks late.
Deadline for refund of dormitory deposit for entering freshmen and transfer
students is August 1 for fall, January 1 for spring, April 1 for the interim
semester, and May 1 for summer. Returning students may be informed of the
refund deadline by referring to the check-out instruction sheet when checking
out of the dormitory. Deposits paid after refund deadline are not refundable.
AVERAGE COST PER STUDENT PER 16-WEEK SEMESTER
The estimated costs listed below are intended only to aid the student in
approximating his needs for one semester. This schedule does not include lab
oratory fees charged for credit in English, music and home economics courses
as outlined; for deposits, special services, or materials that the student may
require; nor for allowance for books and supplies which may be needed.
Total basic fees (7 or more hours)* ........................................ $160.00
Room and board per semester................................................ 296.00
(Non-air conditioned)
Total .........................................................................................

$456.00
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*Students registering initially for less than 7 hours will be charged at the rate
of $20.00 per hour.
FEES
Undergraduate
7 or more hours ............................ $160.00
Less than 7 hours—per hour ....... 20.00*
Full-time graduate student:
7 or more hours — per h o u r......... 20.00*
Plus a registration fee of: $10.00
Less than full-time graduate student,
Less than 7 hours — per h o u r....... 20.00*
*Lab fees in music, English Laboratory and home economics, out-of-state fee of
$75.00, and ROTC deposit of $10.00 charged when applicable. All fees and at
least one-third of room and board are payable at time of registration.
ACTUAL FEES AND DEPOSITS
Required of students only when applicable
Initial Application for Ad
mission Fee (non-refundable)
$10.00 per student
Change in Course Schedule Fee

50c

Certificate Fee

$ 2.00 per student

Cap and Gown

Rental

$ 3.00 per student ($8.00—graduate
students)

Degree Fee (undergraduate
and graduate)

$11.00 per student per diploma

Late Registration Fee

$ 3.00 per student

Out-of-State Fee

$75.00 per student per semester or
summer session

Transcript of Records

$ 1.00 each after the first one has been issued

Audit Fee

$55.00 one or more courses

Deferred Exam or Test Fee

$ 1.00 per exam or test

ROTC Deposit—Receipt must be $10.00 per student (unused portion refundpresented to ROTC Department
ed at end of school year or upon
to obtain equipment.
withdrawal from school or ROTC,
whichever comes first)
SPECIAL FEES
Home Economics
131-271-332-333-334-352-371
431-432-471
232
122-221-322-323-421 -423-372
422-442
English 000 Laboratory Fee

$ 3.00 per student per semester
$ 6.00 per student per semester
$ 7.50 per student per semester
$10.00 per student per semester
$24.00 when student has registered for less
than 7 hours
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*Applied Music, Individual
Instruction

$22.50 per student per semester for music
majors and minors
$45.00 per student per semester for non
music majors

*Applied Music, Class Instruction

$ 3.75 per student per semester
$ 9.00 per student per semester for Private
Lessons
$ 4.50 per student per semester for Class
Lessons

*Practice Room Rental
For Voice, Piano or Organ
Practice Space

$ 4.50 per student per semester for use 1
hour a day
$ 9.00 per student per semester for use 2
hours a day

*For Band or Orchestra
Instrument Practice Space

$ 2.25 per student per semester for use 1
hour a day
$ 4.50 per student per semester for use 2
hours a day

*See numbers under Music Department.
FINES
A fine of $1.00 will be charged in the event a student presents a check
which is not honored by the drawee’s bank.
THE WRITING OF CHECKS
All persons writing checks to the university must use a check issued by their
bank. No counter checks will be accepted except one from the bank where the
money is on deposit. All checks must have the magnetic code numbers assigned
to the bank where the money is on deposit.
OUT-OF-STATE FEE
A student’s residence is determined by the residence of his parents, and the
place of residence of the student’s parents will determine the liability for the
out-of-state fee. For the student to be considered an Alabama resident, his
parents must have maintained residence within the state for twelve consecutive
months immediately prior to the student’s first enrollment at this university.
The fact that a student is 21 years of age or over and is financially inde
pendent does not excuse him from the out-of-state fee unless he has maintained
residence in Alabama for twelve consecutive months prior to his first enrollment
in an Alabama institution of higher learning.
Married students are considered in the same category as single students
unless they have established residence in Alabama for at least one year prior to
entering Jacksonville State University. If an out-of-state woman marries an Ala
bama resident student, she will be considered as an out-of-state student for one
year after marriage.
Military personnel on active duty in the Armed Forces of the United States
who entered the armed services as residents of Alabama or who are stationed at
*Band or O rchestra Instrum ent Rental (when student does not have his owe instru
m ent).
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one of the federal installations in the state will be regarded as Alabama residents
and they or their single children will not be required to pay the out-of-state fee.
NURSERY SCHOOL
The Nursery School furnishes university students and parents of nursery
school age children opportunities for observing the interests and responses of
little children in the various activities as well as for assisting in the Nursery
School Program. Charges per scholastic semester may be obtained from the
Business Manager.
REFUNDS
Application processing fees and charges for room rentals are not refundable.
In the event of official withdrawal from college, the student will be refunded
charges for board on a pro rata basis from the Monday following the official
date of withdrawal, and other fees will be refunded as follows:
Eighty per cent if withdrawal occurs prior to the close of the registration
period.
Fifty per cent if withdrawal occurs within two weeks after the close of the
registration period.
No refunds if withdrawal occurs thereafter.
When withdrawing, a student must furnish the Business Manager through
the Dean of Admissions and Registrar his activity card (ID), ROTC uniforms
release slip, release from dormitory, unused meal ticket, and official withdrawal
notice from the Dean of Admissions and Registrar.
The following procedure applies in the case of change of course:
1. No refund will be allowed if course dropping goes below 4 hours for a
part-time student and below 7 hours for a full-time student.
2. If a student is taking 6 hours or less and adds enough hours to bring
him to the 7-hour flat rate, he must pay the difference between what
he originally paid and the $160.00.
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RULES AND REGULATIONS
A. ADMINISTRATION
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION
Students are admitted at the beginning of each semester and summer session.
Applications for admission along with the necessary non-refundable application
for admission fee of $10.00 (check or money order made payable to Jacksonville
State University) should be submitted to the Dean of Admissions and Registrar.
Applications may be made a year in advance of the expected date of enrollment.
A minimum of three months before the beginning of the term is strongly
recommended. It is the student’s responsibility to see that his high school or
college credits are submitted in advance of registration.
Students under academic probation at other accredited institutions may
petition for admission to this university, provided they are eligible to return to
the institution at which they are on probation.
Students under academic suspension at other institutions may not, under any
circumstances, be admitted to this university.
Students under disciplinary probation or suspension at other institutions
are not eligible to enroll at this institution.
In addition to the specific requirements set forth below, the Committee on
Admissions, acting under the requirements and policies of its governing board,
shall consider applicants for admission to the University on the basis of academ
ic preparation, scholastic aptitude, moral character and mental and emotional
stability and on the basis of the availability of space, instructional personnel,
and appropriate curricula. The institution, in the name of its governing board,
reserves the right to reject by action of its Committee on Admissions the
application of any individual whose characteristics or actions are considered
detrimental to existing academic standards and programs, or to established social
and personal relationships among students and faculty, or to the preservation
of peace and order in the university and the university community.
UNIVERSITY DISCIPLINE POLICY
Registration as a student at Jacksonville State University implies that the stu
dent will familiarize himself with the Regulations Governing Student Conduct
and the regulations which apply to his particular situation and that he will
adhere to these regulations so long as he remains a student at this institution.
The University also expects its students to conform to the laws of the United
States, the State of Alabama, and the City of Jacksonville, and to refrain from
engaging in, or lending support to, unauthorized demonstrations and other
activities which might shock the community sense of propriety or reflect dis
credit upon the institution; and reserves the right to suspend or expel any
student who is convicted of moral turpitude or otherwise by his actions indicates
that he is in conflict with this policy.
The Dean of Men and the Dean of Women have been designated by the
President of the University as the enforcement agents of the above disciplinary
policy.
NONDISCRIMINATION
Jacksonville State University has filed with the Federal Government an
Assurance of Compliance with all requirements imposed by or pursuant to Title
VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Regulation issued thereunder, to the
end that no person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color or
national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of,
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or be otherwise subjected to discrimination under any program or activity
sponsored by this institution. Under this Assurance, this institution is committed
not to discriminate against any person on the ground of race, color or national
origin in its admission policies and practices or any other policies and practices
of the institution relating to the treatment of students and other individuals,
including the provision of services, financial aid and other benefits, and includ
ing the use of any building, structure, room, space, materials, equipment,
facility or other property. Any person who believes himself, or any specific
class of individuals, to be subjected to discrimination prohibited by Title VI
of the Act and Regulation issued thereunder may, by himself or a representa
tive, file with the United States Commissioner of Education or with this institu
tion, or both, a written complaint.
I. Selective Admission to the Freshman Class
Students entering Jacksonville State University as first time freshmen must
present the following credentials which are used as criteria in determining the
applicant’s eligibility for admission.
1. A minimum composite score of 12 (see Item 2 immediately below) on
the American College Test (ACT). The SAT may not be used in lieu of
this test.
2. Those presenting composite scores of 12 through 15 inclusive must also
present a C average on academic units taken in high school (grades 9
through 12). Those without a C average must present a minimum com
posite score of 16.
3. Graduation from an accredited high school with a satisfactory record.
The high school transcript must show a minimum of fifteen acceptable
units from a four-year high school or a minimum of eleven acceptable
units from a three-year secondary school which required for admission
the completion of a three-year junior high school program. The units
offered for admission must include at least three in English and not
more than four of the fifteen from the four-year school, nor more than
three of the eleven from a three-year school may be in vocational sub
jects. Students applying for admission are advised to emphasize in their
high school programs the following subjects: English, social studies, math
ematics, foreign languages, and the natural sciences.
4. Graduates of accredited high schools who lack the necessary academic
units other than English but who meet all other criteria as set forth for
admission and who are recommended by their principal may be admitted
conditionally. This condition may be removed after one year in residence
in which a C average is maintained on all hours attempted.
5. Students failing to qualify for admission in September or January may
enter during any summer semester. High school graduation and the
presentation of the ACT scores are required, but no minimum criterion
is established for this information.
6. Every prospective student must present the following in support of his
application for admission:
(a) Non-refundable $10.00 fee, which must accompany the application
for admission.
(b) Health record on a form supplied by the University.
(c ) ACT scores.
(d) Complete high school transcript.
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7. Students should not request a transcript from the principal until their
grades for the first semester of the senior year have been recorded. Should
the principal send a transcript covering that phase of the work, then he
need only send a supplemental transcript showing the final semester’s
grades, units earned, and date of graduation.
8 . Veterans of the armed forces and others who are not high school grad
uates but meet certain qualifications of the Committee on Admissions
may apply for admission to the freshman class if they can pass the high
school level General Education Development Test (G.E.D.) with a score
of not less than 50 on each section of the test and if they present a certi
ficate of high school equivalency.
9. High school students planning to apply for admission to Jacksonville
State University should, ai the beginning of their senior year, get in
touch with the high school principal or counselor for information and
test applications. The ACT program test is usually given at regional
testing centers in October, December, February, May and August or at
such other times as may be announced. Applicants living in states or
areas where the ACT test information is not available should request
instructions from the Dean of Admissions and Registrar, Jacksonville
State University.
II. Advanced Standing—Transfer Students.
A student may be admitted to advanced standing by presenting credits from
an approved institution of college or university rank. Credits on which a “ C”
grade or better has been earned at other recognized higher institutions will be
accepted for such courses as are fair equivalents of the courses offered at this
institution. A grade of “ D” in a course presented for transfer will be accepted
only if the student’s transferred record shows an overall point average of 1.50
out of a possible 3.00 on hours attempted. However, a grade of “ D” earned in
a course taken through correspondence and/or extension is not transferable.
Any student wishing to transfer credits from another college must ask the Regis
trar or Dean of that college to send a full official statement of his credits sev
eral weeks in advance of his arrival at this university. Failure to do this may
cause the students to register for and take a course for which equivalence
would have been allowed.
Students transferring from university branch centers will be granted credit
according to state policy.
Approved extension or correspondence credits on which a “ C” grade or
better has been earned at other recognized institutions may be used toward
graduation if they are on file in the Office of Admissions and Records at least
four weeks in advance of graduation and if they meet specific requirements set
forth under academic requirements for graduation.
Advanced standing in accordance with that which is recommended by the
American Council on Education and in accordance with good policy will be
given to veterans who apply for it. Veterans desiring such credit must make
application in the Office of Admissions and' Records by presenting a copy of
their discharge or an official statement of educational experiences and training.
III. Health Record and Inspection Report.
Applicants for admission must present this form properly completed by a
qualified physician. The report form may be obtained in the Office of Admis
sions and Records and is to be given by the student to his doctor.
All applicants will be notified concerning admission as soon as all their
records have been processed. A student who wishes to live in a college residence
hall must note, however, that a letter of acceptance does not in itself entitle the
applicant to a room. An applicant desiring a room in a residence hall must sub
mit a room reservation request form along with the customary reservation fee to
the Director of Housing.
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REGISTRATION
All students must register and pay entrance fees before being admitted to
classes. The procedure of registering and classifying will be explained to the
student at the time of registration. Members of the classification committee and
other members of the faculty advise the students in regard to their program of
studies. It is urgent that a student register and be classified during the days set
apart for that purpose.
Late Entrance. Studentsenrolling after class work begins are charged an extra
fee of $3.00 and will incur absences for classes missed.
Auditing Privilege. A person not regularly enrolled in the University may
audit a course with the approval of the Dean of Admissions and Registrar and
the instructor of the subject provided there is space available in the class desired.
Auditors must make application for admission and pay the $10.00 nonrefundable application fee as well as the $55.00 audit fee which covers one or
more courses. Auditors must wait until the first day of classes to process their
registration in the Office of Admissions and Records. Auditors are listed on the
class roll but do not participate in class room discussions, take tests or final
examinations, or make reports and may receive no credit or grades.
Regularly enrolled students, taking at least three hours for credit, may audit
courses without payment of an audit fee but must secure permission of the Dean
of Admissions and Registrar and instructors concerned.
Graduate students may audit only one course per semester.
Once a student registers in a course as an auditor, he may not change his
status in that course to a credit basis.
CHANGES IN REGISTRATION
No changes in a student’s program of studies will be permitted, nor may
courses may be dropped, later than the fourth week. All changes must be made
through the Admissions and Records Office. No student will be dropped from the
class roll until the instructor is officially notified by the Dean of Admissions and
Registrar. A student who drops a course without the permission of the Dean of
Admissions and Registrar will receive an “ F ” on the course at the end of the
semester. The Dean of Admissions and Registrar may approve a “ drop” after
the drop period without penalty to the student, provided the student has a “ B”
or better average or provided there are extenuating circumstances.
CLASS SIZE
The institution reserves the privilege of withdrawing any course in which
fewer than ten students have enrolled and of closing or dividing sections when
ever it is deemed that the interests of the students will be better served.
WITHDRAWALS
A student wishing to withdraw from the University within any semester must
procure permission from the Dean of Admissions and Registrar. Such permission
will entitle the student, provided he is passing his work, to have his permanent
record show the notation “ withdrew, passing,” which indicates good standing
and the privilege of readmission, Permission for withdrawal granted a student
who is failing will not relieve the student of the penalties ordinarily incurred
(scholastic probation or suspension) had he completed the semester.
Students who withdraw during a semester may not petition for reinstate
ment during the semester in which the withdrawal occurred.
CORRESPONDENCE AND EXTENSION
Credit obtained through correspondence or extension courses (taught by
regular, full-time faculty members) from other accredited colleges or universities,
and extension credit for courses from Jacksonville may be counted towards grad
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uation, provided that the total work done through correspondence or extension,
or through a combination of both, does not exceed 10 per cent of the work
done at this institution. A student may not finish his degree requirements by
correspondence but may complete as many as his last nine hours in residence
at any accredited 4-year college. Only hours on which a “ C” grade or better
has been earned will be accepted
No credit is granted for courses in English Composition and Grammar
(English 101, 102, 321) done through correspondence or extension.
Credit is not allowed for professional education courses and beginning and
intermediate foreign language courses (101, 102, 201, 202) taken through cor
respondence or extension.
ATTENDANCE AT CLASSES
A student is held responsible for attendance at all classes for which he
registers. A student is permitted one absence without penalty for each semester
hour of credit per class. A student may not receive credit for any class in which
he has failed to be present 70% of the time, regardless of the reason.
Students enrolled in ROTC courses must attend scheduled periods regularly
unless otherwise excused. Failure to attend regularly will subject the student
to automatic expulsion from the university.
CLASSIFICATION OF STUDENTS
Students, including transfers, will be classified as sophomores, juniors or
seniors when they are within four semester hours of the normal requirements
of the curriculum they are following and have earned in residence- as many
quality points as hours attempted at that level. Before a student may enter the
junior level, he must have obtained as many quality points as hours attempted
in order to be eligible to take 300 or above courses.
COMPETENCE IN ENGLISH
Students who are reported for incompetence in English are: 1. not eligible
to enter professional education courses or the advanced ROTC program until
they have removed their incompetence and 2. will not be certified for gradua
tion until they have satisfied the minimum requirements of standard English
at the college level, regardless of whether they have passed the required courses.
DUPLICATION OF COURSES
Credit toward graduation for any course, or part of a course, will not be
granted twice. This rule applies to all credit, whether the work is pursued at
Jacksonville or at other colleges or universities.
SEQUENCE OF COURSES
Prerequisites listed in this catalogue must be observed; students should
complete all work on the freshman and sophomore levels before entering ad
vanced courses.
No senior can graduate until he has completed at least one full semester’s
work beyond any freshman and sophomore requirements. Exception may be
made in the case of a senior who transferred to bis college as a junior and has
since been unable to schedule a freshman or sophomore requirement because
it has not been offered.
STUDENT’S RESPONSIBILITIES
All students are held responsible for meeting the requirements for gradua
tion as set forth in the catalogue. These requirements are clearly stated in
proper places under proper headings. If the student is uncertain as to the pro
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gram he is following, he should consult the catalogue, using the index, if
necessary, to locate needed information. If he has lost count of credits earned
or those still to be earned, he should consult or write the Dean of Admissions
and Registrar.
TESTS AND EXAMINATIONS
Any student who misses the final examination or a regularly announced
test because of official school business, business which will be cleared by roster
in advance with the Dean of the University, will be permitted to make up these
tests and examinations without penalty or charge. Any other student with a
legitimate reason for missing such a test or final examination may have the
privilege of making up the test by paying a fee of $1.00. No such student may
exercise this privilege more than twice in a given course in a semester. A re
ceipt from the Business Office for the payment of this fee must be presented to
the instructor before the deferred test or examination is given.
No one will be permitted to take final examinations if he or she has a
library fine, overdue book, or an unsettled account in the business office. The
account must be cleared prior to examination time.
No regularly announced examination or final examination may be administer
ed for the second time to the same student.
POSTING GRADES
Course grades for each class may be posted by professors not later than
8:00 a.m. on the first day of registration for the next, semester.
No grade except Incomplete (1) may be changed after the posting of grades
except in the case of error in posting or in communication of student’s grade to
the Office of Admissions and Records. A teacher desiring to change a grade
other than an incomplete must make written application to the Dean of the
University stating the reason for the error and the need to change within two
weeks after the turning in of the grades.
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Application for admittance to candidacy for a degree may be submitted to
the Dean of Admissions and Registrar during the first half of the first semester
of the student’s senior year. Before the student is admitted to candidacy, he
must have satisfied the faculty as to his knowledge and use of the English
language and as to his general intellectual and moral fitness for a degree from
this university.
HONORS
High scholastic attainment in the University will be recognized in the follow
ing ways:
1. Dean’s List—The names of students carrying 12 or more hours who
obtain an average of 3.0 quality points will be published under the
caption “ Dean’s List, Group A.”
The names of students carrying 12 or more hours who obtain an average
of 2.5 quality points will be published under the caption “ Dean’s List,
Group B.”
2. Honors at Graduation
(a) The phrase “ With Distinction” will be engrossed upon the diplomas
of graduating students who obtain an average over four academic
years of 2.75 quality points on hours attempted.
(b) “ With special honors i n .............................. ” will be engrossed upon
the diplomas of graduating students who maintain an average of
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2.5 quality points in the major field and a 2.0 over-all average on
hours attempted.
(c) For purposes of determining eligibility for “ distinction” and “ special
honors,” the work of the student during the entire four years at
this university except the last semester in residence will be averaged
to determine the quality points.
(d) Because of the difficulty of equalizing grading systems in different
institutions, those eligible for honors must have completed at least
96 semester hours at Jacksonville.
STUDENT LOAD

1. The normal student load for those in attendance during the regular
session is defined as sixteen hours. Students are cautioned that an overload
militates against quality of work, and schedules calling for hours in excess of
the normal load will not be approved except for:
a. Those who receive a 2-point average in the immediately preceding
semester and who have the approval of the Dean of Admissions and
Registrar.
b. Students taking pre-professional work, in which cases the prescribed
courses or requirements are to be followed.
2. No student taking practice teaching in any area, or Home Manage
ment, or both, should schedule more than seventeen hours during that semester.
3. Students in good standing in the summer school are permitted a load
of up to ten hours:
4. Students enrolling one week after class begins in the regular session
will have their loads reduced three hours for that semester unless during the
last semester in college they made a 2-point average. Those entering later than
one week after class work begins will have credits reduced in proportion to time
lost.
5. The minimum load for any student is considered to be ten hours for
the regular semester and six hours in the summer session except by special
permission of the President or Dean.
6. Students failing to pass 60 per cent of their work in any semester are
advised to reduce their course load to sixteen semester hours in the regular
session and six. in the summer session; they will be placed on academic pro
bation. If they fail to pass 60 per cent of the load taken, their names are
automatically dropped from the college roll for any two consecutive semesters.
Students so dropped may reapply for admission at the end of the dropped status
period and may be readmitted on probation. Credit may not be earned at any
college or university while the student has been in a dropped status. Those
students who return must pass 60 percent of their course load their first se
mester in residence, or their names will automatically and permanently be
dropped from the University rolls.
7. Students can find their point average by dividing the number of hours
attempted (all hours for which registered) into the quality points earned.
ELIGIBILITY
In order for a student to represent the University, or any organization of
the University, he must have a satisfactory conduct record and be in good
academic standing.
For the point system governing extra-curricular activities see the Student
Handbook.
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B. ACADEMIC
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
To be considered a candidate for graduation the student must:
1. Fulfill the specific requirements for a particular degree as set forth in
the following pages.
2. Spend at least two regular semesters and earn a minimum of 32 semester
hours residence work at Jacksonville even though he has been admitted
to advanced standing or has transferred credits.
3. Pursue the last semester of work in residence at Jacksonville.
4. Have no more than 10 percent of the hours required for the degree or of
the work done in residence at Jacksonville for the degree in extension
or correspondence work or in a combination of these.
5. Carry successfully for at least four semesters a one-hour course in military
training if a male and physically fit and not yet 25 years of age. Students
not physically fit should have a doctor’s certificate to this effect when
registering for classes; the certificate should be presented to the Professor
of Military Science or his representative at the ROTC registration point.
Veterans will apply to the Professor of Military Science for partial or
full waiver of this requirement.
Those students scheduling military science must attend the appropriate class
until the requirement has been met successfully. Those failing to comply
are subject to automatic expulsion from the University.
6. Pass the English Competence Examination.
7. Earn as many quality points as hours of credit attempted and attain
other standards approved by the faculty.
8. Be expected to complete the general subject requirements for graduation
during the freshman and sophomore years, in so far as this is possible.
In case of deficiencies students must register for courses which will re
move such deficiencies before they will be permitted to elect other courses.
GRADING SYSTEM
The following represents the grading system used by the University and the
basis upon which quality points are earned:
A—three quality points per hour.
B —two quality points per hour.
C—one quality point per hour.
D —no quality points.
F —no quality points—failing grades may not be removed other than by
work in residence on this campus.
I —Incomplete—no quality points.*
W /P —withdrawn passing.
W /F —withdrawn failing (counts as an F).
X —Audit—no credit
The passing grade is D.***
**A teacher may give an incomplete to a student who is otherwise passing and
who for legitimate reasons (such as missing a final examination because of
illness) is unable to complete the prescribed work. An incomplete must be
removed within the next semester in residence and in all cases within 12
months, or the incomplete becomes a failure.
****A student may upgrade a final course grade only by repeating the course on
the campus at Jacksonville State University.
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In order to qualify for the degree of Bachelor of Arts, a student must
satisfy the following requirements:
1. He must complete 128 semester hours of university work and must earn as
many quality points as hours attempted.
(a) Those entering with advanced standing must earn as many quality points
as hours attempted at this institution.
(b) A candidate for graduation lacking as many as nine hours may com
plete requirements by taking the work in residence at a four-year ac
credited college or university. Only credits on which a “ C” grade or
better has been earned will be accepted.
(c) A student must earn as many quality points as hours attempted in his
major and minor subjects and in the major and minor subjects taken in
residence here.
(d) At least forty percent of the credits presented for a degree must be in
courses numbered 300 and above.
(e) No matter to what advanced standing the candidate may have been
admitted, or what credits he may have transferred, he must receive credit
at Jacksonville for at least twelve hours of advanced work in his major
subject and six hours in his minor subject.
(f) Military Science 301, 302, 401, and 402 may be counted as an elective
of twelve hours. Completion of Military Science 301, 302, 401, 402 and
summer camp is required of those students who enroll in the advanced
ROTC course.
2. The 128 hours required for the B. A. degree must include the following:
a. 14 hours in English
English 101, 102, 141
8 hours
English 201, 202
or
English 301, 302
6 hours
b. 12 hours in social sciences (2 areas suggested)
History 201, 202 required
6 hours
Political Science, Sociology,
Economics, Geography*
6 hours
c. 14 hours in science (2 areas required)
(Algebra and trigonometry may be used for one year in a combi
nation with any science other than general science. It is recom
mended that the student consult his adviser for a possible combi
nation.)
d. 3 hours of Psychology 201
e. 12 hours in a foreign language ** (French, Spanish or German)
f. 4 hours in health and physical education or 4 hours in military science
(men)
g. 1 hour of Instructional Media 101
3. Major and Minor Requirements
a. Majors for the B.A. degree may be selected from any fields in which
majors are offered with the exceptions of physical education, secretarial
education, instructional media and home economics. Minors may be
selected from any fields in which minors are offered.
b. A student must select his major and minor subjects before the end of
his sophomore year or, if a junior or senior transferring from another
*A student may take six hours in any one of these or in any combination of these.
**A student with two years of high school credit will be required to complete one year
of intermediate language. Others must complete two years.
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college, before he registers for any work leading to a degree from this
institution. The choice of the major and minor fields must be made only
after consultation with the professors in these fields and must have the
approval of both the major and the minor professors.
c. The student must, before each registration, confer with his major and
his minor professors, or their representatives, and secure their approval
of the choice of courses for the major and minor (or minors), of electives,
and of sequences of such courses.
d. At least twelve hours of the major and six hours of the minor must be
done at Jacksonville in courses numbered 300 or above.
e. Students who major in non-academic subjects such as music, secretarial
education, physical education, etc., must choose at least one academic
minor to be eligible for a degree from this institution.
II. BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
The requirements for the Bachelor' of Science degree are the same as those
for the Bachelor of Arts degree, with the following exceptions:
1. Where the major is chemistry and the minor is biology or mathematics,
a foreign language is required. However, the taking of a foreign language,
although not required except as indicated in the preceding sentence, is en
couraged in all programs.
2, Majors for the B.S. degree may be selected from the following fields:
biology, general business, management, marketing, accounting, secretarial
education, chemistry, mathematics, physics, nursing or law enforcement.
With the exception of a student majoring in mathematics, general business,
management, marketing, accounting, or nursing, a student may select a
minor from any field in which a minor is offered.
Students majoring in mathematics must select a minor from the following:
biology, general business, accounting, management, marketing, chemistry,
physics, or basic engineering.
Students majoring in general business, management, marketing, or account
ing must take a minor in economics even when one is taken as a double
major with a subject outside the department of business administration.
Students majoring in general business, accounting, management, marketing,
or secretarial education take, in lieu of the 14 hours of science and/or mathe
matics, 6 hours of general science (or a full year of another science such
as biology, chemistry or physics) plus Algebra 101, 3 hours, and Mathe
matical Methods 122, 3 hours.
Students may not take as a second (double) major a subject not permitted
as a major in this degree.
III. BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION
The requirements for the Bachelor of Science in Education degree are the
same as those for the Bachelor of Arts, with the following exceptions:
1. Students must meet the requirements of admission to and retention in the
teacher education program.
2. No foreign language is required but is encouraged.
3. Elementary Education:
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a. Elementary education is the major.
b. A concentration (minor) is required. Acceptable minors are listed under
department of elementary education; see requirements for minors under
individual departments.
c. One year of biological science (Biology 101, 102, or Biology 241, 242,
and Biology 251, 252) and one year of physical science are required.
d. A minimum of three hours must be chosen from each of three fields
in the Division of Social Sciences.
See first page of Summary of Requirements for full details.
4. Secondary Education:
a. Majors may be chosen from the following departments: chemistry, bi
ology, economics, mathematics, history, physical education, physics,
political science, secretarial education, business education, music, English
French. Spanish, home economics.
b. With the exception of general business, accounting, management and
marketing, a minor may be selected from any field in which a minor
is offered.
c. A minimum of three hours must be chosen from each of two fields in
the Division of Social Sciences.
d. One year of biological science (Biology 101, 102, or Biology 241, 242,
and Biology 251, 252) and one year of a physical science are required.
e. Not more than sixty semester hours may be earned in any division.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION TO AND
RETENTION IN TEACHER EDUCATION
Jacksonville State University in its desire to produce a professional person
has devised a program of admission to and retention in teacher education. The
program, as outlined, embraces requirements for certification in Alabama and
for accreditation by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Educa
tion (NCATE) as well as the philosophy of the institution.
GENERAL INFORMATION
Except in extenuating circumstances, regularly enrolled students will not
be permitted to take directed teaching during a summer semester because of
the extremely limited number of vacancies.
Transient students will not be permitted to do directed teaching during a
summer semester, and although permitted to do directed teaching during a reg
ular semester in the Laboratory Schools, they can be accommodated only as
vacancies exist.
Courses in professional education including Psychology 331, 332, and 431
may not be taken by correspondence.
FORMAL APPLICATION
Although students may indicate in the freshman year an interest in teacher
education and are advised and counseled accordingly, they do not make formal
application before the upper semester of the sophomore year. Admission to the
University does not presuppose admission to the teacher education program.
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I. When to make formal application.
Students will make formal application for courses in professional edu
cation by the sixth week of the upper semester of the sophomore year
and no later than the sixth week of the lower semester of the junior year.
II. Where to make formal application.
Students may obtain from the Office of the Division of Education the
necessary application form for courses in professional education. This
form is to be completed and returned to the same office at least twelve
weeks before courses in professional education are to be scheduled.
ADMISSION
I. Requirements for admission.
A. The student must present a minimum of sixty-four (64) semester
hours including the following:
Instructional Media 101
English 101, 102, 141, 201, 202 or 301, 302
History 201, 202
Social Science Electives
'Biology 101, 102, Science 221, 222
2Mathematics 133
Psychology 201
Physical Education Elective
Approved Electives

— 1
-1 4
— 6
—6
-1 4
— 3
— 3
-3 -4
—13-14

1 O r their equivalent; see adviser.
Except for majors, and m inors requiring M athem atics 101, and m ajors in secretarial
education or general business education.

2

B. On the listed hours, the applicant must have earned an over-all
grade-point average of 1.25 on all hours attempted and a gradepoint average of 1.25 on hours attempted in the major and minor
subjects. The student must also have maintained a 1.25 average in
all areas aforementioned in his work at Jacksonville.
C. Applicants must have passed requirements concerning the English
Competence Examination.
Applications meeting these minimum requirements are forwarded to the
Committee on Admissions of the Teacher Education Council. This com m itteebearing in mind the applicant’s character, physical fitness, emotional stability,
vocational aptitude, and interest in teacher education—will process the appli
cations. The Committee may itself, or through the use of subcommittees, hold
interviews or consult such appropriate records as it feels necessary to give a
complete picture of the individual under consideration.
Those cases which the Committee on Admissions feels it cannot admit to
professional education will be brought to the attention of the full Teacher
Education Council for further and final action.
RETENTION
I. When to make formal application for the professional semester.
Students should made formal application for the professional semester
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(the semester during which student teaching is done) no later than
May 15 or November 15 if the professional semester is to be scheduled
for the fall semester of the spring semester respectively.
II. Where to make formal application for the professional semester.
Students may obtain from the Office of the Division of Education the
necessary application form for courses in professional semester.
Requirements for retention in the teacher education program.
A. Upon admission to the teacher education curriculum, the student is
assigned to an adviser in the appropriate area of professional edu
cation. In cooperation with the student’s subject matter adviser, the
advisor in professional education assists in planning the student’s
program.
B. The student to be eligible for the professional semester (the semester
during which directed teaching is done) must have continued to main
tain the average and conditions of I-B above (Admission) and, in
addition to the areas enumerated, the field of professional education
in which a minimum of nine semester hours has been completed.
The recommended sequence of education courses must be completed
in no less than three semesters.
C. Recommendation for directed teaching must also be made by the
chairman of the appropriate department of professional education
and by the chairman of each subject matter area designated as major
and minor.
D. The professional semester (the semester during which directed teach
ing is done) may be completed during either semester of the senior
year with the approval of the Director of Student Teaching. The
half of the professional semester in which the student teaching is
done, as well as the location of the assignment either on or off the
campus will be made on the basis of availability of student teaching
positions. Off campus student teachers are responsible for providing
their own housing.
GRADUATION
I. Requirements for recommendation for a degree in education and certifi
cation.
A. The student must have met all requirements of the curriculum as
outlined in the catalogue.
B. In addition, the student must have met the foregoing requirements
in professional education as well as maintaining a 1.25 grade-point
average on all courses attempted in professional education.
CONCLUSION

The Teacher Education Council reserves the right, upon the recommenda
tion of the Director of Student Teaching, to review and, if necessary, stipulate
additional requirements to be met by the applicant for certification of h is pro
fessional education preparation.
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BASIC REQUIREMENTS FOR THE RECOMMENDATION,
RENEWAL AND REINSTATEMENT OF CERTIFICATES
FOR ALABAMA TEACHERS
The policies and regulations governing the issuance of teacher certificates
are contained in the Certification of Alabama Teachers Bulletin published by
the State Department of Education.
Holders of regular Alabama Teachers’ certificates which have expired may
reinstate these certificates by successfully completing eight semester hours of
residence work at this university in upper division or graduate level courses.
All credits to be used for reinstatement must be earned within three years of
the date the new certificate is to bear.
A Class B Elementary Professional Certificate, a conditional permanent
certificate which is valid in periods of eight years, is the authority of the holder
to teach in grades one through six. This certificate may be issued to a person
who has been graduated with a bachelor’s degree in the curriculum approved
for the training of elementary teachers as outlined elsewhere in this catalogue.
A Class B Secondary Professional Certificate, a conditional permanent cer
tificate which is valid in periods of eight years, is the authority of the holder
to teach the subjects named on the face of the certificate and other high school
subjects as conditions may require. This certificate may be issued to a person
who has been graduated with a bachelor’s degree in the curriculum approved
for the training of secondary teachers as outlined elsewhere in this catalogue.
A Class B Elementary-Secondary Professional Certificate may be issued to
graduates who receive B.S. in Education degree with a major in health and
physical education or in music. This certificate permits the graduate to teach
in the elementary or in the high school grades. It, too, is valid in periods of
eight years.
Professional certificates are no longer issued on less than the bachelor’s de
gree, except as present holders may renew or reinstate certificates of lower
rank through approved courses of study and residence work as provided for in
the certification Bulletin.
APPLICATIONS FOR CERTIFICATES
Individuals desiring certificates (or renewals and reinstatements of certifi
cates) should file application with the Certification Secretary in the Office of
the Division of Education. A $2.00 certificate fee (money order made payable
to the State Superintendent of Education), which is forwarded with the credits to
the State Department of Education, should accompany the application.
IV. BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
The University has been authorized to offer a program leading to the Bac
calaureate Degree in Nursing. A separate bulletin describing the program may
be obtained by writing to the Dean of Nursing in care of the University.
V. BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN LAW ENFORCEMENT
The University has been authorized to offer a program leading to the
Baccalaureate Degree in Law Enforcement. A separate bulletin describing the
program may be obtained by writing to the Dean of the University.
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SUMMARY OF REQUIREMENTS FOR VARIOUS DEGREES
B. S. IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Instructional Media 101 ..................................................................................
1
English 101, 102, 141, 201, 202, 321 ........................................................ 17
History 201, 202, 444 ......................................................................................
9
Geography 101, 102.........................................................................................
6
Social Science Elective other than History or Geography .........................
3
Biology 101, 102................................................................................................
8
General Science 221, 222 ................................................................................
6
1Physical Education Electives ..........................................................................
3
Physical Education 361 ....................................................................................
3
2Mathematics 133 ............................................................................................
3
2Art 233 .............................................................................................................
3
2Music 233 ...................................................................................................
3
Psychology 201, 331 .........................................................................................
6
3Psychology 332 ................................................................................................
3
Education 341, 342, 343 .................................................................................
9
Education 362 ..................................................................................................
3
Education 411 ..................................................................................................
3
Education 461 ..................................................................................................
3
3Education 431, 462, 471, 472......................................................................... 12
Approved Electives and/or Concentration.................................................... 24
Total ........................................................................................................ 128(a)
(a) Of the total hours, 52 must be numbered 300 or above.
1 M ilitary science m ay not be used in lieu of these hours.
2 O th er credits m ay be earned in these departm ents with the approval of the dep art
m ent head.

3 Professional Semester.

B. S. IN SECONDARY EDUCATION
Instructional Media 101...............................................................................
English 101, 102, 141, 201, 202 (or 301, 302) ..........................................
1Social Science Electives ..............................................................................
History 201, 202 ...........................................................................................
Biology 101. 102.............................................................................................
2Physical Science Elective ..............................................................................
Physical Education or ROTC ....................................................................
4Mathematics 133
Psychology 201, 431 ......................................................................................
3Psychology 332 .............................................................................................
Education 302, 382 .......................................................................................
3Education 431, 481, 482 ............................................................................
Approved Electives or Major and M inor...................................................
(a)

1
14
6
6
8
6-8
4
3
6
3
6
12
51-53

T o ta l..............................................................
Of the total hours, 52 must be numbered 300 or above.

1 At least 3 of the 6 hours must be in a social science other than history.
2 M ay be general Science 221,2 or Chem istry 105,106 or Physics 201,2.
3 Professional Semester.
4 O th er credit in this departm ent m ay be earned w ith the approval of the D epart
m ent H ead.
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B. S. DEGREE 1
Instructional Media 101 ..............................................................................
English 101, 141, 201 or 301, 202 or 302 ..................................................
History 201, 202 ............................................................................................
Social Science Electives.........................
2Laboratory Science .....................................................................................
Psychology 201 .......
Physical Education or ROTC .............
Approved Elective or Major and Minor ...................................................

1
14
6
6
16
3
4
78

Total ....................................................................................................... 128(a)
(a) Of the total hours, 52 must be numbered 300 or above.
1 M ajors may be chosen from biology, chem istry, m athem atics, physics, general busi
ness, m anagem ent, m arketing, secretarial education, or accounting. If m athem atics is
chosen, then the m inor must be in a science, basic engineering, general business,
m anagem ent, m arketing, or accounting. See curriculum breakdow n for business ad
m inistration elsewhere in this catalogue.
2 General Science 221, 222 m ay not be taken in this curriculum ; however, General
Science 221, 222 may be taken in the Business Adm inistration C urriculum , b ut in
no other B.S. curriculum except education. Algebra 102 and T rigonom etry 103 (6
hours) m ay be taken in lieu of one year of a laboratory science.

B. A. DEGREE
Instructional Media 101...............................................................................
English 101, 102, 141, 201 or 301, 202 or 302 ........................................
History 201, 202.............................................................................................
Social Science Electives.................................................................................
1Laboratory Science ......................................................................................
Psychology 201 ..............................................................
Physical Education or ROTC ..............................................
Modern Language .........................................................................................
Approved Electives or Major and M inor...................................................

1
14
6
6
16
3
4
12
66

Total ........................................................................................................... 128 (a)
(a) Of the total hours, 52 must be numbered 300 or above.
1 Algebra 102 and Trigonom etry 103 (6 hours) m ay be used for one year of a labora
tory science. If m athem atics is chosen, general science may not be taken for the other
year of science. If chemistry o r physics is chosen for one of the sciences, general
science may not be used for the other year.

PRE-AGRICULTURE
Students interested in pursuing one of the various pre-agricultural curricula
should confer with the Dean of Admissions and Registrar and should consult
the catalogue of the school which they plan to attend.
In general, however, such students should schedule General Zoology (Biology
241, 242) and General Botany (Biology 251, 252); and in certain phases of
agriculture, Comparative Vertebrate Anatomy (Biology 320).
BASIC ENGINEERING
Students entering basic engineering will consult their engineering adviser
and the program outlined under the Department of Engineering.
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PRE-MEDICAL, PRE-DENTAL, PRE VETERINARY, AND
PRE-PHARMACY CURRICULA'
In general, these three pre-professional programs have the same require
ments. However, students expecting to enter one of these professional colleges
should secure a copy of the curriculum from the college of their choice in order
to select courses meeting the specific requirements.
Students entering these pre-professional programs should follow the suggested
curriculum for a Bachelor of Science degree with a major in chemistry and a
minor in biology.
Pre-pharmacy students who expect to finish their two-year requirements at
Jacksonville should take Physics 201, 201L, 202 and 202L and Chemistry 321
in their sophomore year.
1 Students should consult appropriate advisers in the D epartm ent of Chem istry.

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY2
The University, in conjunction with approved cooperating hospitals, grants a
B.S. degree in Medical Technology.
Upon completion of 100 semester hours of prescribed work at Jacksonville
State University, students apply for admission to the Medical Technology
Course at an approved hospital. The Course consists of a 12 to 15 months
program during which the student earns 16 hours of credit in Biology 421
and 422 and 12 hours of credit in Chemistry 421 and 422. A student satis
factorily completing these requirements is eligible to take the Registry of Medi
cal Technologists of the American Society of Clinical Pathologists. Successful
passing of this examination qualifies the student for certification as a Registered
Medical Technologist, M.T. (ASCP) and for a B.S. degree in Medical Tech
nology.
Those persons already holding a registered technician’s license will not be
admitted to this program.
2S tudents seeking admission to this program should consult the m edical technology
adviser in the D epartm ent of Biology.

B.S. DEGREE IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
Instructional Media 101.................................................................................. 1
English 101, 102, 141, 201, 202 .................................................................... 14
History 201, 202 .............................................................................................. 6
Social Science Elective..................................................................................... 6
Psychology 201 ................................................................................................. 3
Physical Education or ROTC ....................................................................... 4
Mathematics 102, 103 .................................................................................... 6
Biology (Minimum of 16 hours first 3 years) ............................................... 16
Biology 421, 422 (internship) ........................................................................ 16
Chemistry (Minimum of 16 hours first 3 years) .......................................... 16
Chemistry 421, 422 (internship)..................................................................... 12
Approved elective (300+) (to be used in satisfying minor
requirements) (a) ..................................................................................... 28
Total
128 (b)
(a) see advisor for minor requirements, in appropriate department
(b) Of the total hours, 52 must be numbered 300 or above.
Senior work to be done in an approved hospital, followed by an exam ination by N a
tional Board of M edical Technology.
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PRE-LEGAL COURSES
Accredited schools of law require that students have either (a) three years
of pre-law work or (b) four years of pre-law work before entering law school.
Under both of these plans a student normally earns an undergraduate degree.
Under plan (a) the student takes a three-year pre-law course which after
successful completion of the first year of law school may enable him to earn
a Bachelor of Arts degree. Such a degree is offered by this university. This
degree, with a major in political science and a minor in economics, may be
conferred by this institution at the end of the student’s first year in law school
provided local requirements have been satisfied. Under this program a student
may substitute with the approval of his adviser a minor in English for the
minor in economics.
Plan (b) is the one most strongly recommended by law schools and leaders
in the legal profession. This plan consists of securing a Bachelor of Arts degree
with a major in some field of social science. Majors in political science and
economics are especially recommended as they provide the lawyer with an excel
lent background for relations with government and business.
The student who plans to follow plan (a) should ascertain from the law
school he expects to attend if he can do so with only three years of college
work. The University of Alabama School of Law requires a baccalaureate de
gree prior to admission.
B.A. DEGREE (3-3 PLAN)
Major in Political Science and a Minor in Economics
Instructional Media 101 ..............................................................................
English 101, 102, 141; 201, 202 or 301, 302 ............................................
History 201, 202 .............................................................................................
Psychology 201...............................................................................................
Mathematics 102, 103 ..................................................................................
1Biology or Physical Science..........................................................................
Foreign Language .........................................................................................
Physical Education or R O T C ......................................................................
Political Science 201, 202 ............................................................................
Political Science 385 or 386,433, 451 or 452 .............................................
Political Science Electives............................................................................
Economics 221, 222, 301 ..............................................................................
Economics Electives......................................................................................
Senior year at an approved law school ......................................................

1
14
6
3
6
8
12
4
6
9
15
9
9
30

T o ta l........................................................................................................... 132 (a)
(a) Of the total hours, 53 must be numbered 300 or above.

1G eneral Science is not allowed in this program .
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DIVISION OF EDUCATION
GREENE Y. TAYLOR, Chairman
Department of Business Administration, Department of Elementary Educa
tion, Department of Secondary Education, Department of Health and Physical
Education, Department of Home Economics, Department of Psychology and
Philosophy.

DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (BA)
Branscomb: Department Head
This department offers secretarial education and general business education
in a teaching degree to those who are planning to teach business subjects in
high school; secretarial education in a non-teaching degree to prospective secre
taries and other office workers; general business, management, marketing, and
accounting in a non-teaching degree to students who wish to prepare for en
trance into the management, sales, or accounting fields. Others may take busi
ness subjects as elective courses.
Business majors may choose from the following curricula.
1. B.S. degree in Secondary Education with a major in secretarial educa
tion or business education and an academic minor.
2. B.S. degree in Secondary Education with a major in general business
and a minor in economics.
3. B.S. degree, non-teaching, with a major in secretarial education and an
academic minor.
4. B.S. degree, non-teaching, with a major in general business, manage
ment, marketing, or accounting with a minor in economics.
Minors are also offered in accounting, management, marketing, and general
business; these minors are not acceptable in a degree in education.
Double majors may not be taken in any combination involving General
Business, Management, or Marketing.

B.S. DEGREE IN SECONDARY EDUCATION
Major in Secretarial Education with an Approved Academic Minor
(Suggested Program)
Instructional Media 101...............................................................................
1
English 101, 102, 141, 201 or 202, 243, or 321*
EH Literature Elective................................................................. 16-17
Biology 101, 102.............................................................................................
8
General Science 221, 222
............................................
6
Mathematics 101, 122...................................................................................
6
History 201, 202 .............................................................................................
6
Economics 221 ...............................................................................................
3
Geography 241...............................................................................................
3
Physical Education 100 or R O T C ..............................................................
4
Psychology 201...............................................................................................
3
Psychology 431................................................................................................
3
Psychology 332...............................................................................................
3(a)
Education 302, 382 .......................................................................................
6
Education 431, 481, 482............................................................................... 12(a)
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Business Courses:
1SE 280 .........................................................................................................
0
2SE 281 .........................................................................................................
3
SE 380,381, 382 .........................................................................................
9
SE 372.........................................................................................................
2
ACC 391, 392.............................................................................................
6
SE 480 .........................................................................................................
3
BA 482, 483........................................................
6
Business Electives (from: SE485-486; VBE 400-404).............................
6
Approved Minor andElectives......................................................................12-13
Total............................................................................................................. 128(b)
(a) Professional Semester.
(b) Of the total hours, 52 must be numbered 300 or above.
*321 is required of English minors.
1 O ptional depending upon student’s background.
2 O ptional depending upon student’s background; however, if 281 is waived, a business
elective must be chosen instead.

Note: If 380 and/or 381 are waived, business electives must be chosen in lieu
of these courses.
B.S. DEGREE IN SECONDARY EDUCATION
Mgjor in General Business Education—Minor in Economics
(Suggested Program)
Instructional Media 101 ...............................................................................
English 101, 102. 141, 201 or 202, and one EH Literature Elective ...
History 201, 202 .............................................................................................
Economics 221, 222, 301, 491......................................................................
Economics Electives.............................................................................
Geography 241................................................................................................
Biology 101, 102.............................................................................................
General Science 221, 222 .............................................................................
Physical Education 100 or RO TC...............................................................
Mathematics 101, 122..................................................................................
Psychology 201, 431 ......................................................................................
1Psychology 332................................................................................................
Education 302, 382 ........................................................................................
1Education 431, 481, 482...............................................................................
2Business Courses:
SE 280 .........................................................................................................
BA 371, SE 372, M KT 376, MGT 383 or 481, BA 460,
BA 482, BA 483, VBE 404 .........................................................................
ACC 391, 392.............................................................................................
Business Elective.............................................................................................

1
14
6
12
6
3
8
6
4
6
6
3
6
12
3
23
6
3

Total............................................................................................................. 1 28(a)
(a) Of the total hours, 52 must be numbered 300 or above.
1 Professional Semester.
2 O ptional depending upon student’s background; however, if waived a business elective
must be chosen instead.
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B.S. DEGREE
Major in Secretarial Education (Non-Teaching) with an
Approved Academic Minor

Instructional Media 101...............................................................................
1
Psychology 201................................................................................................
3
English 101, 102, 141, 201 or 202, 243 or 321*
EH Literature Elective................................................................16-17
History 201, 202.............................................................................................
6
Political Science 201......................................................................................
3
Political Science Elective..............................................................................
3
Sociology 221..................................................................................................
3
Economics 221, 222.......................................................................................
6
Geography 241...............................................................................................
3
General Science 221, 222 ..............................................................................
6
Mathematics 101, 122...................................................................................
6
Physical Education 100 or RO TC...............................................................
4
Business Courses:
1SE 280, 281.................................................................................................
6
2SE 380, 381, 382 .......................................................................................
9
SE 372 .........................................................................................................
2
ACC 391, 392.............................................................................................
6
SE 480, BA 482, BA 483 ..........................................................................
9
Business Elective.........................................................................................
3
3Approved Minor and General Electives...................................................... 32-33
Total............................................................................................................. 128(a)
(a) Of the total hours, 52 must be numbered 300 or above.
* EH 321 is required of English minors.
1O ptional depending on student’s background: credit for 280 may be applied to this
degree but not to the secretarial education m ajor in the teaching degree.
2 See course descriptions for prerequisites.
3 G eneral electives m ay be taken in any field, non-business or business, provided the
total subjects taken in any one division do not exceed 60 hours.

Note: If 280, 281, 380, and/or 381 are waived, business electives must be chosen
in lieu of these courses.
B.S. DEGREE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Major in General Business and Minor in Economics
Instructional Media 101................................................................................
Psychology 201................................................................................................
English 101, 102, 141, 201 or 202, EH Literature Elective....................
History 201, 202 .............................................................................................
Political Science 201......................................................................................
Political Science Elective..............................................................................
Sociology 221..................................................................................................
Economics 221, 222, 301, 491......................................................................
Economics Electives.......................................................................................
Geography 241...............................................................................................
General Science 221, 222..............................................................................
Physical Education 100 or RO TC...............................................................
Mathematics 101, 122...................................................................................

1
3
14
6
3
3
3
12
6
3
6
4
6

JACKSONVILLE, ALABAMA
Business Courses:
BA 360, BA 361.............................................................................................
ACC 391, 392, 393 or 396 ........................................................................
M KT 376, MGT 383 .................................................................................
BA 482*, BA 483, BA 484 ..........................................................................
Business Elective ..........................................................................................
3Electives .........................................................................................................
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6
9
6
9
5
23

Total............................................................................................................. 128 (a)
(a) Of the total hours, 52 must be numbered 300 or above.
*Student is required to have proficiency in typew riting as prerequisite to BA 482.
1 G eneral electives may be taken in any field, non-business or business, provided the
total subjects taken in any one division do not exceed 60 hours.

B.S. IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
M ajor in Management and Minor in Economics
Instructional Media 101...............................................................................
Psychology 201................................................................................................
English 101, 102, 141, 201 or 202, EH Literature Elective....................
History 201, 202 .............................................................................................
Political Science 201......................................................................................
Political Science Elective..............................................................................
Sociology 221..................................................................................................
Economics 221, 222, 301, 491......................................................................
Economics Electives.............................................
Geography 241................................................................................................
General Science 221, 222..............................................................................
Mathematics 101, 122...................................................................................
Physical Education 100 or RO TC...............................................................
Business Courses:
BA 360, BA 361, M KT 376......................................................................
ACC 391, 392, 396.....................................................................................
BA 482", BA 483, BA 484.........................................................................
Management Courses:
383, 462, 469, 470......................................................................................
Management Electives..............................................................................
1Electives..........................................................................................................

1
3
14
6
3
3
3
12
6
3
6
6
4
9
9
9
12
12
7

Total............................................................................................................. 128(a)
(a) Of the total hours, 52 must be numbered 300 or above.
* Student is required to have proficiency in typew riting as prerequisite to BA 482.
1G eneral electives may be in any field, non-business or business, provided the total
subjects taken in any one division do not exceed 60 hours.

B.S. DEGREE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Major in Marketing and Minor in Economics
Instructional Media 101...............................................................................
Psychology 201...............................................................................................
English 101, 102, 141, 201 or 202, EH Literature Elective....................

1
3
14
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History 201, 202.............................................................................................
Political Science 201......................................................................................
Political Science Elective..............................................................................
Sociology 221..................................................................................................
Economics 221, 222, 301, 491......................................................................
Economics Electives.......................................................................................
Geography 241................................................................................................
General Science 221, 222..............................................................................
Mathematics 101, 122...................................................................................
Physical Education 100 or RO TC................................................................
Business Courses:
BA 360, BA 361 .........................................................................................
ACC 391, 392, 396 ...................................................................................
BA 460, 482®, 483, 484.............................................................................
Marketing Courses:
376, 377, 383, 470, 494, 495.....................................................................
Marketing Electives....................................................................................
1Electives..........................................................................................................

6
3
3
3
12
6
3
6
6
4
6
9
12
18
6
7

Total............................................................................................................. 128 (a)
(a) Of the total hours, 52 must be numbered 300 or above.
*S tudent is required to have proficiency in typew riting as prerequisite to BA 482.

1 General electives may be in any field, non-business or business, provided the total
subjects taken in any one division do not exceed 60 hours.

B.S. DEGREE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Major in Accounting and Minor in Economics
Instructional Media 101...............................................................................
Psychology 201................................................................................................
English 101, 102, 141, 201 or 202, EH Literature Elective....................
History 201, 202 .............................................................................................
Political Science 201......................................................................................
Political Science Elective..............................................................................
Sociology 221..................................................................................................
Economics 221, 222, 301 ..............................................................................
Economics 491, 493........................................................................................
Economics Electives........................................................................................
Geography 241................................................................................................
General Science 221, 222..............................................................................
Mathematics 101, 122....................................................................................
Physical Education 100 or ROTC................................................................
Business Courses:
BA 360, 361 ................................................................................................
M KT 376, MGT 383 ................................................................................
BA 482*, 483, 484......................................................................................
Accounting Courses:
3 9 1,392,393..............................................................................................
471, 472, 473, 477......................................................................................
Accounting Electives..................................................................................

1
3
14
6
3
3
3
9
6
3
3
6
6
4
6
6
9
9
12
9
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1Electives..........................................................................................................

7

Total............................................................................................................. 128(a)
(a) Of the total hours, 52 must be numbered 300 or above.
* Student is required to have proficiency in typew riting as a prerequisite to BA 482.

1 G eneral electives may be in any field, non-business o r business, provided the total
subjects taken in any one division do not exceed 60 hours.

BUSINESS AND OFFICE OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION
I. Two-Year Terminal Program
Instructional Media 101................................................................................
1
English 101, 102, 141.....................................................................................
8
History 201, 202 .............................................................................................
6
Mathematics 101, 122....................................................................................
6
Principles of Economics 221.................................
3
1Beginning Typing 280 ....................................................................................
3
1Beginning Shorthand 281..............................................................................
3
1Advanced Typing 380...................................................................................
3
1Dictation and Transcription 381, 382.........................................................
6
Machines 370 or 371...................................................................................... 2-3
Filing and Records Management 372 ......................................................... 2
Accounting 391, 392......................................................................................
6
Psychology 201................................................................................................
3
Business Law 483............................................................................................
3
Secretarial Office Procedures 480.................................................................
3
Business Communications 482......................................................................
3
Electives.......................................................................................................... 3-2
Total.............................................................................................................

64

BUSINESS AND OFFICE OCCUPATIONS PROGRAM
II. Two-Year Terminal Program
(Cooperative Work-Training)
Instructional Media 101................................................................................
1
English 101, 102, 141.....................................................................................
8
Mathematics 101, 122....................................................................................
6
1Beginning Typing 280....................................................................................
3
1Beginning Shorthand 281..............................................................................
3
1Advanced Typing 380...................................................................................
3
1Dictation and Transcription 381..................................................................
3
Dictation and Transcription 382..................................................................
3
Machines 370 or 371...................................................................................... 2-3
Filing and Records Management 372 .........................................................
2
1Accounting 391, 392......................................................................................
6
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Secretarial Office Procedures 480.................................................................
3
Business Communications 482......................................................................
3
2 Office Apprenticeship 485, 486.....................................................................
6
Approved Electives........................................................................................ 11-12
Total ..........................................................................................................

64

1 Optional in Programs I and II depending upon student’s background. Credit for 280
may not be applied to secretarial education major with teaching degree.
3 Three hours of practical experience daily in a business office, arranged and super
vised by University coordinator.
Note: If 280, 281, 380, 381 are waived in Programs I or II, business electives
must be taken instead of these courses.
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MINORS
1. A minor in general business may be secured by taking at least twenty-four
hours of business subjects, including the following required: Accounting 391,
392, six hours; Business Law 483, three hours. Economics 221 and Mathe
matics 122 also are required with this minor.
2. A minor in accounting consists of at least eighteen hours of accounting
courses, including Accounting 391, 392, and 393. Mathematics 122, three
hours, and Economics 221, three hours, also are required.
3. A minor in management consists of at least eighteen hours of management
courses, including M anagem ent 383, 384, 462, and 467. Mathematics 122,
Accounting 391, 392, Economics 221, 222, and BA 360 also are required
with this minor.
4. A minor in marketing consists of at least eighteen hours of marketing
courses, including Marketing 376, 377, 494, and 495. Economics 221, 354,
Mathematics 122, Accounting 391, 392, BA 460, MGT 470 are required
with this minor.

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
ACCOUNTING (ACC)
391, 392. Elementary Accounting (I) (II) (3) (3). Two semesters. Five
periods a week. Prerequisite: Mathematics 122. Theory of accounts, debit and
credit, accounting cycle; classification of accounts; procedure of recording trans
actions; work sheet, adjusting and closing of the ledger; balance sheet and in
come statement; tangible and intangible assets, business reports; voucher system,
partnerships and corporations.
393. Intermediate Accounting (I) (3). Five periods a week. Prerequisite:
Accounting 392. The various accounting methods adapted to different types
of business concerns and to specialized accounting.
394. Intermediate Accounting (II) (3). Five periods a week. Prerequisite:
Accounting 393. Detailed study of the accounting processes and analysis of bal
ance sheet accounts with the application of accounting theory through intensive
problem solutions.
396. Managerial Accounting (3). Five periods a week. Prerequisite: Account
ing 392. The interaction between accounting and management: accounting data
and its use by management in reaching decisions and evaluating performance.
397. Quantitative Accounting (3). Five periods a week. Prerequisite: Ac
counting 393 or 396, BA 360, 361. Tools used by accountants in the area of
special decision making. Use of mathematics, operations research, statistics,
and related fields to determine the allocation of resources for maximization of
the firm’s goals.
398. Governmental Accounting (3). Five periods a week. Prerequisite: Ac
counting 393 or 396. Accounting procedures of all governmental units, including
non-profit service organizations. Analysis of current problems in fund accounting.
405. CPA Review and Seminar (3). Open only to seniors majoring in ac
counting. Preparation for the Certified Public Accountants Examination.
471. Cost Accounting (3). Five periods a week. Prerequisite: Accounting
393. An introduction to cost accounting through a study of the principles of
job-order cost accounting.
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472. Income Tax Accounting (3). Five periods a week. Prerequisites: Ac
counting 393 or 396. Federal and state income tax laws as they apply to
individuals. Training in the interpretation of regulations and in the preparation
of various income tax returns.
473. Advanced Accounting (I) (3). Five periods a week. Prerequisite: Ac
counting 393. Specialized accounting procedures, including partnership ac
counting, installment sales, consignments, and branch accounting.
474. Advanced Accounting (II) (3). Five periods a week. Prerequisite:
Accounting 473. Accounting procedures of consolidated business units, estates,
trusts, and governmental units.
475. Advanced Cost Accounting (3). Five periods a week. Prerequisite:
Accounting 471. Cost accounting with emphasis on process and standard cost
systems.
476. Advanced Income Tax Accounting (3). Five periods a week. Pre
requisite: Accounting 472. The federal and state income tax laws as applied to
partnerships, fiduciaries, estates, trusts, and corporations.
477. Auditing (3). Five periods a week. Prerequisites: Accounting 471 and
473. Open only to seniors majoring in accounting. Basic auditing principles
and procedures as applied to trading and manufacturing concerns and applica
tion of the procedures through an audit practice case.
478. Accounting Theory (3). Five periods a week. Prerequisites: Account
ing 471 and 473. An analysis of historical and current accounting concepts.
Prepares the student for the Certified Public Accounting theory examination.
GENERAL BUSINESS (BA)
360. Business Statistics I (3). Prerequisites: Mathematics 101 (or 102) and
122. Collection, classification, and presentation of data through statistical tables
and charts; averages and dispersion, elements of sampling; test of significance.
361. Business Statistics II (3). Prerequisite: BA 360. Time series, trends,
variations and fluctuations; index numbers; probability; regression and cor
relation analysis.
371. Business Machines (3). Five periods a week. The operation of adding,
calculating, and accounting machines and the application to business and statisti
cal problems.
460. Introduction to Data Processing (3). Junior Standing. A brief ex
posure to the theory and operations of data processing. Concepts presented are
punched card, unit record machines, computers and magnate storage devices,
flow-charting, program logic and basic computer programming languages.
464. Insurance (3). All types of insurance for personal and business uses.
Basic principles of risk management.
465. Life,
BA 464. Life,
fit the needs
fields. An aid
Designation.

Accident, and Health Insurance (3). Suggested prerequisite:
accident and sickness, and hospitalization insurance designed to
of insurance buyers and those contemplating a career in these
in preparing for the examination for Chartered Life Underwriter

466. Multiple Line Insurance (3). Suggested Prerequisite: BA 464. Property
and liability insurance designed to fit the needs of insurance buyers and those
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contemplating careers in these fields. An aid in preparing for examination for
Chartered Property and Casualty Underwriter Designation.
482. Business Communications (3). Prerequisites: English 101, 102, 141;
typewriting; Psychology 201. Business procedures and principles underlying
effective correspondence; liberal practice in composing letters and reports and
in solving business problems through the various channels of communication.
483. Business Law I (3). Junior Standing. Introduction to business law
and its objectives; principles related to contracts, agency and employment,
negotiable instruments, personal property and bailments, and sales of goods.
484. Business Law II (3). Prerequisite: BA 483. Legal principles related to
partnerships, corporations, real property and leases, insurance, security devices,
bankruptcy, trusts and estates; and government regulations of business and
labor, civil and criminal liability, and business security.
MANAGEMENT (MGT)
383. Principles of Management (3). Prerequisites: Economics 221, 222. A
basic course in general management. Principles and theories. (Formerly Business
and Industrial Management 497).
384. Labor Economics (3). Prerequisites: MGT 383 and Economics 221
and 222. The historical development of the trade union, union structure,
leadership, governmental functions, wages, hours, labor-management relations,
and social security, with emphasis on economic, psychological, and institutional
factors.
462. Personnel Management (3). Prerequisites: Psychology 201, Sociology
221, and Junior Standing. Basic principles, philosophies, and application of
personnel administration.
467. Industrial Management Problems (3). Prerequisite: MGT 383 Man
agerial principles and practical problems of business management through
class participation in solving managerial problems.
468. Wage and Salary Administration (3). Prerequisites: M GT 383. 462.
Wage and salary determination including wage policy, job evaluation tech
niques, and wage payment methods.
469. Industrial Training (3). Prerequisites: MGT 383, 462. Student con
ferences and participation in all types of training situations; employee training
and development.
470. Human Behavior in Business (3). Prerequisites: Psychology 201, So
ciology 221, and Junior Standing. The integration of behavioral science concepts
(psychology, sociology, anthropology, and physiology) as applied to business and
industry into an effective working tool.
481. Office Management (3). Principles and methods of office management;
the qualifications and responsibilities of the office manager.
493. Collective Bargaining (3). Prerequisites: MGT 384. Collective bargain
ing in the employer-employee relationship and the strategy used by the various
parties in the business process.
Marketing 494. Retail Store Management (3). Prerequisites: M KT 376 and
MGT 383. (May be counted as a course in management.) For description,
see Marketing 494.
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497. Management Controls (3). Prerequisites: ACC 392 and MGT 383. The
forecasting, budgeting, and controlling of operating expenses, inventories, pro
duction, and the acquisition of machinery and equipment and other capital
items.
498. Banking Management (3). Prerequisites: Economics 221, 491, 493 and
MGT 383. Practical bank administration, including analysis of its functions
and internal operations, responsibilities of officers and directors, relationship with
correspondents, lending and investment policies.

MARKETING (MKT)
376. Principles of Marketing (3). Prerequisites: Economics 221 and Junior
Standing. Distribution of manufactured goods or agricultural and natural products
from producer to consumer. Channels of trade, marketing functions, institu
tions, costs, problems and policies. Prerequisite to all other marketing courses.
377. Principles of Advertising (3). Prerequisites: M KT 376 and Psychology
201. Advertising as a part of the firm’s communicative efforts. Case analysis
is stressed.
378. Marketing Problems (3). Prerequisites: M KT 376, 377. Case studies
relative to retailing, advertising, and selling policies.
383. Management: Principles of Management (3). Prerequisites: Economics
221, 222. (May be counted as a course in marketing). For description, see
Management 383.
461. Salesmanship (3). Prerequisites: M KT 376 and Psychology 201. Prin
ciples of modern salesmanship as applied to selling tangibles and intangibles.
Consideration of the salesman in relation to his firm, his goods, and his cus
tomers. Creative selling stressed. Classroom sales and demonstrations.
463. Purchasing and Industrial Marketing (2). Prerequisite: M KT 376.
Emphasis on industrial purchasing and marketing.
Management 470. Human Behavior in Business (3). Prerequisites: Psy
chology 201, Sociology 221, and Junior Standing. (May be counted as a
course in marketing.) For description, see Management 470.
494. Retail Store Management (3). Prerequisite: M KT 376 and MGT 383.
Store layout, location, accounting, personnel, purchasing, sales credit policies,
and general systems of internal control.
495. Sales Management (3). Prerequisites: M KT 376, MGT 383, and Senior
Standing. Direction, supervision, and control of sales divisions of manufacturing
and wholesaling organizations; the relationship to other departments; sales plan
ning and research; market determination, distribution, problems, and policies.
Case analysis is stressed.
496. Marketing Research (3). Prerequisites: MKT 376, BA 482, BA 360, and
Senior Standing. Modern research techniques applied to the problems of measur
ing market and sales potentials, the allocation of territories, the demand for
industrial goods, consumer purchasing power, and sales forecasts. The uses of
products and sales research; market determination; distribution problems and
policies.
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SECRETARIAL EDUCATION (SE)
280. Elementary Typewriting (3). Four class periods and one practice
period a week. Fundamentals of touch typewriting, with emphasis on tech
nique, accuracy, speed, arrangement of letters and other business forms. Re
stricted to students without any previous training. Credit may not be applied
to the secretarial education major in the teaching degree.
281. Elementary Manual Shorthand (3). Four class periods and one practice
period a week. Prerequisite: Typewriting 280 or equivalent. Principles of Gregg
shorthand; development of skill in reading and writing from printed and written
shorthand; business letter dictation and transcription.
282. Elementary Touch Shorthand (3). Four class periods and one practice
period a week. Prerequisite: SE 280 or equivalent. Principles of machine short
hand; development of skill and reading and writing from printed and written
shorthand; business letter dictation and transcription.
283. Intermediate Typewriting (3). Four class periods and one practice
period a week. Prerequisite 280 or equivalent. An elective.
370. Secretarial Machines (2). Three periods a week. Prerequisite: Type
writing. Practical working knowledge of stencil, carbon and offset and duplicat
ing machines, electric typewriters, voicescription machines, adding and cal
culating machines, overhead and film projectors, and similar machines.
372. Filing and Records Managements (2). Three periods a week. Indexing
and filing; the various filing systems and practice in their application.
380. Advanced Typewriting (3). Four class periods and one practice period
a week. Prerequisite: 280 or equivalent.
381. Dictation and Transcription (3). Four class periods and one prac
tice period a week. Prerequisite: 280 and 380 or equivalent.
382. Advanced Dictation and Transcription (3). Four class periods and one
practice period a week. Prerequisites: 380 and 381 or equivalent.
480. Secretarial Office Procedures (3). Five periods a week. Prerequisites:
SE 372, SE 380, SE 382, and ACC 391. A comprehensive coverage with ade
quate practice for proficiency in secretarial procedures used in an office.
485, 486. Office Apprenticeship (3) (3). Three hours daily of actual office
experience in junior and/or senior years, supervised by University coordinator.
VOCATIONAL BUSINESS EDUCATION (VBE)
(Open only to seniors and second semester juniors in Business Teacher Education)
400. History and Principles of Vocational Education (3). Historical de
velopment of federally-aided vocational education; includes economic, social,
and educational conditions giving rise to the movement.
401. Administration and Supervision of Vocational Education (3). Seniors
only. Administration of vocational education on the national, state, and local
levels, with particular emphasis on business office occupations education.
402. Analysis of Business and Office Occupations (3). Identifying and
analyzing the various business and office occupations.
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403. Problems of Coordination in Business and Office Occupations (3).
Problems involved in carrying out the functions of the coordinator of business
and office occupations education.
404. Materials and Methods of Teaching Related Business and Office
Skills (3). Preparation of the vocational business-education teacher to coordinate
the classroom teaching of the related business and office skills necessary for
the students to gain optimum experience from their supervised on-the-job
training.

DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENTARY EDUCATION (ED)
Taylor: Department Head
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
Elementary education majors are required to select a concentration (minor)
in an area from the following: art, biology, chemistry, economics, English,
French, geography, German, history, instructional media, mathematics, music,
physical education, political science, sociology, Spanish. See requirements for
minors listed under the various departments.
341. Teaching of Arithmetic (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 133. Materials
and methods in the teaching of arithmetic.
342. Teaching of Reading and Language Arts (3). Methods, materials,
and research findings concerned with the teaching of reading and the inter
relationship of teaching the language arts in the elementary school.
343. Teaching of Social Studies (3). Materials and methods of teaching
social studies in the elementary grades.
362.
Science Education for the Elementary Teacher (3). Materials, labora
tory demonstrations, and organization of science topics taught in the elementary
grades.
411. Books and Related Materials for Children (3). Not open to those
with credit in IM 411. For course description see IM 411.
431. School and Society (3). The historical and philosophical background
of education and effects on present educational issues. Concepts and theories
which give meaning to the place of schools in society.
461. Art Education for the Elementary Teacher (3). One lecture and four
studio periods a week. Prerequisite; Art 233 or equivalent. Giving the teacher
a working knowledge of an art and an appreciation of its importance in the
education of children.
462. Music Education for the Elementary Teacher (3). Prerequisite: Music
233 or its equivalent and approval for professional semester. A survey of ma
terials in a well-rounded elementary music program. A review of activities in
singing, listening, and in rhythmic, instrumental and creative areas on the
elementary level.
471, 472. Directed Teaching in Elementary Schools (6). Required of seniors
in elementary education. Blocked: thirty periods a week for eight weeks.
Supervised classroom observation and student teaching in the elementary grades,
with no less than one-third of the hours done in active student teaching.
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DEPARTMENT OF SECONDARY EDUCATION (ED)
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
302. Principles of Education (3). Nature and scope of public education
in American society. Considers the selection of teaching as a profession.
371. Directed Teaching PE Elementary School (3). Five periods a week.
Required of physical education majors only. Supervised classroom observation
and student teaching of physical education in the elementary school.
382. Methods of Teaching in Secondary Schools (3). Prerequisite: Educa
tion 302. Materials and methods of teaching at the secondary level.
382E. Methods of Teaching English in Secondary Schools (3). Prerequisite:
Education 302. Materials and methods of teaching English at the secondary
level.
431. School and Society (3). Prerequisite: Approval for professional semester.
The historical and philosophical background of education and its effects on
present educational issues. Concepts and theories which give meaning to the
place of schools in society.
451. Audio-Visual Materials and Equipment (3). Three class meetings and
one laboratory period each week. Examination and evaluation of films, film
strips, slides, exhibits, charts, maps, globes, recordings and recording devices,
radio and television programs, the contributions of audio-visual materials to the
elementary and secondary curriculum; to sources of audio-visual materials; and
to the operation, care and housing of necessary equipment.
481. Directed Teaching: Secondary School (6). Prerequisite: Approval for
professional semester. Open to seniors only. Blocked: thirty periods a week for
eight weeks. One conference each month with the college supervisor is to be
scheduled at registration time. In addition, conferences with the supervising
teacher are to be scheduled for times convenient to the teacher and student.
482. The Teacher and School Organizations and Management (3). Pre
requisite: Education 302 and 382. Open to seniors only. The various aspects of
school organization and administration of particular concern to teachers.
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION (PE)
P. Calvert: Department Head
Requirements for a major in physical education: a minimum of thirty-six
hours, which must include Physical Education 212, 331, 352, 361, 382, 391
(men) or 371 (women), 451, 462, three hours in another theory course, and nine
hours in activity courses. At least three hours of directed teaching in Education
481 must be of physical education.
Biology 321 is also required of physical education majors.
Requirements for a minor in physical education: a minimum of twenty-four
hours, which must include Physical Education 212, 331, 352, 361, six hours in
other theory courses, and six hours in activity courses.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
100. Health Education and Physical Fitness (4). Two theory and three
activity periods a week. Not open to majors and minors in physical education,
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ROTC students, and elementary education majors. Safety, first aid, sanitation,
communicable diseases, essentials of good health and physical fitness.
111. Soccer and Elementary Softball (3). Four class periods a week.
121. Elementary Football and Baseball for Men (3). Four class periods a
week.
141. Tennis (3). Four class periods a week. Fundamentals in singles and
doubles play. The game will be taught through demonstration and active par
ticipation.
147. Trampoline (3). Four class periods a week. Instructions for students
who have had basic experience in stunts and tumbling. Basic orientation of
body movement in space will be taught.
151. Volleyball and Basketball (3). Four class periods a week. Fundamentals
of the game.
161. Badminton and Archery (3). Four class periods a Week. Fundamental
techniques of the sport, and care and upkeep of equipment.
162. Track and Field Activities (3). Four class periods a week. Track and
field events and some emphasis on the coaching and officiating of these events.
171. Stunts, Tumbling, and Apparatus Gymnastics (3). Four class periods
a week. Techniques and fundamentals. Elementary and advanced.
172. Rhythmic Gymnastics for Women (3). Four class periods a week.
Free exercises, movements, including the floor standing, and aerial skills; such
hand apparatus as balls, ropes, wands, and hoops done rhythmically and to
music.
173. Classical Ballet Technique (3). Four class periods a week. Fundamental
positions and basic technique.
174. Modern or Aesthetic Dancing (3). Four class periods a week. Funda
mentals of modern dance.
175. 275, 375, 475. Dance Laboratory (1). Limit of one hour’s credit
per semester and a total of four hours. Hours arranged. Different types of danc
ing performed in semi-annual concerts.
212. Personal and Community Health (3). The development of habits,
attitudes, and knowledge concerning health, and the professional preparation
of teachers for teaching health in the schools and community.
221. Community Recreation (3). Methods of planning, organizing, and
conducting community recreation activities. Such as a community playground,
a recreation house, group outings, community field days, and private recrea
tional groups.
251. Folk Dancing (3). Four class periods a week. Fundamental move
ments, basic folk dance steps, folk dances suitable for elementary and secondary
grades, some square dances.
261. Ballroom Dancing (3). Four class periods a week. Techniques and
skills of ballroom dancing.
271. Recreational Games (3). Four class periods a week. Techniques and
skills in the following activities: deck tennis, aerial tennis, shuffleboard, table
tennis, horseshoes, croquet, sacket and cosom ball.
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331. Safety and First Aid (3). The prevention and treatment of athletic
injuries, as well as general first-aid treatment. The preparation of the individual
to prevent or meet the emergencies in the schoolroom and on the playground.
352. History and Principles of Health and Physical Education (3). The
historical and philosophical phases of physical education, as well as the organic,
interpretative, neuromuscular, and emotional development.
361. Introduction to Health Instruction and the Grades Physical Education
Program (3). Introduction to state-adopted health books; classified and graded
activities for children, ages 6-12, including art and science of teaching.
362. Kinesiology (3). Prerequisite: BY 321.
human muscular system.

Structure and function of

371. Methods and Principles of, and Materials for, the Teaching of Indi
vidual and Team Sports for Women (3). Theory and techniques. Not offered
in summer semester.
382. School Health and Physical Education (3). School health program;
classified and graded activities for children, ages 12-18, including art and
science of teaching.
391. Methods and Principles of Athletic Coaching (Men) (3). Theory and
techniques.
421. Intramural Athletics (3). Four class periods a week. Theory and
techniques of the intramural program. Students are required to plan such a
program, to organize it, to supervise its activities, and to officiate in whatever
capacities are requisite.
431. Applied Physiotherapy (3). Prerequisite or corequisite: PE 362. Labora
tory experience in analysis and application of therapeutic modalities, e. g.
exercise, massage, heat hydrotherapy.
441. Camp Leadership (3). Elective for majors and minors but may not
be used toward meeting major or minor requirements.
451. Measurements and Evaluation in Physical Education (3). Analysis,
interpretation, and tests in physical education.
462. Organization and Administration of Health and Physical Education (3).
The organization and administration of facilities and supplies, and of the school
program of health and physical education. Management of athletic, intramural,
and recreational programs. Practice in outlining and setting up administrative
plans for practical situations.
B.S. DEGREE IN SECONDARY EDUCATION
Major in Physical Education and an Academic Minor 1
Summary of Requirements
Instructional Media 101 ..............................................................................
English 101, 102, 141, 201, 202 ..................................................................
2Biology 101, 102, 321.....................................................................................
3General Science 221, 222 ............................................................................
4 Mathematics 133 ...........................................................................................
History 201, 202.............................................................................................

1
14
12
6
3
6
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Social Science other than H istory...............................................................
3
Social Science Elective..................................................................................
3
Approved Minor (Courses numbered 300 or above) ............................... 6-9
Physical Education 2 1 2 .................................................................................
3
Physical Education 331, 352, 361, 382 ...................................................... 12
Physical Education 391 (or 371) ................................................................
3
Physical Education 451, 462 .......................................................................
6
Physical Education Theory Course Elective ..............................................
3
Physical Education Activity Courses (ROTC not allowed) ....................
9
Education 371 —Directed Teaching of Physical Education,
Elementary Level ......................................................................................
3 (a)
Education 382, 302 .......................................................................................
6
Education 431.................................................................................................
3 (a)
Education 481—Directed Teaching
Secondary Level........................................................................................
6 (a)
Education 482 ...............................................................................................
3(a)
Psychology 201, 331, 332, 431 ..................................................................... 12
Approved Electives................. .................................................................... 2-5
T o ta l.......................................................................................................... 128(b)

(a) To be taken in the Professional Semester.
(b) A total of 52 hours of the 128 must be in courses numbered 300 or above.
1Students should check specific requirements for minors.
2 Those taking a minor in biology should schedule BY 241, 242, 251, 252 instead of BY
101, 102.

3Or a year of chemistry or of physics.
4 Other credit in this department may be earned with approval of Department Head.

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY, GUIDANCE, AND
PHILOSOPHY (PSY)
Wilson: Acting Department Head
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
201. Introduction to Psychology (3). Required of all students. To acquaint
the student with the subject matter of psychology and its development as a
science; to interpret to the student the fundamental laws of psychology and the
terminology used; and to develop in the student the ability to criticize his own
methods of study and his general personal development.
202. Principles of Logic (3). Major topics in the philosophy of language,
and the principles of inductive and deductive logic. Designed for the general
student and for those who expect to do advanced work in law, medicine,
science, theology and philosophy.
241. Applied Psychology (3). Prerequisite: Psychology 201. The psychology
of understanding and dealing with people.
242. Educational and Psychological Statistics (3). Designed for students
in education and psychology. The principal statistical methods used in the
handling of educational psychological data.
243. Physiological Psychology (3). The physiological basis of behavior.
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301. General Experimental Psychology (3). Development and application
of scientific methods and techniques used in the solution of psychological prob
lems.
302. Mental Hygiene (3). Problems of normal mental health, with em
phasis upon the factors which influence such development from childhood
through the adult stage. The training of children to meet and solve their prob
lems realistically rather than emotionally will be emphasized.
303. Abnormal Psychology (3). Theories, problems, and methods of dealing
with abnormal behavior.
311. Advanced Educational Psychology (3). Evaluation of the major trends
in current educational theory and practice based upon sound psychological
criteria.
312. Clinical Psychology (3). Development and application of the principal
techniques used in the diagnosis and treatment of behavior problems.
313. Comparative Psychology (3). Behavior of organisms from the lower
through the higher forms. Emphasis placed upon the relationship between the
development of structures and the elaboration of behavior.
321. Introduction of Philosophy (3). The meaning, scope, problems, and
methods of philosophy. Some use made of original materials.
322. History of Philosophy (3). Prerequisite: approval of instructor. De
velopment of philosophy from ancient times to the present.
323. Modern Philosophy (3). Prerequisite: approval of instructor. An exami
nation of the outstanding systems of modern philosophy for the purpose of in
dicating their influence upon modern social, economic, and political problems.
331, 332. Development of Children and Youth in the Community and
Region (3) (3). Two semesters. Prerequisite: approval of Teacher Education
Council. An intensive study is made of the behavior of children and youth.
Particular emphasis is given to the needs of children in various situations.
Techniques for the study of the behavior of children and youth are developed,
together with the means and methods of measuring the effect of various types
of behavior. The work of the courses is closely related to student teaching and
will endeavor to cover the psychological problems most vital to the teacher.
(Human Growth and Development, three hours; Educational Psychology, three
hours.)
401. Tests and Measurements (3). Topics covered include
ments in education, the best standardized tests of intelligence
and their use in the school room, the elementary principles
niques, the construction of classroom tests. The theory and
from the elementary level through higher education.

accurate measure
and achievements
of statistical tech
practice of testing

402. Psychometrics (3). Origin, development, and application of psycho
logical tests.
403. Psychology Tests and Measurements (3). The administration, scoring,
and interpretation of individual and group intelligence tests.
431. Adolescent Psychology (3). Prerequisite: approval of Teacher Educa
tion Council. Required of seniors who are candidates for B. S. degree in
Secondary Education.
441. Psychology of the Exceptional Child (3). Development of a scientific
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attitude, a technique of approach, and methods of dealing with the problems
of the children who deviate far from the average.
442. Advanced Social Psychology (3). Development of a thorough under
standing of the individual as a social being. Emphasis is upon the factors that
motivate group activity as a result of the group’s interaction with the individual.
443. Schools of Psychology (3). Development and interpretation of psy
chological data from the points of view of the various schools of psychology.
451. History of Psychology (3). A chronological survey of the origin and
development of psychology.
DEPARTMENT OF HOM E ECONOMICS (HEC)
Clark: Acting Department Head
The home economics curriculum is planned to help young women to im
prove personally, to prepare for home and family, and to train professionally in
the field of home economics.
A Bachelor of Science degree in Secondary Education with a major in home
economics is offered. This major provides training for the teaching of vocational
and non-vocational home economics. Students who meet the requirements will
be qualified to receive a Class B Secondary Professional Certificate. This certifi
cate is acceptable for the teaching of home economics, both vocational and
non-vocational, in the secondary schools of Alabama. Majors in home economics
are also qualified for positions in Home Economics Extension Service, home eco
nomics in business, food service supervision and special areas of social service.
Majors in this field will be prepared to pursue graduate study in the various
fields of home economics.
The prescribed course for the majors trains professionally for teaching and
other related fields and prepares young women for the responsibilities of home
making.
The student may choose an academic minor or a minor in the related
subject areas of foods or clothing.
By including special additional courses in one’s curriculum, the student may
fulfill academic requirements for courses and credit hours as adopted by the
Executive Board of the American Dietetic Association for both membership in
the Association and entrance to approved dietetic internships as well as a degree
in vocational home economics education. It would also be possible to meet
ADA requirements with a degree in another field.
Graduates of high school may take as audit students an approved training
course for food service supervisors which meets the curriculum requirements of
the Hospital Institution, and Educational Food Service Society for membership.
Interested students should get in touch with the head of the Department of
Home Economics. Those meeting admission requirements of the University may
take the courses for credit.
Home economics courses may be elected by non-majors.
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B.S. IN SECONDARY EDUCATION-MAJOR IN
HOME ECONOMICS AND AN ACADEMIC MINOR
Summary of Requirements
Instructional Media 101 ..............................................................................
English 101, 102, 141, 201 or 301, 202 or 302 ........................................
History 201, 202 .............................................................................................
Sociology 221, Social Science Elective .......................................................
1Science ..........................................................................................................
Mathematics 133...........................................................................................
Home Economics 122, 131, 201, 221, 232, 271 ........................................
Home Economics 322, 341, 352, 371 ..........................................................
Home Economics 422, 424, 431, 471 ..........................................................
Home Economics 442 ...................................................................................
Psychology 201, 332 ......................................................................................
Education (Home Economics) 362, 302 ......................................................
Education (Home Economics) 461, 431, 481 ............................................
Approved Electives and/or M in o r..............................................................

1
14
6
6
12
3
18
12
12
3 (a)
6
6
12(a)
17

Total ........................................................................................................... 128 (b)
1A full year course in cither a biological or a physical science must be taken as part
of this requirement of twelve semester hours. General Science may not be used.
(a) Professional Semester.
(b) Of the total hours, 52 must be numbered 300 or above.
A related minor in clothing or foods may be earned by those taking a major
in home economics. A total of fifty-four hours in home economics, excluding
Home Economics 201, is required with at least twenty-one hours in the related
minor field.

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
122. Fundamentals of Food Preparation (3). Two lecture periods and
three laboratory hours a week. Basics of nutrition and principles underlying
the fundamental processes of food preparation of each food group. Laboratory
fee: $7.50.
131. Introduction To Clothing (3). Grooming, clothing selection, care and
purchasing wearing fabrics. Basic construction techniques. Laboratory fee:
$3.00.
201. Home Economics Art (3). (Same as Art 233). One lecture and four
studio periods a week. Principles and theories underlying art; design theory.
221. Food for the Family (3). Two lectures and three laboratory hours
a week. Prerequisite: Home Economics 122. Meal planning with emphasis on
nutrition, management of time, money and energy, and table service tech
niques; fundamentals of food preservation. Laboratory fee: $7.50.
232. Textiles (3). Textile fabrics, their composition, structure, and use
along with weaves, finishes and care. Natural materials and synthetics used in
home and for clothing. Laboratory fee: $6.00.
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271. Health in the Home and Community (3). Basic facts and practical
application of health care within the family group, with special emphasis on
what can be done through community action for health protection. Laboratory
fee: $3.00.
310. Marriage and Family (3). (Same as SY 310). Prerequisite: Sociology
221. The family as part of our social fabric; origins, development, and varia
tions as an institution; problems of organization, disorganization and reorgani
zation in a dynamic society, involving social factors which affect marital re
lations and happiness. A short research paper or project may be required.
322. Basic Nutrition (3). Three one-hour lecture periods. Prerequisites:
Home Economics 221 and Chemistry 105. Application of fundamentals of human
nutrition including various nutrients and requirements for different stress groups.
Laboratory fee: $7.50.
323. Experimental Food Cookery (3). One lecture and four laboratory
hours per week. Prerequisites: Home Economics 221 and Chemistry 105. Cause
and effect of various methods of preparation on the quality of food products.
Laboratory fee: $7.50.
332. Clothing (3). Prerequisites HEC 131 and 232. Clothing construction,
concentrating on special problems in construction techniques and in use of
different fabrics. Laboratory fee: $3.00.
333. Clothing for the Family (3). One lecture and four laboratory hours
a week. Prerequisite: HEC 131 and 232. Clothing care and selection for all
members of the family, concentrating on children’s clothing. Laboratory fee:
$3.00.
334. Design and Flat Pattern Making (3). Prerequisites: HEC 131 and 232;
junior standing or consent of advisor. One lecture and four laboratory periods
a week. Principles of designing and flat pattern making; designing and mak
ing of a pattern and construction of garment. Laboratory fee: S3.00.
341. Home Management and Household Equipment (3). Three lecture
periods a week. Correlates the study of the best use of family resources of
time, money and energy with the study of materials, construction, operation,
installation, cost and use of household equipment.
352. Child Growth and Development and Nursery School Participation (3).
Two class periods and two laboratory periods a week. Development and be
havior of young children from infancy through the pre-school years. Emphasis
on the basic needs of the young child for his normal growth and development.
Laboratory fee: $3.00.
Education 362. Home Economics Education (3). The basic philosophy and
objectives of home economics in general and vocational education for the high
school students. A study of homemaking experiences that contribute to the total
growth and development of high-school students by application of the principles
of psychology and education. Special emphasis on meeting the needs for per
sonal and home living, and on homemaking responsibilities of high school
girls. It includes the selection, organization and use of teaching materials;
the identification and solution of teaching problems.
371. Home Management (3). Prerequisite to Home Management Residence
442 and can be scheduled beginning with the junior level. The concepts of
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home management: decision-making, alternative seeking, goal defining, value
consciousness, resource allocation, and organization. Laboratory fee: $3.00.
421. Advanced Nutrition and Diet Therapy (4). Three lecture periods
and two laboratory hours a week. Prerequisite: HEC 322 and 323. The various
factors of nutrition influencing the body’s need for food with and without
disease. Laboratory fee: S7.50.
422. Quantity Food Administration and Food Preparation (3). One lecture
period and laboratory periods arranged. Institutional applications to prepara
tion and service of food, food buying, menu planning, and operation of equip
ment. University kitchens used for laboratory experience. Laboratory fee: $10.00.
423. Catering (3). Prerequisite: HEC 221. Six laboratory periods arranged.
Advanced food preparation in relation to needs in fields of catering. Labora
tory fee: $7.50.
431. Advanced Clothing Construction (3). Prerequisite: HEC 131 and 232.
One lecture period and four laboratory periods a week. Principles of tailor
ing applied to the construction of a tailored suit or coat. Laboratory Fee: $3.00.
432. History of Costume (3). Historic modes in dress for men and women
from early times to the present. Also suggested for those interested in the per
forming arts. Laboratory fee: $3.00.
442. House Residence (3). Prerequisite: Home Economics 371, junior level
professional education, and consent of the head of the department. Experience
in the care and management of a home, in planning, buying, preparing and
serving meals, and in entertaining guests. Laboratory fee: $10.00
Education 461. Home Economics Education (3). Prerequisite: Senior stand
ing. Home Economics 362. Organization of the home economics curriculum in
high schools, methods of evaluating achievement, and relation of home econom
ics to the total high-school program. Closely integrated with Education 481 and
dealing with problems experienced in supervised teaching.
471. Home Planning and Furnishings (3). Three class periods a week.
Selecting the home and its furnishing from the standpoint of beauty, economy,
individuality and use. Special problems of location, plans, house construction
lighting and heating; selection, arrangement and care of furnishings. Laboratory
fee: $3.00.
472. Creative Problems in Home Furnishings (3). One lecture and four
laboratory periods a week. Prerequisite: Home Economics 471. Selection and
use of house hold fabrics and materials including the design and construction of
home furnishings and accessories. Laboratory fee: $7.50.
Education 481. Directed Observation and Teaching (6). Supervised teach
ing and observation in vocational home economics in high school. Each student
will be assigned to a class and will have guided experience with all the respon
sibilities of the home economics teacher. Closely integrated with Home Eco
nomics Education 461 and concerned with the same objectives.
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DIVISION OF LIBRARY, LIBRARY SERVICES AND
INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA
ALTA MILLICAN, Chairman
DEPARTMENT OF INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA (IM)
The requirements for a minor in instructional media may be met by taking
at least eighteen semester hours of courses numbered 400 or above in the de
partment.
IM 412 and 414 are scheduled during first semester and first term of sum
mer semester; IM 413 is scheduled during second semester and second term
of summer semester.

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
101. Orientation to Instructional Media (1). A pre-professional course, not
to be used for certification. Required of all freshmen. The use of printed and
audio-visual media.
411. Books and Related Materials for Children (3). Examination and evalua
tion of printed and other types of materials in view of their relevance to the
needs and interests of various age and grade levels of elementary school children.
Selection aids and principles and criteria for selecting materials.
412. Books and Related Materials for Young People (3). Study and evalu
ation of books and other types of materials in relation to the interests, needs
and abilities of young people of high school age. Selection aids, principles and
criteria of selection, reading guidance, and significant investigations concerning
young people’s reading.
413. Organization and Administration of Media Centers (3). Basic organi
zation of books, non-book materials, and services for effective use in school
libraries. Administering the budget, selection and purchase of materials, prep
aration of materials for use, circulation of materials, inventory, care and re
pair of materials, and instruction in the use of library materials.
414. Classification and Cataloging of Media (3). Principles and procedures
of classifying and cataloging books and other printed materials, filmstrips, films,
recordings, and community resources: the vertical file, the Dewey Decimal
System of classification, Wilson and Library of Congress printed cards and sub
ject headings.
415. Practicum in Instructional Media Services (3 or 6). Directed experi
ences in performing various services in a school library: reading guidance, ref
erence service to teachers and pupils, teaching the use of the library, ordering,
cataloging, and circulating books and other materials.
451. Audio-Visual Materials and Equipment (3). Examination and evalu
ation of films, filmstrips, slides, exhibits, charts, maps, globes, recordings and
recording devices, radio and television programs. T he contribution of audio
visual materials to the elementary and secondary curriculum; sources of audio
visual materials; the operation, care and housing of necessary equipment
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Co-Chairmen: WILLIAM J. CALVERT, J R ., and JACKSON W. SELMAN
Departments
(The number in parenthesis represents the page on which the department is
found.)
A rt...........................................
Biology....................................
Chemistry...............................
Economics...............................
Engineering............................
English....................................
Foreign Languages................
F rench ............................... .
Spanish ...............................
G erm an............................ ..

( 75)
( 89)
( 92)
(103)
( 99)
( 83)
( 86)
( 86)
( 87)
( 88)

General Science .................... ( 94)
Geography.............................. (104)
History.................................... (105)
Journalism .............................. ( 88)
Mathematics .......................... ( 95)
Music ...................................... ( 76)
Physics.................................... ( 97)
Political Science ...................... (108)
Sociology........... ..................... (110)

DEPARTMENT OF ART (ART)
Manners: Department Head
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
134. Drawing I (3). One lecture and four studio periods a week. Practice
in different basic drawing techniques and media.
233. Introduction to Art (3). (Same as HEC 201). One lecture and four
studio periods a week. Principles and theories underlying art: design theory.
234. Drawing II (3). One lecture and four studio periods a week. Pre
requisite: Art 134. Further work at a more advanced level with various drawing
techniques and media.
240. Design (3). One lecture and four studio periods a week. Prerequisite:
Art 233. Advanced problems in design and deeper exploration of art theory.
303, 304. Painting I (3) (3). Two semesters. Three two-hour studio periods
a week. Prerequisites: Art 134 and Art 233. Creative expression in various
painting media.
309, 310. Ceramics I (3) (3). Two semesters. Three two-hour studio periods
a week. Problems in designing, glazing and firing ceramic objects.
319, 320. Sculpture I (3) (3). Two semesters. Three two-hour studio periods
a week. Prerequisite: Art 134. Three-dimensional design problems and sculpture
media.
362, 363. Printmaking I (3) (3). Three two-hour studio periods a week.
Prerequisites: Art 134 and Art 233. Fundamentals of printmaking.
371. Art History I (3). Ancient and medieval art.
372. Art History II (3). Renaissance, Baroque, and modern art.
373. Theories of Art (3). An analysis of creative thought and a study of
our cultural heritage in the plastic arts.
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403, 404. Painting II (3) (3). Two semesters. Three two-hour studio periods
a week. Prerequisites: Art 303-304. Advanced work in painting.
409, 410. Ceramics II (3) (3). Two semesters. Three two-hour studio
periods a week. Prerequisites: Art 309-310. Advanced work in pottery and
ceramic sculpture.
419, 420. Sculpture II (3) (3). Two semesters. Three two-hour periods a
week. Prerequisite: Art 320. Advanced work in sculpture.
462, 463. Printmaking II (3) (3). Two semesters. Three two-hour studio
periods a week. Prerequisites: Art 362 and 363. Advanced work in printmaking.
491, 492 , 493. Advanced Problems (3) (3) (3). Prerequisite: permission of
the head of the Art Department. Advanced individual work in the studio areas.
ART MINOR
134
233
234
240

Drawing I
3 hours
Introduction to Art 3 hours
Drawing II
3 hours
Design
3 hours

Choose 2

303
309
362

Painting I
Ceramics I
Printmaking I

Choose 1

371
372

Art History I
Art History II 3 hours

6 hours

Total

21 hours

DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC (MU)
Finley: Department Head
The Department of Music offers a Bachelor of Arts degree with a major in
applied music or music theory and the Bachelor of Science degree in Music
Education. The B.S. degree in Music Education fulfills the requirements for the
special professional certificate to teach music in the public schools in Alabama
on both the elementary and secondary level.
Entrance requirements: The regular entrance requirements apply to the
candidate for either the B.A. or B.S. degree in Education, plus special place
ment examinations in applied music and music theory, given at the time of
matriculation.
Music Major
See curriculum outlines on following pages for A.B. and B.S. in Education
degrees with a major in music.
Music Minor
Requirements for a minor in music for students not majoring in music con
sist of a minimum of eighteen semester hours to be selected from the following
distribution:
Music T heory............................................................................................3—9
Applied Music .......................................................................................... 4—8
Music H istory............................................................................................2—4
Music Ensemble........................................................................................4—8
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Music 233 and 390 may be substituted for any of the above on advice of the
minor professor.
Music Electives
Introduction to Music 233 and all ensembles are available without pre
requisite to any student in the University and are designed to meet the needs
of the general student who wishes to increase his appreciation and understand
ing of music.
SUMMARY FOR B.S. DEGREE IN MUSIC EDUCATION
Music Major Area1
Music Theory 101, 102; 201, 202; 301, 302 .............................. 16
Individual Applied Music (8 consecutive semesters)................ 16
Senior Seminar ..............................................................................
0
32
Music Minor Area2
Conducting 390 ..............................................................................
Music History and Literature 411, 4 1 2 ......................................
Class Applied Music......................................................................
Music Ensemble.............................................................................

2
4
4
8
18

General Education
English 101, 102, 141 and either 201, 202 or 301, 302
3Social Science (including History 201 and 202) ............
Science: Biology 101, 102; General Science 221, 222 ...
Physical Education or R O T C ...........................................
Instructional Media 101, Psychology 201 .......................
Mathematics 133................................................................

Professional Education
Psychology 332, 431 ......................................................................
Music Education 371, 382 ..........................................................
Education 302 ................................................................................
4 Education 431, 482 ......................................................................
4 Music Education and Directed Teaching 471, 481 ....................

14
12

14
4
4
3

6
6
3
6
6
27

T o ta l...............................................................................................

128

1 Individual applied music must be studied each semester for eight consecutive semesters.
In the eighth and final semester the work consists of either (a) presenting a public re
cital or (b) taking a comprehensive exam ination before a music faculty com m ittee, such
exam ination to include both perform ance and oral work. T h e decision between these al
ternatives is m ade by the music faculty on the basic of an exam ination given at the end
of the seventh semester. T o aid the student in preparing for this final project, the Music
D epartm ent offers a special senior seminar, involving both individual and class lessons,
under the guidance of the m ajor instructor.
Norm ally all eight semesters should be taken in the same subject (voice, piano, clarinet,
etc.) In exceptional cases a change from one subject to another may be perm itted in
the m ajor area with the approval of the instructors involved and the departm ent head,
b u t in such cases the student will be expected to declare clearly what subject his m ajor
is and to pass the senior seminar work in th at subject. These eight semesters together
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with six semesters of theory, are designed to develop the highest possible sense of basic
musical values.

2,Class applied music, ensembles, and conducting are included in the eight-semester
sequence of courses constituting the m inor area. This area introduces the student to
the many other skills and m aterials outside his m ajor field, which he needs to know in
order to fulfill the duties of a public school music teacher. Every music student is en
couraged to participate in as m any ensembles as possible, each for one h o u r’s credit,
since practical experience of this kind will prove invaluable to him in his future teach
ing career. Each student is required to participate in the ensemble stressing his m ajor
applied area. T his selection includes chorus, a cappella choir, marching band, concert
bands, orchestra, and piano ensembles. K eyboard skill being an invaluable asset to any
teacher, all majors except piano majors are required to take, as two of their class ap
plied music courses, Class Piano 170 and 171. An exem ption from this rule will be
granted to any student who dem onstrates on his placem ent exam inations given at
m atriculation th at he already has enough skill to pass the final exam ination in Class
Piano 171. T h e m inor area takes into account the versatility required of today’s
specialized skills and materials.
3 M ust include at least one course of three semester hours in each of two fields. History
201 and 202 are required.
4 T o be taken in professional semester along with 2 yours of individual applied music.

SUMMARY FOR B.A. DEGREE WITH MAJOR IN MUSIC
Music
Music Theory 101, 102, 201, 202, 301, 302 .............................. 16
Individual Applied Music............................................................. 16
Senior Seminar .................................................................................
0
Music History and Literature 411, 4 1 2 ......................................
4
Music Ensembles (Band, Orchestra or Chorus)............................
8
Academic
English.............................................................................................
Social Sciences (including History 201 and 202 required),.......
Science.............................................................................................
Modern Language .........................................................................
Psychology 201 ..............................................................................
Instructional Media 101...............................................................
Physical Education or R O T C ......................................................

44
14
12
14
12
3
1
4
60

Academic Minor and Electives ...................................................
TOTAL ..........................................................................................

24
128

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
APPLIED MUSIC
Courses in applied music include individual and class instruction in voice,
piano, organ, or band and orchestral instruments. The student may elect that
area of individual instruction best adapted to his own individual needs. Class
instruction is designed to cover all phases and activities of vocal and instru
mental music in order that the student may receive a practical and broad
musical experience.
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Each student must take a placement examination for the first course at
tempted in any applied music area, and performance examinations are given
at the end of each semester.
Students mgjoring in music (both the B.S. andB.A. degree) will prepare and
present a creditable recital or its equivalent at the completion of study in applied
music in the area of specialization.
Any course in applied music may be used as an elective in any other cur
riculum. The major professor reserves the right to advise individual students to
suit individual needs.

INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION
Courses for Majors and Minors
A student who is not a major or minor may take these courses if qualified.
Entrance to each of these courses is determined by a placement test prior to the
student’s registration.
Majors must take at least eight semesters in individual instruction courses.
The final two semesters of this work must be at the 400 level and must culmi
nate in a public recital or its equivalent. In these courses students are required
to meet uniform and objective standards of achievement. A brief summary of
these standards is given below for each course; more detailed outlines may be
obtained from the individual instructors.
113, 114, 213, 214, 313, 314, 413, 414. Individual Voice (2 each semester).
Training the solo voice with emphasis on vocal technique, song interpreta
tion and repertoire. Materials are drawn from the rich heritage of song litera
ture from Elizabethan song-writers and early Italian masters to 20th Century
composers. Seminars in vocal repertoire and performance help students gain
a fuller knowledge of and experience in the art of singing.
115, 116, 215, 216, 315, 316, 415, 416. Individual Piano (2 each semester).
Piano repertoire and studies from all historical periods, as well as materials
and methods of elementary and intermediate levels. Students are urged to
perform as often as they are prepared. Senior year is an intensive prepara
tion for public recital or its equivalent. Repertoire class activities include
student performances, guest performances, recordings of artist performers.
120, 121, 220, 221, 320, 321, 420, 421. Individual Violin (2 each semester).
Standard etudes, studies, and exercises such as those by Kreutzer, Mazas,
Dont, and Rode. Repertoire of all periods such as sonatas by Handel, Bee
thoven, Mozart, Hindemith, and Prokofief. Concertos by Bach, Brunch, and
others. Excerpts from standard orchestra literature.
122, 123, 222, 223, 322, 323, 422, 423. Individual Viola (2 each semester).
Studies and repertoire comparable to that for violin.
124, 125, 224, 225, 324, 325,424,425. Individual Violoncello (2 each semester).
Standard etudes, studies, and exercises such as those by Dotzauer, Kummer,
Lee, Popper, and Grutzmacher. Repertoire of all periods including sonatas
by Vivaldi, Beethoven, Barber; concertos by Haydn, Saint-Saens, Bloch,
and others. Excerpts from standard orchestra literature.
126, 127, 226, 227, 326, 327,426,427. Individual String Bass (2 each semester).
Studies and repertoire similar to those for violoncello.
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140, 141, 240, 241, 340, 341, 440, 441. Individual Flute 12 each semester).
Studies by Andersen, Kohler, Karg-Elert, Andraud, and others. Repertoire
of all historical periods including Bach and Handel S o n a ta s , Mozart C oncertos,
Bethoven S eren a d e, Debussy S y r in x , Hindemith S o n a ta , Messiaen T h e B la c k b ir d ,
and others. Excerpts from orchestral and band repertoire.
142, 143, 242, 243 , 342, 343, 442, 443. Individual Oboe (2 each semester).
Studies by Ferling, Barret, Andraud, and others. Repertoire of all historical
periods including Handel S o n a ta s a n d C o n ce rti G ro s s i Nos. 8, 9, and 10; Schu
mann R o m a n c e s, Op. 94; Marcello C oncerto in C M in o r ; Hindemith S o n a ta ;
Nielsen F a n ta s y P ieces, Op. 2; and others. Excerpts from orchestral and band
repertoire.
144, 145, 244 , 245, 344, 345, 444, 445. Individual Clarinet (2 each semester).
A graded selection of materials will be used to build technique and musical
understanding. Scale and arpeggio studies in various forms, transposition,
and etudes by Klose, Rose, Jeanjean, and others. Clarinet repertoire from
all periods will begin in the freshman year and continue through senior
recital preparation.
146, 147, 246, 247, 346, 347, 446, 447. Individual Alto Saxophone (2 each
semester).Studies by Rascher, Caillet, Pares, and others. Repertoire from all
historical periods including Mule transcriptions of Handel and Bach S o n a ta s,
Debussy R a p s o d ie , Milhaud Sca ra m o u ch e, Creston S o n a ta , and others. Ex
cerpts from standard band and orchestral literature.
148, 149, 248, 249, 348, 349, 448, 449. Individual Bassoon (2 each semester).
Studies by Weissenborn, Jancourt, Oubradous, and others. Repertoire from
all periods including Mozart C oncerto; transcriptions of Bach C ello S u ite s ;
Weber C oncerto in F , Op. 75; Hindemith S o n a ta ; Saint-Saens S o n a ta , Op. 168;
Dunhill L y r ic S u ite , Op. 196; and others. Excerpts from standard orchestral
and band literature.
150, 151, 250, 251, 350, 351, 450, 451. Individual Trumpet or Comet (2 each
semester). Standard studies such as Arban. St. Jacome, and Schlossberg. Ex
cerpts from standard band and orchestral literature, such as Berlioz, Wagner,
Strauss, and others. Solo and ensemble literature such as transcriptions of
Purcell and Monteverdi canons and madrigals, Bach fugues, Fitzgerald C o n 
certo in A F la t, Sowerby S o n a ta f o r T r u m p e t a n d P ia n o , Bozza B a d in a g e , Ibert
Im p r o m p tu , Haydn C oncerto, Hindemith S o n a ta .
152, 153, 252, 253, 352, 353, 452, 453. Individual French Horn (2 each
semester). Tone and technic study such as Pares D a i l y E x e rc ise s, Pottag S e 
lected S tu d ie s , Alphonse studies, etc. Solos representative of the repertoire,
such as those by Mozart, Cohen, and Busser. Muting and transposition
techniques.
154, 155, 254, 255, 354, 355, 454, 455. Individual Baritone (2 each semester).
Studies and literature similar to those for trombone.
156, 157, 256, 257, 356, 357, 456, 457. Individual Trombone (2 each semester).
Thorough mastery of Arban S tu d ie s , Rochut etudes, special exercises devised
by instructor for tone production, articulation, and intonation. Excerpts
from standard band and orchestral literature, such as Berlioz, Wagner, and
Strauss. Solo and ensemble literature such as transcriptions of Purcell and
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Monteverdi canons and madrigals: Bach fugues: Grafe Grand Concerto; von
Weber Romanza; Alary Morceau de Concours, Op. 57; Hindemith Sonata; Sand
ers Sonata; and McKay Sonata.
158, 159, 258, 259, 358, 359, 458, 459. Individual Tuba (2 each semester).
Studies and literature similar to those for baritone. Excerpts from standard
band and orchestral repertoire. Characteristic solos, such as Bernstein Waltz
for Mippy, Bach-Bell Air and Bourree, Beethoven-Bell Variations on Judas Mac
cabeus Theme, Sowerby Chacorme, and Vaughn-Williams Concerto.
168, 169, 268, 269, 368, 369, 468, 469. Individual Percussion (2 each semester).
Thorough mastery of Gardner studies; also studies by Buggert, H air, and
Stone. Excerpts from standard band and orchestra literature. Special at
tention to chamber music involving percussion such as Bartok Sonata for
Two Pianos and Percussion, Stravinsky Tale of a Soldier, Milhaud Concerto,
Varese Ionization, Kohs Might Watch, and others. All percussion majors will
be expected to develop considerable keyboard skill. The rudimental drum
ming approach is not emphasized as an ultimate goal.
(The ability to read simple music is prerequisite for all class applied courses.)
160,161. Class Voice (1) (1).
170,171. Class Piano (1) (1).
280. Class Woodwind (1).
281. Class Brass (1).
290. Class Strings (1).
291. Class Percussion (1).

BASIC MUSIC
101. Music Theory (3). Five class periods a week. A composite course
combining (1) the calligraphic musical skills (written exercises on scales, intervals,
keys, spelling triads, harmonic progression, dictation) and (2) Solfeggio (sight
singing), using the tonic sol-fa system—“ Movable do.”
102. Music Theory (3). Five periods a week. A continuation of Music 101.
Calligraphic studies in the figured bass, chord inversions, nonharmonic tones,
cadences, dictation. A continuation of Solfeggio.
201. Music Theory (3). Prerequisite: Music 101, 102. Five class periods a
week. Calligraphic studies in modulation, the dominant seventh chord, secondary
dominants, irregular resolutions, the diminished seventh chord, ninth chords,
dictation. A continuation of Solfeggio.
202. Music Theory (3). Five class periods a week. A continuation of Music
201. Calligraphic studies in the sequence, extensions of dominant and nondomi
nant harmony, neapolitan sixth, augmented sixth chords, chromaticism. A con
tinuation of Solfeggio.
233. Introduction to Music (3). Music fundamentals, literature, and apprecia
tion.
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301. Sixteenth Century Counterpoint (2). Prerequisite: Music 201, 202.
Three class periods a week. Species counterpoint up to the time of Monteverdi.
302. Eighteenth Century Counterpoint (2). Prerequisite: Music 201, 202.
Three class periods a week. Two, three, and four part contrapuntal writing in
the style of Bach. Analysis of representative works and the writing of inven
tions, canons, fugues, and other contrapuntal forms used in the Baroque and
Classical periods.
390. Elementary Conducting (2). Experience in the routine and technique
of choral and instrumental conducting, and the interpretation of simple scores.
391. Advanced Conducting (2). Larger forms and the interpretation of
scores.
411. Music History and Literature (2). A survey course correlating the de
velopment of musical literature with the historical development of world culture
from the early beginning of music to the Baroque Period.
412. Music History and Literature (2). Prerequisite: Music 411. A continua
tion of Music 411 from the Baroque Period to the present.

MUSIC EDUCATION
371. Elementary Music Materials and Methods (3). Prerequisite to Music
Education 471. Methods, materials and problems of teaching vocal and instru
mental music from the first grade through the sixth grade.
381. Secondary Music Materials and Methods (3). Methods, materials and
problems of teaching vocal and instrumental music from the seventh grade
through the twelfth grade. Spring only.
471. Elementary Music Education and Directed Teaching (3). Prerequisite:
Music Education 371. Hours arranged in the Elementary Laboratory School,
plus a conference period. Directed teaching in music on the elementary level.
Fall and spring only.
481. Secondary Music Education and Directed Teaching (3). Prerequisite:
Music Education 382. Hours arranged in the Secondary Laboratory School,
plus a conference period. Directed teaching in vocal and instrumental music on
the secondary level. Fall and spring only.

ENSEMBLE
196,
296,
396,
496,

197
297
397
497

Chorus (1). Two rehearsals a week minimum requirement.
Open to all students. The chorus usually performs one concert
each semester.

117,
217,
317,
417,

118
218
318
418

A Cappella Choir (1). Three rehearsals per week and all
performances. The primary objective of the a cappella choir is
artistic performance of fine choral literature. The literature is
selected from all periods and schools of composition. Emphasis
is placed upon extensive exploration of choral literature, a
valuable asset to the student who plans to teach choral music.
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192,
292,
392,
492,

193
293
393
493

Band (1). Three rehearsals per week. Playing in the band
gives the student an opportunity to become acquainted with
standard band literature and offers experience in both the con
cert and marching bands. Band may be used as an elective in
any curriculum.

194,
294,
394,
494,

195
295
395
495

Orchestra (1). Two class periods a week. Playing in the
orchestra gives the student an opportunity to become acquainted
with standard orchestral literature and offers opportunity for
expression in public performances. Orchestra may be used as
an elective in any curriculum.

198, 199, 298, 299, 398, 399, 498, 499. Marching Ballerinas (1 each semester).
162, 163, 262, 263, 362, 363, 462, 463. Women’s Choral (1 each semester).
164, 165, 264, 265, 364, 365, 464, 465. Men’s Glee Club (1 each semester).
166, 167, 266, 267, 366, 367, 466, 467. String Orchestra (1 each semester).
172, 173, 272, 273, 372, 373, 472, 473. Brass Choir (1 each semester).
174, 175, 274, 275, 374, 375, 474, 475. Woodwind Quintet (1 each semester).
176, 177, 276, 277, 376, 377, 476, 477. Woodwind Choir (1 each semester).
178, 179, 278, 279, 378, 379, 478, 479. Percussion Ensemble (1 each semester).
182, 183, 282, 283, 382, 383, 482, 483. Duo: Any Instrument (1 each semes
ter).
186, 187, 286, 287, 386, 387, 486, 487. Quartet: Any Instrument (1 each se
mester).
188, 189, 288, 289, 388, 389, 488, 489. Miscellaneous Ensemble of Five or
More (1 each semester).
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH (EH)
W. Calvert: Department Head
Requirements for a major in English: a minimum of 36 hours, which must
include English 101, 102, 141; 201, 202; 301, 302; 441; and 403. For those
taking a B.S. in Secondary Education. Education 382-E, which is not credited
toward the 36 hours in English, and English 321 are also required.
Requirements for a minor in English: a minimum of 24 hours, which must
include English 101, 102, 141; 321 (for those taking a B.S. in Secondary Educa
tion); all of English Literature, 301, 302, and at least one semester of American
Literature, 201, 202; or all of American Literature and at least two courses in
the field of English Literature chosen from the following: 301, 302, 311, 312,
343, 372, 401, 402, 403, 451.
To elect English as a major or minor a student must have an average grade
of at least a C on hours attempted in English 101, 102.
A maximum of sixty semester hours may be taken in the division of lan
guages.
All English majors and minors must do at least a portion of their student
teaching in the field of English, unless permitted otherwise by the Education
and English departments jointly.
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The English Department offers an adviser system for English majors. Each
English major is requested to register with the English Department during
registration at the English advisement table or during freshman or transferstudent counseling. English majors are advised to meet with their advisers at
least once each semester and have their schedules approved prior to registration.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
000. English Laboratory (0). Required until satisfactorily completed of all
persons failing to pass the English Competence Examination. See special lab
oratory fees.
101, 102. English Composition (3) (3). Two semesters. Prerequisite to all
other English courses except 141, which may be taken upon completion of Eng
lish 101. Spelling, grammar, punctuation, vocabulary and the mechanics of effec
tivewriting. Introduction to literature. In 102 a research paper.
141. Speech Principles and Problems (2). Conversational English, with em
phasis upon voice and diction, articulation and pronunciation, correctness and
effectiveness of language. Also public speaking, introductions, after-dinner speeches,
informal talks, formal addresses.
201, 202. American Literature (3) (3). Two semesters. The American tra
dition as presented in literature. 201: Franklin, Irving, Emerson, Thoreau,
Hawthorne, Melville, Poe. 202: Whitman, James, Twain, and twentieth-century
American authors.
241. Argumentation and Debate (3). Prerequisite: English 101, 102, 141,
Basic principles and practices of argumentation and debate, together with in
struction in parliamentary procedure.
242. Play Production (2). Production of plays in school and community.
Instruction in the several phases of dramatic production.
243. Advanced Composition (2). Improving the skills and the knowledge
of composition acquired in English 101, 102, deepening the student’s under
standing of grammar, diction, and usage, and introducing to him through active
production the larger forms, particularly of an expository or argumentative
nature.
281, 381, 481. Dramatics Laboratory (1). Limit of one hour’s credit per
semester and a total of three hours for active participation in any phase of play
production. Credit assigned at the discretion of the faculty adviser to the dra
matic society.
301, 302. Survey of English Literature (3) (3). Two semesters, Represen
tative English writers in the major periods of their nation’s cultural development
from the beginning to modern times, to James Thomson in 301, to the present
day in 302.
Successful completion of either English 201, 202 or English 301, 302
will be a prerequisite for all advanced English courses except English
241, 242, 243, 351.
311. Romantic Poetry (3). Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley, Keats,
and some lesser figures.
312. Victorian Poetry (3). Tennyson, Browning, Arnold, Swinburne, and
ten other poets of the Victorian era.
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313. Twentieth Century Poetry (3). British and American poets of the
1900’s. Hardy and Robinson through Robert Lowell and Dylan Thomas.
321. Advanced Grammar (3). Required of majors and minors in English
as preliminary to all practice teaching. A thorough study of the parts of speech
and syntax.
331, 332. World Literature (3) (3). Two semesters. The literature of Greece,
and Rome, the medieval period, the Renaissance, the Romantic Age, and our
own times.
342. The Contemporary Essay (2). The reading and analyzing of current
essays and articles, with emphasis upon structure, content, style, ideas.
343. The Bible as Literature (3). The artistic ideas, forms, and techniques
found in the Hebrew and early Christian books, and an analysis of the artistic
merits of the King James translation.
351. Creative Writing (3). Admission by consultation with instructor. For
those students who are interested in writing creatively, whether in prose or verse.
371. Contemporary Fiction (3). The reading and analysis of twentieth
century short stories, novelettes, and novels.
372. English Drama Exclusive of Shakespeare (3). The history of the drama
to Sheridan with the reading of representative medieval and Elizabethan plays.
373. Contemporary Drama (3). Ibsen to Beckett. The social, moral and
psychological interests of recent and contemporary continental, English, and
American dramatists.
401. Chaucer (3). The poet against the background of the Middle Ages.
402. Milton (3). The major poetry and selected prose.
403. Shakespeare (3). An intensive study of several of Shakespeare’s trag
edies and of the Elizabethan stage.
441. The English Language (3). The language considered phonetically, his
torically, contemporaneously, semantically, and culturally. Considers structural
linguistics and other contemporary approaches.
451. Victorian Prose (3). Carlyle, Macaulay, Newman, Huxley, Arnold,
and others considered against the background of mid-nineteenth century society
and ideology.
452. Literary Criticism (3). Prominent themes and theories, various critical
approaches, and outstanding examples of literary criticism from Plato to the
present day.
453. The English Novel (3). A history of the British novel, with readings
and reports on novelists of the eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth centuries.
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DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES (FL)
Teague: Department Head

High school graduates with one unit of language credit must register for
course 101; those with two units of language credit must register for course 201.
High school graduates with four units of language credit must register for a
course numbered above the 200 series. A minimum of six hours of foreign
language in college is required for the B.A. degree regardless of the amount
of language credit secured in high school.
Foreign-born students may receive credit for courses in their mother tongue
and its literature only (1) for courses taken in native institutions of college level
or (2) for upper division courses (300 and above) taken at Jacksonville State
University or in another English-speaking institution of approved standing.
Foreign Language courses 101, 102, 201, and 202 must be taken in sequence.

FRENCH (FH)
Requirements for a major in French: a minimum of 30 semester hours of
college courses in French not including 101-102 and irrespective of any credit
allowed for high school work.
Requirements for a minor in French: a minimum of 24 semester hours of
college courses in French including 101-102 but respective of any credit allowed
for high school work. Those receiving a waiver for 101 and 102 need take only
18 semester hours for a minor.

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
101, 102. Beginner’s French (3) (3). Two semesters. Beginning French gram
mar, pronunciation, conversation, and supplementary work in the laboratory.
101 is prerequisite to 102.
201, 202. Intermediate French (3) (3). Two semesters. Prerequisite: French
102 or two years of high school French. Active review of grammar, composi
tion, conversation, and reading. 201 is prerequisite to 202.
Prerequisite for the following: 202 or the equivalent.
303, 304. Survey of Literature (3) (3). History of French Literature from
the seventeenth century to the present. Written and oral reports. Conducted
in French.
310, 311. Advanced Grammar and Composition (3) (3). A thorough study
of syntax, structure, and principles that the advanced student should know.
315. Modern French Drama (3). Main movements and authors in the
French theater from 1890 to 1930. Reading and discussion of complete texts;
lectures, and reports.
320. French Conversation (3). Conducted in French. Intensive practice
in conversation and oral reports, based on periodicals and newspapers dealing
with some facet of modern life in France.
321. French Civilization (3). Culture, history, and geography of France.
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Prerequisite for the following: 18 hours of French or the equivalent.
404. Classical Drama (3). Reading and analysis of representative plays of
Corneille, Racine, and Moliere. Written and oral reports.
408. Eighteenth Century French Literature (3). Literary trends with em
phasis on outstanding works. Written and oral reports.
409. Nineteenth Century Novel (3). Major developments and trends in
the novel of the 19th Century as reflected in the works of Stendhal, Hugo,
Sand, Balzac, Maupassant, and Zola. Written and oral reports.
415. Introduction to French Poetry (3). Versification, rhyme, rhythm, har
mony, language of poetry. The best of French poetry irrespective of date or
period.
425. The French Theater Since 1930 (3). Representative plays of Cocteau,
Giraudoux, Anouilh, Montherlant, Camus, and Sartre.
SPANISH (SH)
Spanish Major: The requirements for a major in Spanish are 30 semester
hours of college courses in Spanish not including 101-102 and irrespective of any
credit allowed for high school work.
Spanish Minor: The requirements for a minor in Spanish are 24 semester
hours of college courses in Spanish including 101-102 but respective of any
credit allowed for high school work. Those receiving waiver for 101 and 102
need take only 18 semester hours.
101, 102. Beginner’s Spanish ( 3) (3). Two semesters. Beginning Spanish
grammar, with emphasis on reading, writing, speaking, and understanding the
language. Use of language laboratory required. 101 is prerequisite to 102.
201, 202. Intermediate Spanish (3) (3). Two semesters. Prerequisite: Span
ish 102 or three years of high school Spanish. First semester (201): grammar re
view, composition, conversation. Second semester (202): Prerequisite 201. Culture,
history, and cuentos.
Prerequisite for the following: Spanish 202 or the equivalent.
303, 304. Survey of Literature (3) (3). Two semesters. Representative
Spanish writers in the major periods of their nation’s cultural development
from the beginnings to modern times. Written and oral reports. Conducted in
Spanish.
315. Spanish Dr£ma (3). Reading and analysis of representative plays.
Conducted in Spanish.
320. Conversation, Composition, and Grammar (3). Syntax, structure, and
methods the advanced student should know.
321. Spanish Civilization (3). History of the civilization of Spain and its
application as a background for practice teaching.
Prerequisite for the following: 18 hours of Spanish or the equivalent.
406. Don Quijote (3). A reading analysis of the work of Cervantes with
attention given to the author in relation to his time. Written and oral reports.
Conducted in Spanish.
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407. Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century Spanish Literature (3). Outstand
ing poets, novelists, and dramatists, with emphasis on Larra, Mesonero, Becquer,
Jose de Espronceda, Duque de Rivas, Juan Valera, Zorilla, Galdos, and Pardo
Bazan. Written and oral reports. Conducted in Spanish.
408. The Generation 1898 (3). The major works of Azorin, Unamuno,
Ortega Y. Gassett, Valle-Inclan, Antonia Machado, and Pio Baroja. Written
and oral reports, Conducted in Spanish.
409. Contemporary Spanish Literature (3). Spanish writers since the Civil
War with special attention paid to Camilo Jose Cela, Miquel Delibes, and Car
men Laforet. Written and oral reports. Conducted in Spanish.
410. Latin American Literature (3). The literature of Latin America from its
beginning until the present with emphasis on Modernism and the South Ameri
can Novel. Written and oral reports. Conducted in Spanish.
GERMAN (GN)
German Minor: The requirements for a minor in German are 24 semester
hours of college work including 101 and 102 but respective of any credit allow
ed for high school German. Those receiving a waiver for 101 and 102 need
take only 18 semester hours.
101, 102. Beginner’s German (3) (3). Two semesters. Beginning German
grammar, oral drill, pronunciation, conversation. German 101 prerequisite to
102.
201, 202. Intermediate German (3) (3). Two semesters. Prequisite: German
102 or two years of high school German. Grammar review, composition, selected
reading, conversation. German 201 prerequisite to 202.
Prerequisite for the following: German 202 or the equivalent.
303, 304. Survey of Literature (3) (3). Two semesters. Representative Ger
man writers in the major periods of their nation’s cultural development from
its origin to modern times. Written and oral reports.
305. Modern German Short Story (3). Stories by modern German authors
are analyzed and discussed. Written and oral reports.
310. Advanced Composition (3). A thorough study of syntax and structure.
Students’ compositions are analyzed and discussed.
316. German Drama I (3). Major dramatists from 1750 to 1890. Written
and oral reports.
317. German
Written and oral
320. German
reports, based on
life in Germany.

Drama II (3). Major dramatists from 1890 to the present.
reports.
Conversation (3). Intensive practice in conversation and oral
periodicals and newspapers dealing with some facet of modern
DEPARTMENT OF JOURNALISM (JM)
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

201. Introduction to Journalism (3). The general fields of mass communi
cation, especially the rise and growth of journalism in America, with special
emphasis on the newspaper.
301. Beginning Reporting (3). Fundamentals of newsgathering and news
writing including the more common types of news beats and news stories.
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302. Beginning Feature Writing (3). Theories, techniques, and practice in
writing newspaper and magazine feature articles, including biographical and
profile stories, travel articles, and personal experience stories.
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY (BY)
Boozer: Department Head
A major in biology consists of 32 -36 hours of approved courses in biology
which shall include Biology 241, 242, 251, 252, and 20-24 additional hours of
300 and 400 courses. Biology majors are also required to earn credit for a year
of chemistry. In addition, organic chemistry and biochemistry are recommended
electives.
A minor in biology consists of 22-26 hours of biology which shall include
Biology 241, 242, 251, 252, and 10-14 additional hours of courses numbered
300 or 400. Only in unusual circumstances and with consent of the depart
ment head Biology 101 and 102 may be substituted for Biology 241, 242, 251,
and 252.
In general, students in pre-health sciences, pre-agricultural, and pre-forestry
programs should schedule General Zoology 241, 242, and General Botany
251, 252 instead of General Biology 101, 102; and where applicable Com
parative Vertebrate Anatomy 320 instead of Human Anatomy and Physiology
321. In all instances, students in these pre-professional curricula should deter
mine the specific requirements of the college or university at which their pro
fessional degree will be obtained.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
101, 102. General Biology (4) (4). Two semesters. Three class periods and
one laboratory period a week. The physiological processes such as food syn
thesis, digestion, respiration, circulation, excretion, movement, irritability and
reproduction are studied, particularly as they relate to the human body; a
survey of plant and animal kingdoms.
241, 242. General Zoology (3) (3). Two semesters. Two class periods and
one laboratory period a week. An elementary study of the anatomy, physiology,
ecology, taxonomy, and economic importance of representative animals in the
more generally known phyla.
251, 252. General Botany (3) (3). Two semesters. Two class periods and
one laboratory period a week. The morphology, physiology, taxonomy, and
economic importance of representative plants.
301. Field Zoology (3). Two class periods and one three-hour laboratory
period a week, plus field trips. Prerequisite: one year of general biology or one
year of general zoology. Collecting and identifying animals and noting ecological
conditions.
302. Field Botany (3). Two class periods and one three-hour laboratory
period a week, plus field trips. Prerequisite: one year of general biology or
one year of general botany. The laboratory work will involve the collection
and identification of native plants of Alabama.
303. Wildlife Conservation (2). Two class periods a week plus field trips
Prerequisite: Biology 101 or 241, or consent of the instructor. The distribution,
habits and conservation of the wildlife of America with particular emphasis
on Alabama.
304. Plant Physiology (3) Two class periods and one laboratory period
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a week. Prerequisite: one year of general biology or one of general botany
and one year of general chemistry. The growth, metabolism, and water relations
of seed plants.
305. Plant Pathology (3). Two class periods and one laboratory period
a week. Prerequisite: one year of general biology or one year of general botany.
The nature, cause, and control of plant diseases illustrated by studies of com
mon diseases of agricultural plants.
320. Comparative Vertebrate Anatomy (4). Two class periods and two
laboratory periods a week. Prerequisite: one year of general biology or one
year of general zoology. The comparative study of vertebrate organ systems
supplemented in laboratory with the dissection of selected vertebrates.
321. Human Anatomy and Physiology (4). Three class periods and one
laboratory period a week. Prerequisite: one year of general biology or one
year of general zoology. The anatomy and physiology of the human body.
322. Genetics (4). Three class periods and one laboratory period a week.
Prerequisite: one year of general biology or one year of general botany and
one year of general zoology. Important facts, laws, theories, and methods
used in the study of genetics.
323. Bacteriology (4). Two class periods and two laboratory periods a
week. Prerequisite: one year of general biology or one year of general botany
and one year of general zoology. General bacteriology including methods of
culture and identification of some of the most common types of micro-organisms.
332. Ecology (4). Three class periods and one laboratory period a week,
plus field trips. Prerequisite: one year of general biology or one year of general
botany and one year of general zoology. The association and distribution of
plants and animals in relation to the major environmental factors.
342. General Entomology (4). Three class periods and one laboratory period
a week, plus field trips. Prerequisite: one year of general biology or one year
of general zoology. Orders and families of insects with emphasis on collection,
identification, morphology, and ecology.
All students taking 400 level courses must have junior standing.
401. Microtechniques (3). All laboratory hours and work to be arranged
with the instructor. Prerequisite: one year of general biology or one year of
general botany and one year of general zoology. The use of the paraffin method
and other special techniques in the preparation of plant and animal tissues
for microscopical observations.
415. Scientific Terminology (2). Two class periods a week. Prerequisite:
one year of general biology or one year of general botany and one year of
general zoology. Origin and composition of scientific terms and nomenclature.
421, 422. Biology for Medical Technologists (8) (8). Two semesters. Topics
included are bacteriology, parasitology and serology, blood banks, hematology,
histopathologic techniques. Given at an approved hospital.
430. Animal Physiology (4). Three class periods and one laboratory period
a week. Prerequisite: one year of general biology or one year of general zoo
ology and 320 or 321. A systematic study of the physiology of the organsystems.
433. Embryology (4). Two class periods and two laboratory periods a week.
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Prerequisite: one year of general biology or one year of general botany and
one year of general zoology. The principles of vertebrate embryology.
442. Economic Entomology (4). Three class periods and one laboratory
period a week. Prerequisite: one year of general biology or one year of general
zoology. The principal insects affecting man, animals, and agricultural crops.
Emphasis on biological aspects, life histories, and control of detrimental species.
Field trips will be taken.
451. Plant Anatomy (3). Two class periods and one laboratory period
a week. Prerequisite: one year of general biology or one year of general botany.
The structure and comparative anatomy of vascular plants.
452. Plant Taxonomy (3). Two class periods and one four-hour laboratory
period a week. Prerequisite: one year of general biology or one year of general
botany. The identification and classification of flowering plants. Field trips will
be taken.
453. Dendrology (3). One class period and one four-hour laboratory period
a week. Prerequisite: one year of general biology or one year of general botany.
The identification, taxonomy, ecological characteristics, and distribution of
important North American trees. Field trips will be taken.
471. Parasitology (4). Two class periods and two laboratory periods a week.
Prerequisite: one year of general biology or one year of general zoology. An
introduction to the parasites of man and domestic animals.
472. Histology (4). Two class periods and two laboratory periods a week.
Prerequisite: one year of general biology or one year of general botany and
one year of general zoology. The origin, recognition, and functions of the fun
damental and special tissues of the vertebrates.
473. Cytology (4). Three class periods and one laboratory period a week.
Prerequisite: one year of biology or one year of general botany and one year
of general zoology. Cytological theories, structures, and functions.
474. Techniques in Botany (3). Two class periods and one laboratory period
a week. Prerequisite: one year of general biology or one year of general botany.
The collection, identification, culture, and preservation of plants for illustration
and utilization in the classroom and laboratory. Field trips will be taken and
individual collections required.*
475. Economic Botany (3). Two class periods and one laboratory period a
week. Prerequisite: one year of general biology or one year of general botany.
The relation of representative beneficial, noxious, parasitic, and poisonous
plants to man and domestic animals. Field trips will be taken.*
476. Invertebrate Zoology (3). Two class periods and one laboratory period
a week. Prerequisite- one year of general biology or one year of general zoology.
The collection, preservation, identification, and economic aspects of invertebrate
animals. Field trips will be taken.*
477. Vertebrate Zoology (3). Two class periods and one laboratory period
a week. Prerequisite: one year of general biology or one year of general zo
ology. The natural history, collection, preparation, identification, and economic
aspectsof vertebrate animals. Field trips will be taken.*
“When NSF Summer Institutes are conducted, sections of courses will be offered to
these participants only. Sections will be offered to other qualified students upon suf
ficient demand.
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DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY (CY)

Benson: Acting Department Head
A major in chemistry consists of a minimum of thirty-one hours in chemistry
including 105, 106, 231, 232, 321. 341. 342. and one of the following: 411.
421, 431, and 441. In a B.S. degree when the major is chemistry and the
minor is biology or mathematics, a foreign language is required.
A minor in chemistry consists of 105, 106. 231. 232, and two other courses
numbered 300 or above, totaling at least six hours.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
105, 106. General Chemistry (4) (4). Two semesters. Three class periods
and one three-hour laboratory. Systematic development of the fundamental
principles of chemistry. Qualitative analysis.
162. Physiological Chemistry (3). Three class periods and one two-hour
laboratory. Prerequisite: Chemistry 106. Not open to students for credit toward
a major or minor in chemistry. Fats, carbohydrates, and proteins with their
metabolic routes.
231, 232. Organic Chemistry (4) (4). Two semesters. Three class periods
and one three-hour laboratory. Prerequisite: Chemistry 106. The principles of
organic chemistry emphasizing reaction mechanisms. Compounds representing
principal organic classes are synthesized and systematically identified.
311. Elementary Inorganic Chemistry (3). Three class periods. Prerequisite:
Chemistry 106. No credit for chemistry majors. Atomic structure, chemical
bonding, periodic relationships and reaction mechanisms.
321. Quantitative Analysis (4). Two class periods and two three-hour
laboratories. Prerequisite: Chemistry 106. Theory and practice of gravimetric
and volumetric analysis.
341, 342. Physical Chemistry (4) (4). Two semesters. Three class periods
and one three-hour laboratory. Prerequisites: Chemistry 232 and 321; Physics
212 and 212L; Mathematics 141. Structure and properties of matter with em
phasis on theoretical principles and their mathematical interpretations.
362. Biochemistry (4). Three class periods and one three-hour laboratory.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 232. Fats, carbohydrates, proteins, and nucleic acids
with their metabolic routes. Enzymes and the kinetics of enzymatic action.
397. Introduction to Research (1). Laboratory and library work only.
Prerequisite: Permission of head of department. The student’s knowledge is in
tegrated by application to a simple piece of research.
403. Chemical Literature (1). One class period. Prerequisite: Chemistry
232. Use of chemical abstracts, journals and outstanding references and textbooks.
411. Intermediate Inorganic Chemistry (3). Three class periods. Prerequisite:
Chemistry 341. Fundamental topics in inorganic chemistry including atomic
structure, chemical bonding, periodic relationships, acid-base theories, nonaqueous solvents, and reaction mechanisms.
412. Intermediate Inorganic Laboratory (1). One three-hour laboratory.
Co-requisite: Chemistry 411. The preparation and properties of inorganic com
pounds.
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421. Instrumental Analysis (3). Two class periods and one three-hour
laboratory. Prerequisite: Chemistry 341. The operating principles and tech
niques involving the use of analytical instruments.
431. Qualitative Organic Analysis (3). One class period and two three-hour
laboratories. Prerequisite: Chemistry 421. Qualitative identification and prepara
tion of derivatives of organic compounds.
441. Quantum Chemistry (3). Three class periods. Prerequisite: Chemistry
342 and Mathematics 243. Mathematical treatment of internal bonding in simple
compounds.
471, 472. Chemistry for Medical Technologists (6) (6). Two semesters.
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. Clinical chemistry, electrocardiography,
basal metabolism, and urinalysis and clinical microscopy.
481, 482. Seminar (1) (1). One class period. Prequisite: Chemistry 342. Se
lected topics from current literature.
497, 498. Senior Research (1) (1). Prerequisite: Permission of head of de
partment. The student is assigned a simple piece of fundamental research.
B.S. DEGREE
Major in Chemistry and an Approved Minor
(Suggested Program)
Instructional Media 101
...........................................................................
English 101, 102, 141, 301, 302 ....................................................................
History 201, 202................................................................................................
Social Science Electives (300+) .......................................................................
Psychology 201 .................................................................................................
Physical Education or R O T C .........................................................................
Mathematics 102, 103..................................................................................
Mathematics 141 ...............................................................................................
Physics 211, 211L, 212, 212L ........................................................................
Chemistry 105, 106 ........................................................................................
Chemistry 231, 232 .......................................................................................
Chemistry 321 ..................................................
Chemistry 341, 342 ........................................................................................
Chemistry 411.................................................................................................
Approved Minor and General Electives......................................................

1
14
6
6
3
4
6
3
10
8
8
4
8
3
44

Total ........................................................................................................... 128(a)
(a) Of the total hours, 52 must be numbered 300 or above.
B.S. DEGREE
Major in Chemistry and a Minor in Biology
(Suggested Program)
Instructional Media 101 .................................................................................
English 101, 102, 141, 301, 302 ....................................................................
History 201, 202................................................................................................
Social Science Electives (300+) ......................................................................
Psychology 201 .................................................................................................
Physical Education or R O T C .........................................................................

1
14
6
6
3
4
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Mathematics 102, 103....................................................................................
Mathematics 141...........................................................................................
Physics 211, 211L, 212, 212L ...................................................
Foreign Language............................................................................................
Biology 241, 242, 251, 252.............................................................................
Biology Electives (300+) ................................................................................
Chemistry 105, 106 ..........................................................................................
Chemistry 231, 232 ..........................................................................................
Chemistry 321 ..................................................................................................
Chemistry 341, 342 ...........................................................................................
Chemistry 411 ..................................................................................................
Approved Electives (300+) .............................................................................

6
3
10
12
12
14
8
8
4
8
3
6

T otal........................................................................................................... 128(a)
(a) Of the total hours, 52 must be numbered 300 or above.
B.S. DEGREE
Major in Biology and Minor in Chemistry
(Suggested Program)
Instructional Media 101...............................................................................
1
English 101, 102, 141, 301, 302 .................................................................. 14
History 201, 202 .............................................................................................
6
Social Science Electives (300+).....................................................................
6
Psychology 201 ..............................................................................................
3
Physical Education or R O T C ......................................................................
4
* Mathematics 102, 103 ..................................................................................
6
* Foreign Language.......................................................................................... 12
* Physics 201, 201L, 202, 202L ......................................................................
8
Biology 241, 242, 251, 252........................................................................... 12
Biology 320 .....................................................................................................
4
Biology Electives (300+) ............................................................................... 16
Chemistry 105, 106 .......................................................................................
8
Chemistry 231, 232
..........................................................................
8
Chemistry Electives (300+).......................................................................... 7-8
Approved Electives(300+) ...................................................................... 12-13
Total ........................................................................................................... *128(a)
(a) Of the total hours, 52 must be numbered 300 or above.
* Recom m ended electives.

DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL SCIENCE (GS)
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
221, 222. General Science (3) (3). Two semesters. Two lecture periods and
one laboratory period or field trip and conference per week. A survey course
in the natural science which is required of freshmen and sophomores in certain
curricula and must be scheduled within the first two years.
301. Elements of Astronomy (4). Prerequisites: General Science 221 and 222
or Physics 201 and 202. Three lecture periods per week and one night labora
tory period per week. An introductory study of the solar system; time, space
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and gravitation; the sun and the stars; meteors, comets, and meteorites; galaxies
and cosmology. Fall term.
304. General Physical Geology (4). Three lecture periods and one labora
tory period per week. An introduction to geology, treating of the earth and its
material, the shape of the land and the processes which work to alter it. Fall
term.
313. Historical Geology (3). Prerequisite: Geology 304. Three lecture periods
per week. A sequential study of the natural history of the earth including the
nature and development of life. Spring term.
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS (MS)
Horsfield: Department Head
A major in mathematics requires a minimum of 30 hours not including 102
and 103. If Mathematics 102 and 103 are taken for credit, a minimum of 36
hours is required for a major. It is strongly recommended that majors com
plete 141 by the end of the freshman year. The major includes 141, 142, 243,
370 and five other courses with numbers above 300, two of which must be
above 400. Those taking a B.S. in Secondary Education must elect 321, 351,
352 and 422 as part of the group of courses numbered above 300. It is recom
mended that mathematics majors take one year of physics.
A minor in mathematics requires a minimum of 18 hours not including
102 and 103. If mathematics 102 and 103 are taken for credit, a minimum of
24 hours is required for a minor. The minor includes 141, 142, 243 and two
courses with numbers above 300. Those taking a B.S. in Secondary Education
must elect 321 and 351.
Those taking a major or minor in mathematics may not take Mathematics
133 for credit.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
101. College Algebra (3). Prerequisite: One year of high school algebra.
A basic first course in algebra. Recommended for those in the Business Adminis
tration Curriculum with an average background in high school mathematics.
May not be used to meet major and minor requirements.
102. Modern College Algebra (3). Prerequisite: one year of high school
algebra and a satisfactory score on ACT. Recommended for those in the
Business Administration Curriculum with an above average background in
high school mathematics. An axiomatic approach to algebra for mathematics
majors and minors, science majors, nursing, and liberal arts students.
103. Plane Trigonometry (3). Prerequisite: Plane geometry and either Mathe
matics 101 or 102 or satisfactory score on ACT.
122. Mathematical Methods for Business Applications (3). Prerequisite:
Mathematics 101 or 102. Elementary set theory, permutations, combinations,
elementary probability, vectors, matrices, introductions to linear program
ming. May be taken by mathematics majors and minors as an elective but
may not be used to meet the major or minor requirements in mathematics.
133. Fundamentals of Mathematics (3). Not open for credit to majors or
minors or to those with credit in 102 or its equivalent. The structure of mathe
matics with selected topics from number systems, sets and equations, functions
and graphical representation of functions and elementary coordinate geometry.
Required of those in education curricula.
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141. Calculus I (3). Prerequisite; Plane geometry and Mathematics 102. Co
requisite: Mathematics 103. Introduction to analytic geometry, functions and
limits, differentiation and integration of algebraic functions with applications.
142. Calculus II (5). Prerequisite: Mathematics 141. Analytic geometry of
higher plane curves, transcendental functions, parametric equations, polar co
ordinates, vectors and solid analytic geometry.
243. Calculus III (4). Prerequisite: Mathematics 142. Infinite series, applica
tions to physics, partial differentiation, multiple integrals.
304. Probability and Statistics (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 142. Probability,
data in distribution functions, Poisson and normal distribution, elementary statisti
cal inference, curve fitting.
310. Numerical Analysis (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 243. Numerical
analysis and computing with emphasis on methods adaptable to electronic com
puting machinery.
321. College Geometry (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 142. The properties
of the circle and triangle, indirect element construction, and the nine point
circle.
344. Differential Equations (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 243 and eight
hours of physics or permission of instructor. The methods of solving differential
equations of the first or second order and higher order linear equations, in
cluding series solutions and selected applications.
351. Introduction to Abstract Algebra (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 142.
Algebraic structures, rings, fields and groups. The axiomatic approach.
352. Linear Algebra (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 142. Matrices, linear
systems, vector spaces with emphasis on algebraic structures.
370. Intermediate Analysis (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 243. Required of
all mathematics majors. Real number system, elementary point set theory, limits,
theory of continuous functions, series.
403. Vector Analysis (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 243 and one year of
physics. The algebra and calculus of vectors; applications to geometry, elec
tricity, harmonic functions, and potentials. Matrices and determinants.
405.
Advanced Calculus (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 370. Selected topics
from advanced calculus. Elements of partial differentiation including the gen
eral theorems, Jacobians. Topics in the theory of integration.
422. Foundations of Geometry (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 142, Mathe
matics 243 recommended. Relationships of Euclidean, non-Euclidean, affine,
and projective geometries are analyzed.
440. Theory of Numbers (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 351. Divisibility,
prime members, congruences and residues, diophantine equations. Offered
subject to demand.
451. Functions of a Complex Variable (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 405
or permission of the instructor. Fundamental operations with complex numbers,
differentiation and integration theorems, mappings, series, and residues.
471. Metric Spaces (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 370. Set theory, metric
spaces, normed linear spaces, and linear operators.
480. Introductory Topology (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 370 and one
other 300 level course. Topological properties of Euclidean Spaces.
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484. Partial Differential Equations (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 344. An
introduction to the theory of partial differential equations. Standard methods of
solution, Fourier Series and an introduction to special functions with applica
tions.
485. Special Functions (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 344 and 451. Infinite
products, Gamma and Beta functions, the hypergeometric function, Bessel func
tions, orthogonal polynomials, Legendre polynomials.
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS AND ENGINEERING
PHYSICS (PHS):
Reid: Department Head
Requirements for a major in physics include 34 semester hours as follows:
(the courses are customarily taken in the order indicated) 211, 212*, 211L,
212L, 301, 301L, EG 361, 341, 343, 343L, 441, 443, 443L, and 491.
Requirements for a minor in physics include: 211, 212*, 211L, 212L, 301,
301L, and nine hours in physics beyond the 200 level. These courses will be
selected in conference with the physics department student adviser, and must
include at least one additional laboratory course beyond the 200 level.
*Should 201, 202 be taken, the student will take another advanced physics
course upon the advice of the major professor to compensate for the difference
in hours.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
201, 202. Genera] Physics (3) (3). Two semesters. Prerequisite or concurrent
ly: MS 103, or high school trigonometry. Co-requisite: Physics 201L, 202L.
The elementary principles of classical and modern physics, using no mathematics
beyond algebra and trigonometry. Considerable emphasis is placed upon problem
solving and the use of the slide rule. First semester: mechanics, properties of
matter, heat, sound, and electricity and magnetism. Second semester: optics,
atomic structure, nuclear physics, and quantum theory. Satisfies pre-medical
and pre-dental requirements, and to this end, illustrations of physical principles
are chosen from the biological sciences rather than engineering whenever pos
sible; also satisfies the University’s natural science requirement.
201L, 202L. General Physics Laboratory (1) (1). Two semesters. Co-requisite:
Physics 201, 202. Two laboratory hours each week. The laboratory consists of
experiments designed to enhance the student’s understanding of elementary
physical concepts.
211, 212. Physics for Scientists and Engineers (4) (4). Two semesters. Pre
requisite or concurrently: MS 141, 142. Co-requisite: Physics 211L, 212L. A
more intensive coverage of the topics treated in Physics 201, 202, in which the
calculus is used freely. Vector algebra is introduced at the beginning of the
course, and this notation is adhered to through the remainder of the year.
Vector calculus is not employed, however. Required of students majoring or
minoring in physics.
211L, 212L. Elementary Laboratory Techniques (1) (1). Two semesters.
Co-requisite: Physics 211, 212. Two laboratory hours each week. To illustrate
basic physical laws and give the student proficiency in the manipulation of
apparatus. The theory of errors is stressed.
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Prerequisite to all 300 and 400 level courses except 321: Physics 212 and MS 142.
301. Modern Physics (3). Prerequisite: CY 105, 106. Co-requisite: Physics
301L. Elementary particles, quantum effects, electromagnetic radiation, atomic
structure, optical and x-ray spectra, and the special theory of relativity.
301L. Modern Physics Laboratory (1). Co-requisite: Physics 301. Three
laboratory hours each week. Fundamental studies in contemporary physics with
emphasis on advanced laboratory procedures and techniques, and individual re
search. Topics covered include electronic charge and charge-to-mass determi
nations; Franck-Hertz Experiment; photoelectric studies; nuclear radiation detec
tion, absorption, spectroscopy and analysis; counting techniques and statistics;
Bragg Diffraction; Zeeman Effect and Hall Effect.
321. Frontiers of Physics (3). Prerequisite: Physics 202 or 212. The problem
atical aspects of modern physics. Designed primarily for the mature non
scientist seeking an acquaintance with some of the current areas of exploration
in physics. May not be counted toward a major or minor in physics.
331. Introduction to Electronics (3). Co-requisite: Physics 331L. Electrical
measurements, power supplies, amplification by vacuum tubes and transistors,
oscillators.
331L. Electronics Laboratory (1). Co-requisite: Physics 331. Three lab
oratory hours each week. Circuits described in Physics 331 are assembled and
tested.
341. Mechanics I (3). Prerequisite: MS 344. Prerequisite or co-requisite:
343L. Kinematics, dynamics of particles, systems of particles, and rigid bodies;
work and energy; statics of rigid bodies, planetary motion, fluid mechanics,
and elasticity.
342. Optics (3). Geometrical and physical optics, spectra, wave and quan
tum aspects of electromagnetic radiation, refraction, reflection, dispersion, dif
fraction, interference and polarization. Occasional classroom periods are de
voted to laboratory work at the discretion of the instructor.
343. Electricity and Magnetism I (3). Prerequisite: MS 243. Prerequisite
or co-requisite: Physics 343L. MS 403. A summary of germane topics from
vector analysis, which is used throughout the course; electrostatic fields, di
electrics, magnetic fields of steady currents, electromagnetic induction, magnetic
materials, and Maxwell’s Equations in differential and integral form.
343L. Electricity and Magnetism Laboratory I (1). Co-requisite: Physics
341 or 343. Three laboratory hours a week. Trajectories of charged particles
in electric and magnetic fields, damped oscillations, relaxation oscillations, and
non-linear systems.
Engineering 361. Thermodynamics and Statistical Mechanics (3). (May be
counted as a course toward major in Department of Physics.) For description,
see Engineering 361.
382. Special Topics (3). Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. A topic of
current interest in the field of physics, offered by popular demand or due
to presence of a uniquely qualified lecturer.
402. Nuclear Physics (3). Prerequisite: Physics 301. A continuation of 301.
Topics include natural and induced radioactivity, nuclear theories, alpha, beta
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and gamma radiation, nuclear processes, nuclear fission, and particle accel
eration.
403. Introduction to Special Relativity (3). The failure of Newtonian Dy
namics’ Lorentz-Einstein transformation; propogation of light, including stellar
aberration and “ drag coefficient” ; classical and relativistic doppler effect, rela
tivistic collisions; electrostatic and magnetic forces.
441. Mechanics II (3). Prerequisite: Physics 341, MS 403; prerequisite or
co-requisite: Physics 443L. Statics and dynamics of rigid bodies, oscillatory
motion, and the equations of Lagrange and Hamilton.
443. Electricity and Magnetism II (3). Prerequisite: Physics 343. Prere
quisite or co-requisite: Physics 443L. Electromagnetic waves in free space and
matter, reflection and refraction of electromagnetic waves, guided waves, field
of a moving charge.
443L. Electricity and Magnetism Laboratory II (1). Co-requisite: Physics
441 or 443. Three laboratory hours a week. A continuation of Physics 343L.
Transistors, feedback and oscillation, delay lines and dispersion; propagation,
polarization, and diffraction of microwaves.
451. Solid State Physics (3). Prerequisite: Physics 301, 443, EG 361. A sur
vey of this field, with emphasis on the thermal and electrical properties of
solids.
471. Senior Research (3). Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. Approximately
nine laboratory hours each week. Directed laboratory work, with emphasis
on independent research, in an area jointly selected by the student and a
member of the faculty.
491. Quantum Mechanics (3). Prerequisite: Physics 301, 441, 443, MS 484.
An introduction.
ENGINEERING (EG):
The objectives of the Department of Engineering are (1) to offer a basic
two-year engineering curriculum which will permit the majority of students to
transfer with junior standing to most undergraduate engineering programs at
other schools and (2) to offer a minor in basic engineering for prospective teach
ers who plan to work in the technical, vocational, or junior college fields and
for those students who wish to qualify for the State Board Engineering Exami
nation (the first half).
A candidate for admission to the basic engineering program must first meet
the general admission requirements of the University. The following high school
subjects arc also required:
Algebra.......................................................................................... 1 unit
Plane geometry, trigonometry, solid geometry.................... 2 units
General science, biology, physics, and/or chemistry ......... 3 units
Unconditional admission to the basic engineering program will be made on
the basis of ACT scores in mathematics, science and English. Students lacking
the required high school units or failing to make satisfactory scores on qualify
ing examinations will be required to make up deficiencies prior to entering the
program. The basic two-year engineering is outlined on the following page.
Basic Engineering Minor. Requirements for a minor in basic engineering
will include Engineering 111. 121. 122, 234, 301, 302, 320, 343, 361, and 373.
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In addition, those taking a minor in basic engineering must present credit for
Physics 211, 212, 211L, 212L, 331, 331L; Chemistry 105, 106; Mathematics 141,
142 , 243 , 344 , 403; and nine hours in mathematics and six hours in physics
courses numbered 300 or above as approved electives. The selection of all minor
electives must be approved by the basic engineering adviser.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
111. Engineering Analysis I (1). One lecture and one laboratory period
each week. Co-requisite: trigonometry. The use of applied mathematics in solv
ing elementary engineering problems. Emphasis is placed on the theories of ap
proximate numbers and accuracy in measurements and calculation. Topics in
clude basic mathematical analysis, applications of logarithms, applied trigonome
try, an intensive study of the theory and use of the log-log slide rule, engineer
ing tables and graphs, and the analysis of experimental data.
121. Engineering Graphics I (2). Three two-hour laboratory periods each
week. Prerequisite: plane geometry or evidence of previous instruction in me
chanical drawing. Instruction and practice in the graphical representation of
objects, using both mechanical and free hand techniques, with emphasis on the
principles involved. Topics include isometric and oblique views, multiview projec
tion on principal and auxiliary planes, dimensioning, fits and tolerances, screw
threads and fasteners, detail and assembly working drawings.
122. Engineering Graphics II (2). Three two-hour laboratory periods each
week. Prerequisite: Engineering 121. Orthographic projection; point, line, and
plane problems; revolution; curved and warped surfaces; intersections of surfaces;
locus of a line; vectors; and geology, mining, and topography problems.
234. Kinematics of Machinery (2). One lecture and three laboratory periods
each week. Prerequisite: Engineering 121 and elementary calculus. Kinematics
of machinery. Displacement, velocity, and acceleration in linkages; instant cen
ters; cams; gearing and gear trains; rolling contact.
301. Applied Mechanics-Statics (3). Prerequisite: Engineering 111, Physics
211, and Co-requisite: Mathematics: 142. Analysis of the principles of mechanics
and their engineering applications. Forces, moments, and couples; resultants of
force systems; equilibrium; friction; centroids; moments of inertia.
302. Applied Mechanics-Dynamics (3). Prerequisite: Engineering 301 and
intermediate calculus. Absolute and relative motion; force, mass, and accelera
tion; work and energy; impulse and momentum; and mechanical vibrations.
320. Engineering Economy (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Mathematics
of choice; costs and cost comparisons required to assist in providing a given
service at the least cost.
Physics 331 and 331L. Introduction to Electronics (3) and Electronics Labora
tory (1). (May Lie counted as courses in the Department of Engineering.) For
description, see Physics 331 and 331L.
343. Strength of Materials (4). Prerequisites: Engineering 301 and Mathe
matics 142. Stress-strain relationships; behavior of materials in tension, com
pression and shear; column formulae; combined stress computations; theorem of
three moments; composite structural members.
361. Thermodynamics and Statistical Mechanics (3). Prerequisite: Mathe
matics 243 and Physics 211. Thermodynamic systems and equations of state, the
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first and second law of thermodynamics, changes of phase, the combined first
and second laws, and an introduction to Maxwell-Boltzmann and quantum
statistics.
373. Fluid Mechanics (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 142 and Physics 211.
Statics and dynamics of compressible and incompressible fluids.
401. Heat Transfer Theory (3). Problems of heat transmission from the
engineering viewpoint.
441. Transport Phenomena (3). Introduction to mass, momentum, and
energy transport.

BASIC ENGINEERING
Instructional Media 101 ...............................................................................
1
English 101, 102, 301 ...................................................................................
9
History 201 .....................................................................................................
3
Economics 221 ................................................................................................
3
Chemistry 105, 106 .......................................................................................
8
1RO T C .............................................
4
1Physical Education .......................................................................................
4
Mathematics 141, 142, 243, 344 .................................................................. 15
Physics 211, 211L, 212, 212L ...................................................................... 10
Engineering 111, 121, 122, 234 ...................................................................
7
Engineering 301, 302 .....................................................................................
6
2Approved Electives .......................................................................................
9
Total ............................................................................................................ 79
1 Some engineering schools require both R O T C and physical education in the first two
years.
2 Electives m ay vary according to the selected engineering curriculum and must be
approved by the engineering adviser.

B.S. DEGREE
MAJOR MATHEMATICS-MINOR BASIC ENGINEERING
(Suggested Program)
Instructional Media 101 ...............................................................................
1
English 101, 102, 141, 201 or 301, 202 or 302...................................... 14
History 201, 202 ............................................................................................
6
Social Science Electives ................................................................................
6
Psychology 201 ...............................................................................................
3
Chemistry 105, 106 .......................................................................................
8
Physical Education or R O TC......................................................................
4
Mathematics 141, 142, 243, 344, 370. 403 ............................................ 21
Mathematics Electives (300+) .....................................................................
9
Physics 211, 211L, 212, 212L, 331, 331L............................................... 14
Physics Electives (300+)
Engineering 111, 121, 122, 234, 301, 302, 320 343, 361, 373 ........... 25
General Electives ...........................................................................................
8
T otal.......................................................................................................... 128(a)
(a) Of the total hours, 52 must be 300 or above.
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B.S. DEGREE
MAJOR M A T H EM A T IC S-M IN O R CHEMISTRY
(Suggested Program)
Instructional Media 101 ...........................................................................
1
English 101. 102. 141. 201 or 301, 202 or 302..................................... 14
History 201, 202 .........................................................................................
6
Social Sciences Electives ...........................................................................
6
Psychology 201 ...........................................................................................
3
Physical Education or ROTC ..................................................................
4
Mathematics 102. 103 ...............................................................................
6
Mathematics 141, 142, 243, 344, 370 ..................................................... 18
Mathematics Electives (300+) .................................................................. 12
Chemistry 105, 106 ....................................................................................
8
Chemistry 231, 232 ....................................................................................
8
Chemistry Electives (300+) ....................................................................... 7-8
Physics 211, 211L, 212, 212L ................................................................. 10
Approved Electives ................................................................................. 24-25
T o ta l......................................................................................................... 128(a)
(a) Of the total hours, 52 must be numbered 300 or above.
B.S. DEGREE
MAJOR M A T H EM A T IC S-M IN O R PHYSICS
Instructional Media 101 ...........................................................................
English 101, 102, 141, 201 or 301, 202 or 302......................................
History 201, 202 .........................................................................................
Social Sciences Electives ...........................................................................
Psychology 201 ..........................................................................................
Chemistry 105, 106 ...................................................................................
Physical Education or ROTC ..................................................................
Mathematics 102, 103 ...............................................................................
Mathematics 141, 142, 243, 344, 370 .....................................................
Mathematics Electives (300+) ..................................................................
Physics 211, 211L, 212, 212L ..................................................................
Physics 301, 301L .............................................................
Physics Electives (300+).............................................................................
Engineering 111 or Approved Elective.....................................................
Approved Electives....................................................................................

1
14
6
6
3
8
4
6
18
12
10
4
9
1
26

T o ta l......................................................................................................... 128(a)
(a) Of the total hours, 52 must be numbered 300 or above.
B.A. DEGREE
MAJOR PH Y S IC S-M IN O R MATHEMATICS
(Suggested Program)
Instructional Media 101 ................................................................................. 1
English 101, 102, 141, 201 or 301, 202 or 302 ........................................... 14
History 201, 202 .............................................................................................. 6
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Social Science Electives .................................................................................. 6
Psychology 201 ................................................................................................. 3
Chemistry 105, 106 ......................................................................................... 8
Physical Education or ROTC ....................................................................... 4
Language (French or German) ..................................................................... 12
Engineering 111, 121 ...................................................................................... 3
Physics 211, 212, 211L, 212L, 301, 301L, EG 361,
341, 343, 343L, 441, 443, 443L, 491 ........................................... 34
Mathematics 141, 142, 243, 344, 403, 484 ................................................... 21
Approved electives .......................................................................................... 16
Total
128 (a)
(a) Of the total hours, 52 must be 300 or above.

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS (EC)
Williams: Department Head
The requirements for a major in economics may be met by taking 30
semester hours in the department including Economics 221, 222 , 494 or 495.
Majors are also required to present credit for Mathematics 102, 103; BA 391,
392, and 492. A major in economics is available in the B.A. and B.S. in
Education degrees.
The requirements for a minor in economics may be met by taking eighteen
semester hours in the department, including Economics 221, 222, 301. Six
semester hours must be in courses numbered 300 or above. Economics minors
should consult the adviser.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
221. Principles of Economics (3). Economics and microeconomic analysis,
including the consumer, the firm, the market and price determination.
222. Economic Problems (3). A macroeconomic approach, including money
and banking, national income accounting, monetary and fiscal policy, and in
ternational economics.
253. Public Finance (3). Prerequisite: Economics 221 or equivalent. Public
expenditures, public revenues, and general fiscal policy. While there is an
evolutionary approach, special attention is given to current trends.
254. Economics of National Security (3). No prerequisite. Problems of
national security. Industrial mobilizations, civilian defense, priorities, and price
fixing are among the topics examined.
301. American Economic History (3). No prerequisite. Agricultural, com
mercial, and financial progress of the United States from colonial times to the
present day, including discussion of such topics as public-land policy, railroads
and the development of the West, urbanization and industrialization, the labor
movement, rise of big business, monetary and tariff policies, and current develop
ments,
351. Industrial Relations (3). Prerequisite: Economics 221 or equivalent.
Various methods which may be used by management and labor in working
out harmonious relationships.
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352. Economic Thought (3). Prerequisite: Economics 221 or equivalent.
The history of economic thought and analysis. Consideration is given to recent
developments.
353. International Trade (3). Prerequisite: Economics 221 or equivalent.
A non-technical course. After a brief historical study of international trade, a
critical analysis of the present foreign commerce of the United States and her
principal competitors will be made. Special emphasis will be placed upon the
developing of Pan-American trade relations between the United States and
Latin America.
354. Consumer Economics (3). No prerequisite. The role of the consumer
in directing the economic system; restrictions on consumer controls; custom-made,
fashion-made, and producer-made wants; budgets and planning expenditures;
buying insurance, home, and investments; standards, grades, labels, and brands;
governmental regulation and control in the field of consumer goods.
356. Economics of Population (3). Prerequisite: Economics 221 or junior
standing. Population densities and numbers in various parts of the world; rates
of increase and magnitude of population problems; diminishing returns from
land; relations between birth rates, population density, and poverty; Malthus
and the “ Malthusian principle” ; population increase in food surplus areas and
in “ over-developed” and “ under-developed” areas; prospects for international
food shipments; aspects of foreign aid and of immigration; relations of popula
tion study to biology, geography, statistics, economics, sociology; quality of
population; leadership as a population problem; relations of birth rates to qual
ity prospects of population.
491. Money and Banking (3). Prerequisite: Economics 221 or equivalent.
Theoretical economic analysis is balanced with the historical approach. Policy,
especially the role of government, is emphasized. Monetary standards, the com
mercial banking system, and the federal reserve system are among the topics
considered in some detail.
492. Investments (3). Prerequisite: Economics 221 or equivalent. The role
which the security markets play in American economic life. Attention is given
to the various types of securities, their purchase and sale, the factors which
determine their market prices, and the relation of stock speculation to the bank
ing system and general prosperity.
493. Corporation and Industrial Finance (3). Prerequisite: Economics 221
or equivalent. Topics treated include principles and problems in the financial
organization of corporations, advantages and disadvantages of corporations, legal
position, internal financial management, marketing of securities, distribution of
earnings, expansion, reorganization, and liquidation.
494. Intermediate Microeconomics (3). Prerequisite: Economics 221 or equiv
alent. Perfectly competitive markets, imperfectly competitive markets, the firm,
profit maximization over the short run.
495. Intermediate Macroeconomics (3). Prerequisite: Economics221 o r equiv
alent. Macroeconomic measurement, theory and policy.

DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY (GY)
A minor in geography consists of eighteen hours, of which six must be in
101, 102; other courses should be taken with the advice of the minor professor.
Six of the eighteen hours must be courses numbered 300 or above.
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
101. Principles of Geography (3). The basic principles of geography with
an interpretation of man’s adjustments to his physical environment.
102. Geography of North America (3). Prerequisite: Geography 101. The
geographic features of Anglo-America, with their effects on our economic, cul
tural, social, and political development.
201. Geography of Middle America (3). Prerequisite: Geography 101. Phy
sical environment, and cultural and economic aspects of Middle America, with
some emphasis on interrelationships with the United States.
241. Principles of Economic Geography (3). The geographic basis for man’s
diverse agricultural, industrial, commercial, and economic life, with its complex
interdependencies.
242. Industrial Geography (3). Producing regions, with their resources, in
dustries, processes, products and relationships.
301. Geography of Europe (3). Prerequisite: Geography 101. A regional
study of Europe, emphasizing the geographic background for its diverse econo
mic, social and political development.
302. Geography of Latin America (3). Prerequisite: Geography 101. The
geographic environment, resources, products and development of the several
countries of South America.
303. Geography of the South (3). Prerequisite: Geography 101. The geo
graphic basis for the development and characteristics of Southern economy and
culture.
321. 322. Eastern Hemisphere Geography (3) (3). Two semesters. Prereq
uisite: Geography 101. Agricultural, industrial, and trade patterns of the Near
East (GY 321) and the Far East (GY 322), exclusive of the major areas of north
ern and western Europe, and western and southern Africa.
331. Climate and Man (3). Prerequisite: Geography 101. The climatic basis
for the agricultural, economic, human use patterns of the world.
333. Meteorology (3). Modern meteorological theories, principles, and prac
tices.
341. Geography of Alabama (3). The physical environment and its utiliza
tion in Alabama.
401. Historical Geography of the United States (3). Prerequisites: Geog
raphy 101, 102. The natural environments which have furnished the bases for
the diverse but unified development of the United States.
403. Conservation of Natural Resources (3). The history and growth of
the conservation movement, including the proper utilization of our natural re
sources in terms of present and future welfare.
DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY (HY)
Robinson: Department Head
A major in history requires a minimum of 30 hours of history, including
History 101, 102, 201, and 202. In addition to History 101 and 102, at least
two courses must be chosen from advanced European or Asian history numbered
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300 or above. Those taking a degree in secondary education must complete
at least six hours of courses in advanced American history. In addition to the
30 hours of history, Political Science 201 and 202 are required of all majors.
The requirements for a minor in history may be met by taking at least
twenty-one hours in the department, including History 101, 102, 201, 202 and
nine hours of courses numbered 300 or above.

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
101, 102. World History (3) (3).Two semesters. Civilization from earliest
times to the present. Some training in the technique of historical research.
201, 202. American History (3) (3). Two semesters. Beginning with the
European background, this course deals with the establishment of the thirteen
English colonies, separation from the mother country, growth and expansion,
participation in world affairs.
301. History of England to 1689 (3) Prerequisite: History 101, 102. The
formation of the English people and nation, its early legal and constitutional
development, the struggle between king and parliament, and the beginnings of
overseas expansion down to the Glorious Revolution. Recommended especially
for pre-law students.
302. History of Great Britain, 1689 to the Present (3). Prerequisite: His
tory 101, 102. A continuation of History 301. The consolidation of the con
stitutional evolution; the agricultural, social, industrial and political revolutions
of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries; the merging of Great Britain into
the commonwealth of Nations.
305. The British Empire and Commonwealth (3). Prerequisite: History
101, 102. Growth and development of the British Empire, with emphasis on the
factors leading to the Commonwealth of Nations.
308. Constitutional History of England (3). Prerequisite: History 101, 102.
Growth of common law, the court system, and the cabinet form of government
from the earliest times to the present.
331. The Far East in Modern Times (3). Prerequisite: History 101, 102.
The Far Eastern countries, with special emphasis upon China, Japan, Korea,
and India in the modern period; political developments, social, economic, and
cultural conditions; international relations in the Far East.
333. History of Russia, (1917 to the Present) (3). Prerequisite: History 101,
102. Home-coming of the revolutionists, Red October, proletarian dictatorship,
Prussian Diktat, Red defense; Lenin, Stalin and the Second Revolution; the
shadow of Fascism. The Soviet State, the Five-Year Plans; the search for secur
ity, Nazi-Soviet truce; the second World War; Russia and the United Nations;
Soviet international relations since World War II; Russia and the United States.
395. Europe in the Middle Ages, 476—1300 (3). Prerequisite: History 101,
102. Major political intellectual, and cultural trends, with emphasis on ec
clesiastical developments and the fathers of the church.
400. Europe in the High Middle Ages, Renaissance and Reformation, 1300—
1648 (3). Prerequisite: History 101, 102. European society as seen through its
philosophy, religion, literature, and politics.
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401. Europe 1450-1815 (3). Prerequisite: History 101, 102. The cultural
intellectual, and political background of modern Europe.
402. Modern European History, 1815—1914 (3). Prerequisite: History 101,
102. The background and progress of the First World War.
403. Modern European History, 1914-1945 (3). Prerequisite: History 101,
102, or consent of the instructor. The sectional and international problems
of Europe between two wars, and the genesis and progress of the Second World
War.
404. European History, 1945—Present (3). Prerequisite: History 101, 102.
The Cold War and its impact on the internal reorganization of the European
nations.
Political Science 421. American Diplomacy (3). (May be counted as a
course in the Department of History.) For description, see Political Science 421.
433. American Social and Cultural History to 1865 (3). Prerequisite: His
tory 201, 202. American society through its literature, religion, philosophy, and
arts . Emphasis upon immigration strains, European cultural transfer, and en
vironmental adaptations which have gone to form the American character.
Wide opportunities for reading offered in religion, philosophy, literature, and
the arts.
434. American Social and Cultural History since 1865 (3). Prerequisite:
History 201, 202 and 433 or consent of instructor. A continuation of History
433, this course will evaluate shifting immigration origins. Concentrated study
given to the changing thought patterns which have resulted from Darwinism,
the rise of Big Business, theories of the public interest, Pragmatism, and the
emergence of the United States as a world power.
441. The South Before 1860 (3). Prerequisite: History 201, 202. Not open
to those who have had History 444. The colonization and the economic, political,
social, and cultural development of the Old South, and its part in building the
nation.
442. The South Since 1860 (3). Prerequisite: History 201, 202, and 441 or
consent of the instructor. The issues which led to secession; the W ar Between
the States; the economic, political, and social results; recent tendencies and
developments.
444.
History of Alabama (3). Prerequisite: History 201, 202. Not open to
those who have had History 441. Alabama from the era of settlement to the
present time. Attention given to slavery, with its social, economic, and political
implications; secession and war; the aftermath; rise of industry; education and
literature; politics and recent tendencies.
448. The Westward Movement in American History (3). Prerequisite: His
tory 201, 202. Significance of the frontier in American History; colonization of
successive geographic areas; the West in relation to tariff, public lands, currency
and banking; and crisis resulting from expansion.
451. History of Early America to 1787 (3). Prerequisite: History 201, 202.
A reading, research, and discussion course for students particularly interested in
Early American History. The European background, discovery, exploration
and settlement, the Inter-Colonial Wars, the development of the clash between
the colonies and the mother country, the American Revolution, the political,
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social, and economic development from the Declaration of Independence to the
inauguration of George Washington.
452. The Middle Period of United States History, 1787-1850 (3), Prereq
uisite: History 201, 202. The American Republic from its formative years dur
ing and immediately following the Constitutional Convention until its temporary
disruption during the Civil War. The approach is regional, and the Northeast,
the South, and expanding West are examined especially as they were influenced
by the contemporaneous but conflicting developments of nationalism and section
alism. Wide opportunities will be offered for reading and individual study.
453. Sectional Conflict, Civil War, and Reconstruction 1850-1877 (3). Pre
requisite: History 201, 202. The rise of opposition to slavery; the Decade of
Crises; Civil War; political, social, economic, diplomatic, and military aspects
of the conduct of the war. An examination of the various interpretations, re
gional and national, of the Reconstruction Period.
454. The Beginnings of Modern America, 1877-1914 (3). Prerequisite: His
tory 201, 202. A description and evaluation of the shift of the United States
from an agrarian to an industrial nation; the heritage of Civil War and Recon
struction; the rise of the Great Moguls; mass production and technological
change; the rise of the labor union movements and organized farm protests; the
Spanish-American War; and American involvement in World War I.
455. Recent American History Since 1913 (3). Prerequisite: History 201,
202. The transformation of the United States into a world power, and the
underlying causes in our social, economic, intellectual, and political life that made
the transformation possible.
000. Current History (2). Two hours credit will be permitted for the major
in history. A maximum of two additional hours may be taken as a general
elective.
DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE (PSC)
Van Keuren: Department Head
The Department of Political Science offers a variety of courses for students
in the liberal arts, pre-law, and professional education curricula. A wide range
of courses is available for those preparing for careers in government or in bus
iness.
The requirements for a major in political science are thirty semester hours,
including Political Science 201, 202, 433, either 385 or 386, and either 451 or
452. Requirements for a minor are eighteen semester hours, including Political
Science 201, 202, and 433. At least twelve hours in the major and six hours in
the minor must be in courses numbered 300 or above.
Political Science 201 and 202 are prerequisite to all other courses in political
science unless otherwise indicated.

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
201. Government of the United States (3). No prerequisite. Structure and
organization of the American national government. Evolution of the United
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States Constitution and the federal system; civil rights, voting and elections;
Congress, the President, and the federal courts. Open to freshmen with consent
of instructor.
202. Government of the United States (3). Prerequisite: Political Science
201. The functions and problems of the national government: federal finance,
American foreign policy, national defense, and the administration of the federal
government.
332. International Organization (3). Principles, procedures, and functions
of international governmental organizations including the United Nations, the
Organization of American States, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, the
European Common Market, and International Judicial organizations.
342. Political Parties (3). Composition, organization, and function of Amer
ican political parties on the national, state, and local levels.
352. The Legislative Process (3). American legislative bodies with em
phasis upon recruitment, composition, structure, procedures, functions, role of
parties and pressure groups, and problems of legislative reform.
375. Governments of Latin America (3). Organization and structure of the
governments of the principal Latin-American nations, with emphasis upon con
stitutional development and present-day issues.
376. Governments of Asia (3). The government and politics of Asian
countries except the Near East with major emphasis upon the governments of
China, Japan, and India, and the role of Asia in world affairs.
377. Governments of Africa and Near East (3). The government and politics
of the Near East and the emergent African nations with attention to present
developments and the role of these countries in world affairs.
385. Local Government and Administration (3). No prerequisite. The
development of the local government in both rural and urban areas in the
United States, with an examination of the principal institutions and processes
of local government. Main attention given to the organization and admin
istration of county government in the rural areas and city government in the
urban areas. Not open to freshmen.
386. State Government and Administration (3). Prerequisite: junior stand
ing. Structure and organization of American state government: state courts,
state legislatures, the American governor, and major problems of state govern
ment.
421. American Diplomacy (3). Chronological development of American
foreign policy from the early period to the present time.
432. International Relations (3). Basic principles of international relations,
with emphasis on the modern state system, nationalism, diplomatic relations, and
international politics.
433. Governments of Western Europe (3). Democracies of Western Europe
with major attention to the governments of Great Britain, France, and West
Germany.
434. Government of Russia and Soviet Satellites (3). Development and
organization of the communist system in Russia and the satellite states of East
ern Europe.
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441. Government and Business (3). Recent national policy in the area of
business, agriculture, labor, and public welfare, and the role of the national
government in regulating these areas.
443. Constitutional Law (3). Fundamental principles of the United States
Constitution and its development. Textbook and case method.
445. Southern Politics (3). The politics of eleven southern states with
regard to voting, elections, the origin and decline of the one-party system in the
South; the role of the Republican party and minor parties; the impact of South
ern politics upon national affairs.
451. Political Theory to 18th Century (3). Political thought from Plato to
the early modern period with emphasis upon the main ideas of leading political
thinkers relative to government and the state.
452. Modern Political Theory (3). Main trends in political thought since
1700 with major attention upon the development of democratic liberalism and
the contrasting authoritarian philosophies of communism, fascism, and national
socialism.
454. American Political Thought (3). Principal ideas of leading political
thinkers in America from the colonial period to the present.
481. Public Administrations (3). Principles of public administration, with
emphasis on public finance, personnel management, and administrative law.
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY (SY)
The requirements for a minor in sociology may be met by taking eighteen
semester hours in the department, including Sociology 221 and either Sociology
423 or 425. At least six hours must be in courses numbered 300 or above.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
221. Introduction to Sociology (3). Basic concepts, principles, and meth
ods of sociological analysis; the significance of culture; the behavior of people in
groups; social classes, the personality-growth process; the social processes in
human interaction; community growth and life in town and metropolis; family,
religion and other social institutions, social change.
223. Social Problems (3). Prerequisite: Sociology 221. American culture
and society, including analytical treatment of problems of crime, urban living,
mass media, mental illness, education, race, population, civil liberties, and
others.
224. Introduction to Anthropology (3). The field of anthropology, includ
ing physical anthropology, archaeology, cultural anthropology, social anthro
pology, and linguistics.
310. Marriage and Family (3). (Same as HEC 310). Prerequisite: Sociology
221. The family as a part of our social fabric: origins, development, and varia
tions as an institution; problems of organization, disorganization and reorgani
zation in a dynamic society, involving social factors which affect marital relations
and happiness. A short research paper or project may be required.
320. Criminology (3). (Formerly SY 323). Prerequisite: Sociology 221
Nature and causes of crime; theories of crime and punishment, penal institu
tions, and modern trends in the treatment of criminals. A short research paper
or project may be required.
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321. Penology (3). Prerequisite: Sociology 320. Institutional and non-institutional treatment of the offender, considering modern philosophy and methods
in treatment of adult criminals and juvenile delinquents in correctional institu
tions with an analysis of the principles and practices in probation and parole;
case method; techniques of supervision, special problems in the field.
322. Juvenile Delinquency (3). Prerequisite: Sociology 320. Theories of
causation and prevention of juvenile delinquency; juvenile courts; institutional
treatment; federal and state programs. Specific techniques and a consideration
of the issues and problems to be resolved by police; role of police as it relates
to these young people.
324. The Structure of American Society (3). Prerequisite: Sociology 221.
Personal and social consequences of differential definition and treatment of
human groups in the American social structure, with special investigation of
ethnic and nationality problems in the United States. A short research paper
or project may be required.
345. Cultural Anthropology (3). Prerequisite: Sociology 224. The dynamics
of social and cultural phenomena as they exist and vary from society to society.
350. Physical Anthropology (3). Prerequisite: Sociology 224. Some signifi
cant influences affecting human evolution.
405. The Prison Community (3). Prerequisite: Sociology 321. Effects of
informal inmate social interaction; types of formal prison organization; latent
effects of inmate culture and peritonization processes of socialization; types of
group controls, authoritarian and permissive.
410. Prevention and Control of Crime in Metropolitan Areas (3). Pre
requisites: Sociology 320 and 324. Crime and relation to the development of
metropolitan areas; incongruent patterns of criminal activity and police organi
zation; demographic and ecological factors in the incidence and distribution
of crime and delinquency; considerations of policy and planning.
415. The Sociological Etiology of Crime (3). Prerequisite: Sociology 320
and 324. Social factors and processes in delinquent and criminal behavior;
personal and group alienation; regional, cultural, institutional and group vari
ables; social-psychological conditions of criminal careers and organized crime.
A short research paper or project may be required.
423. History of Social Thought (3). Prerequisite: Sociology 221. Social
thought from ancient times to the emergence of sociology in the 19th century;
the development of sociology as a specific field of study, including various
theories of society. A short research paper or project may be required.
425. Sociological Theory (3). Prerequisite: Sociology 423 or permission of
the instructor. Major trends in sociological thinking since the time of Auguste
Comte to the present. Theories of such sociologists as Durkheim, Weber, Sim
mel, Sorokin, Parsons, and Merton. A short research paper or project required.
497. Advanced Study Seminar—Sociology (3). Prerequisite: Sociology 221
and permission of instructor. Study in special areas of sociology to accord with
contemporary sociological emphasis and/or the eclectic needs of students.
498. Advanced Study Seminar—Anthropology (3). Prerequisite: Sociology
224 and permission of instructor. Study in special areas of anthropology to
accord with contemporary anthropological emphasis and/or the eclectic needs of
students.
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DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY SCIENCE (MSC)
Professor of Military Science, Colonel Forest O. Wells

The Department of Military Science at this institution is maintained under
Federal Law by acts of Congress. Under these laws the Senior ROTC Pro
gram in General Military Science is offered. The program consists of a twoyear basic course and a two-year advanced course.
The Professor of Military Science is an active Army officer assigned to the
position by the Department of the Army with the concurrence of the Univer
sity. He is assisted by active Army commissioned officers and noncommissioned
officers.
BASIC COURSE
Instruction in military science by enrollment in the Basic Military Science
Course is required by the President of the University of all able-bodied male
students (freshmen and sophomores not yet 25 years of age). Transfer students
are required to enroll in Military Science and pursue the basic program as
many semesters as they are in residence at the University until they reach
junior academic status. Students who defer or fail arty part of the Basic Mili
tary Science Course will be required to complete this training prior to gradua
tion. Successful completion of the Basic Course is prerequisite for graduation
except as follows:
(1). Transfer students are required to enroll in the Basic Course and pursue
it only as many semesters as they are in residence at the University until they
reachjunior academic status.
(2). Students entering the University at the junior or senior academic level
are exempted from the University requirement of enrollment in ROTC.
101, 102. Military Science I (1st Year Basic) (1) (1). Two semesters. Sub
jects of a basic nature.
201, 202. Military Science II (2nd Year Basic) (1) (1). Two semesters.
Military history, training as a member of a military team, and small unit
tactics.
ADVANCED COURSE
Students successfully completing the Basic Course, or having credit in lieu
thereof and meeting the academic and military requirements, are eligible to
apply for enrollment in the Advanced Course. Qualities and positive potential
for becoming an officer must be demonstrated. Leadership potential is em
phasized as a very important single factor to be considered for enrollment and
continuance in the program.
A board has been established for the purpose of reviewing applications and
to accept or reject applications for enrollment in the Advanced Program. This
board will consist of at least one representative of the University and two mem
bers of the Military Science Department (Professor of Military Science and one
other officer).
Advanced Course students receive a subsistence allowance of J50.00 per
month, not to exceed 20 months for the entire two-year course, except when
entitled to payment for summer camp. When attending the Advanced ROTC
summer camp, the students are paid approximately $171.00 per month and six
cents a mile to and from camp. Uniforms, quarters, and rations are furnished
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by the government during the camp period. Any emoluments Daid the student
while he is enrolled in the Advanced Course are in addition to any benefits
he may receive under the GI Bill of Rights.
When a student contracts with the government to pursue the Advanced
Course, he is required to continue that course, subject to approval of the Pro
fessor of Military Science, as long as he is a student at any institution having
an ROTC unit. A student cannot resign from the Advanced Course unless
approval is granted by the Department of the Army. The student must agree
to accept an appointment, if tendered, as a second lieutenant in the Officers
Reserve Corps upon successful completion of the Advanced Course.
301, 302. Military Science III (1st Year Advanced) (3) (3). Two semesters.
Six periods a week and summer camp of six weeks’ duration. Prerequisite:
Military Science I and II, or their equivalents. Leadership, techniques of mili
tary instruction, orientation in branches of the Army, communications, and small
unit tactics.
401, 402. Military Science IV (2nd Year Advanced ) (3) (3). Two semesters.
Six periods a week. Prerequisite: Military Science III. A continuation of Military
Science III, with additional instruction given on administrative duties of junior
officers, military law, staff and command, combat intelligence, training manage
ment, leadership, and officer indoctrination.
Previous Military Service or ROTC Training
Students who have had previous military service or ROTC training will
receive such credit toward advanced standing in the ROTC program as the
Professor of Military Science and the head of the institution may jointly deter
mine within the following limits:
1. For previous honorable active service in the Army, Navy, Air Force,
Marine Corps, or Coast Guard:
a. Twelve months or more, credit not to exceed the entire Basic Course.
b. She months or more but less than twelve, credit not to exceed the
first year of the Basic Course.
c. Less than six months, no credit.
2. For attendance at service academies (Army, Navy, Air Force and Coast
Guard):
1 year: credit for first year of the Basic Course.
2 years: credit for entire Basic Course.
3 years: credit for entire Basic Course and the first year of the Advanced
Course.
3. For high school ROTC training:
Less than 3 years of high school ROTC, no credit.
Three years or more of high school ROTC, credit for the first year of
the Basic Course.
4. For military schools division ROTC training:
MST-1, no credit.
MST-1, and 2, credit for the first year of the Basic Course.
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MST-1, 2, and 3, credit for the first year of the Basic Course.
MST-1, 2, 3, and 4, credit for the entire Basic Course.
MST-1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, credit for the entire Basic Course and the first
year of the Advanced Course.
5. Students falling into categories not covered above should contact the
Professor of Military Science to clarify their status.
6. Students falling in categories 1 through 5 above should have evidence of
their previous military service or ROTC training with them when reg
istering for classes. The evidence should be presented to the Professor
of Military Science or his representative at the ROTC registration point.
QUALIFICATIONS FOR ADVANCED COURSE
To be eligible for entrance into the Advanced Course the student must
1. Be a citizen of the United States.
2. Successfully pass the prescribed physical examination.
3. Have no record of conviction by civil courts or military courts martial
unless a waiver is granted.
4. Successfully complete such survey and general screening tests as may be
required.
a. Application for admission into the Advanced Course will be submit
ted in writing to the Professor of Military Science at least one month
prior to registration for the semester in which the student wishes to
enroll.
b. Student must have an over-all quality-point average of at least 1.25
on hours attempted in college.
c.

Student must be enrolled as a junior in an academic course leading
to a degree.

d. Student must have satisfactorily passed freshman and sophomore
English and the requirements concerned with English Competence
Examination.
5. Not have reached 25 years of age at the time of initial enrollment in the
Advanced Course.
6. Have at least two academic years to complete for graduation.
7. Be selected by the Professor of Military Science and the head of the
University or his representative.
8. Execute a written agreement with the Government to complete the two
year Advanced Course and to attend one summer camp (six weeks’ dura
tion), preferably at the end of the first year of the Advanced Course.
9. Sign, prior to enrollment in the Advanced Course, an agreement to
serve, upon graduation from college, as a second lieutenant on active
duty for a period of two (2) years and four (4) years in a reserve status
as determined by the Secretary of the Army.
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Have completed the Basic Course or have equivalent credit in lieu
thereof. For students transferring from junior colleges credit for the
Basic Course may be obtained by attendance at a Basic ROTC sum
mer camp, such attendance usually occurring between a student’s sopho
more and junior years.

Formally enrolled students may be disenrolled for failure to maintain satis
factory academic and leadership standards.

UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT
Uniforms, texts, and certain equipment are furnished by the government at
no expense to the cadet; however, a deposit of $10.00 is required of cadets
at registration to cover the possible loss or damage of clothing, equipment or
textbooks, and for certain fees. In instances where shortages or damages exceed
$10.00 the entire amount will be forfeited as payment, and the balance remain
ing must be paid by the student. The balance of the deposit will be returned
at the end of the school year to those students who do not have charges ex
ceeding $10.00. Certain fees are necessary, however, and these will be deducted
from the deposit. Standard annual deductions involve a seventy-five cent ad
ministrative fee, and a $1.00 fee for membership in the Jacksonville State
University ROTC Cadet Association.
Uniforms issued to Basic Course students remain the property of the United
States Government and will be turned in upon completion or withdrawal from
the course.
Uniforms issued to Advanced Course students are issued on the commutation
basis. These are tailored uniforms and are purchased for the student by the
United States Government. Upon completion of ROTC and subsequent com
missioning, the uniforms become the property of the individual.

DISTINGUISHED MILITARY STUDENTS AND DISTINGUISHED
MILITARY GRADUATES
The Professor of Military Science may designate as Distinguished Military
Students persons who meet the following criteria:
1. Possess outstanding qualities of military leadership, high moral char
acter, and definite aptitude for military service.
2. Have distinguished themselves either academically or by demonstrated
leadership through their accomplishments while participating in recog
nized campus activities.
3. Are scheduled to complete the Advanced Course, Senior Division, ROTC,
within one school year, and have a current standing in military subjects
which is among the upper third of their ROTC class.
Persons selected as Distinguished Military Students may make advance appli
cation for a direct commission in the Regular Army upon graduation from col
lege.
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The Professor of Military Science may designate as Distinguished Military
Graduates persons who meet the following criteria:
1. Are Distinguished Military Students.
2. Have completed the Advanced Course, Senior Division, ROTC.
3. Have maintained the high standards necessary since designation as a
Distinguished Military Student.
4. Have been graduated from college with a baccalaureate degree.

SELECTIVE SERVICE EXEMPTIONS
Deferment under the provisions of the Universal Military Training and Ser
vice Act of 1951 (Plan 51, 82nd Congress) will be granted to enrollees in the
ROTC program under the following conditions:
1. Upon specific request by the individual and after review by an academic
and military board, Basic Course students who have successfully com
pleted one semester of ROTC and who maintain adequate academic
and military standards may be granted ROTC deferment.
2. Advanced Course students who agree to accept commissions upon com
pletion of the Advanced Course and who maintain adequate academic
and military standards will be granted ROTC deferment.
3. Priority for ROTC deferments will be given those individuals with the
highest demonstrated aptitude.
4. When granted, ROTC deferment agreements outlined by the Universal
Military Training and Service Act of 1951 must be signed by Basic and
Advanced students.
The Department of Military Science will notify the local Selective Service
board of ROTC deferred students. Students who are dropped from ROTC or
who are not in good standing in the University will lose their ROTC defer
ment status.
BRANCH IN WHICH COMMISSIONED
Upon completion of the four-year course and receipt of a degree from the
University, the student is commissioned in an arm or a service as determined
by the Department of the Army. The following factors are considered in
branch selection:
1. Desires of the student
2. Appropriate college training completed.
3. Aptitude as demonstrated in ROTC subjects.
4. Recommendations of a board composed of college instructors and mili
tary staff members.
5. Spaces available in each branch as determined by the Department of
the Army.
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DEGREES AWARDED
January 24, 1969

B.S. IN EDUCATION
Paula Ann Acker................... Piedmont
Michael David Akin.............. Gadsden
Elona McLain Am os............ Gadsden
Rebecca Ann Bailey....... Birmingham
Carol Joan Betterton.................... Arab
Glenn Edward B om an............ Oxford
A. L. Bonds ............................... Horton
Sherrill Farmer Boone ................ Boaz
Sandra LaNae Bunch ........Albertville
Sidney Robinson Burbage Jacksonville
Leland Wart B u rt................ Anniston
Laura L. Burttram................ Oneonta
*Linda Catherine Cartwright Anniston
(with distinction and
special honors in English)
Angela C ash..........................Scottsboro
Linda Kay Chastain............ Anniston
Glenda Paulette Clark .......... Gadsden
Carolyn Marie Cline ..............Gadsden
David Lee Coffey ........... Birmingham
*Nalda Ragsdale Coffee — Albertville
Mary Ann Coheley ............... Piedmont
Kathleen Virginia Collum Garden City
Dawn Clifton C o n e......... Jacksonville
Jim P. Cordell ...................Fort Payne
Joseph Michael C rato n ........ Anniston
Linda Felt Crow .................... Anniston
Nancy Blevins Culpepper ...........Fyffe
Sylvia Anne D aniel......... Jacksonville
Bethy Melba D a rk ............ Goodwater
Sue Allen Davidson............... Gadsden
Rebecca Cook Davis ................... Boaz
Judith Watkins Drummond . Gadsden
Eva Jean Dunagan...........Jacksonville
Theron East, J r....................... Lineville
Linda Clark Fields................... Glencoe
Carol Jeanne Forbes ..............Anniston
Judy Constance F ord.......Jacksonville
Adna Marie G arrett...........Albertville
Gloria Jean Leininger Gibson Anniston
Crystal Lee Hackbarth... Birmingham
James Patrick Hill ............ Rome, Ga.
Eugene Lee Hubbard .............. Oxford
Martha Graham Jennings__Anniston
Marcella Lane Kick ... St. Louis, Mo.

*Randallyn Gale Knight . Birmingham
(special honors in history)
Judith Dianne Lambert ... Muscadine
Doris F. Leftwich .................. Gadsden
Jack Roland Lister, J r..............Gadsden
Laura Jane Logan ................ Gadsden
Connie Langley Lowe .......... Gadsden
Peggy Ann McDaniel ........ Geraldine
Geral Wayne McCormick .......... Boaz
Jeffie Beth Huey McManus .. Auburn
Glen Connie Miller .................... Boaz
Robert Samuel M itchell.......Wedowee
Simone Sudduth Monroe
New Orleans, La.
Kathleen Louise Murphy
Conway, Mass.
Billy W. Naylor .................... Gadsden
Kathryne June Miles Noah ..Glencoe
Linda A. O ’D onnell................ Steele
James Reed O ’Shields___Jacksonville
Terry Schrimscher Payne
Alexander City
Peggy Ann Prucnal .............. Gadsden
Billy Joe R a y .......................... Cullman
Lynda Naugher Ray ...........Piedmont
Angela Carol Reaves..............Anniston
Roberta Ruth Rom eo.......Jacksonville
Connie Haver Sanford............... Duke
(special honors in secreterial science)
Sandra Ann Sansom.............. Gadsden
Rebecca Dooley Sauls ................ Boaz
*Bruna Lorretta Segars.......Albertville
(with distinction and special honors in
English)
Jeanne Shaddix Shell ........ Albertville
Harold Jackson Sparks ...........Oxford
Shirley Gene Springer ......... Ragland
Carol Horton Stewart — Jacksonville
M artha Stuart Stewart ..... Scottsboro
Bertie P. Stierwalt ................ Gadsden
Tommie Willis S tuddard..... Anniston
Gloria Rich T ierce................ Gadsden
Jeryl Gene Traylor .................. Newell
Isleen Edger W allace............ Gadsden
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Robert Glenn Abernathy__Piedmont
Bobby Joe Aldridge ...............Anniston
Lawrence Dale Avant .... Birmingham
Richard Alan Bailey........Jacksonville
John Richard Barnard, Jr. .. Anniston
Larry Joe Beck................... Jacksonville
Ronald Graham B lanton....... Altoona
Luther Phillip B rannon..... Talladega
Harold Steven B row n.............. Pinson
James Harlan Burgess............... Heflin
Mike Willard B urrell............ Gadsden
Sherry Darlene Carr ..... Birmingham
Terry Ray Carr ....................... Bynum
Samuel Bailey Channell ..... Trussville
Frank Avery Cobbs ........ Jacksonville
James Randall Cofield............ Oxford
John Terry C ook................... Gadsden
James Hearne Cornell __Jacksonville
Joe Wayne C otney................... Oxford
Lonnie Wayne Cummings ... Winfield
William Thomas Day ...........Anniston
Richard Preston Dean ........ Odenville
Ruth H. Dorman .................. Gadsden
Bernard Lee Ellis ................... Altoona
Joseph Curry Faughender... Piedmont
(special honors in accounting)
Michael Henry Floyd ..... Jacksonville
Carl Timothy G a rn e r.............. Centre
Detlev Litu G arn er__ St. Louis, Mo.
Eddie Richard G inn............... Munford
Ernest Edgar Golden, Jr. .........Oxford
Charles D. G rim es........... Gardendale
Larry Dale Guffey ...........Jacksonville
Charles Patrick H agan......... Anniston
Mary C. Stimpson Haigler .. Leesburg
Laura Acker Hamrick ............ Pinson
Robert Alvin Haralson ... Guntersville
William Clanton Harbin, J r ., Anniston
Clifford Carey Harden, Jr., .Gadsden
David Arlington H arrell.......Anniston
Wanda Jalene H arris................ Heflin
Sally Jean H aw k...............Birmingham
Jimmy Carl H inton................. Oxford
Odis F. Huffstutler .................. Attalla
Stephen Robert Hyde ... Childersburg
Robert Jackson Ingram, Jr.,
Jacksonville
James Ellis Jeffery ...............Scottsboro
Henry Gary Johnsey, Jr., Birmingham

Brance Joel Johnson...............Anniston
Stephen Franklin K eller......... Attalla
Gerald H. Kelley ................ Anniston
Charles Bernard LaSalle . Birmingham
Alton Earl Lawrence, Jr. . Birmingham
Jerry Wayne Loving..... Morrow, Ga.
John Raymond Marancik
Rahway, N. J.
William Leslie Mathis ......... Anniston
David Smith Merrill ..............Anniston
Benjamin Duane Mitcham ... Anniston
Marion Miller M onk.......Jacksonville
John Charles Nelson............... Dothan
Judy Kay Nicholson................ Attalla
Juan Grady Nix ................ Jacksonville
Jere Brady Norris..... Hogansville, Ga.
Larry Thomas Parker Stoneman, Calif.
Larry J. P arton....................... Anniston
(special honors in accounting)
Charles Edgar Patty, J r ........
.
Anniston
Charles Taft Phillips.............. Gadsden
Patricia Ann Phillips................Henagar
Gary Phillip Pope........................ Steele
Gerald Douglas Prince........... Vincent
William M. Ragsdale.........Dallas, Ga.
James Louie Rhodes............... Anniston
Lennie Janette Rhodes......... Anniston
Louie Michael Robertson..... Gadsden
Allan Ray Sapp....................... Gadsden
Doris Rebecca Batey Saunsaucie
Jacksonville
William Edward Screven. Jacksonville
Floyd William Seibert............. Helena
Joseph A. Serviss............... Jacksonville
Beverly Penton T ay lo r........ Sylacauga
James Claude Thompson, J r.... Marion
Terrell Edward Thompson
LaFayette, Ga.
Paul Albert Troup, III ...Jacksonville
Dougas Kent T uck................Mt. Olive
Carol Sue Tyson.........................Largo,Fla.
Ralph Daniel Usry
Greensboro, N. C.
George Emory V eitch..... Birmingham
Charles Miron Wendland
Birmingham
Donald Wayne Williams. Childersburg
James Thompson Woodard .Talladega
Ronald Wesley W oodard..... Anniston

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Sunna Ingeborg Becker
William A. Bonnett......... Jacksonville
Mannhein, Germany
Linda Joyce Buzbee.................... Pinson
Paul Franklin Berry............ Scottsboro
Peggy Ann Buzbee......................Pinson
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James Marcus Colton.............. Eufaula
Stephen Craig Carlson .... Jacksonville
*Sara Nell C reed.................... Ragland
(special honors in English and political
science)
Jerry W. Gray..........................Anniston
Mary Virginia G ray...............Anniston
Jeffrey Keith Hamrick
Pleasantville, N. Y.
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Jane George Hill......................Anniston
Donald Richard H illiard..... Bessemer
Ghodratoloh Jafari........ Theran, Iran
Laura Jean M artin....................... Leeds
William Alvin M iller..............Anniston
Samuel Holt Monk, I I ......... Anniston
Loyal Terrall Salmon, J r ........
.
Irondale
Belinda Stewart Tolbert .. Jacksonville

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION
Robert Dillard Ballentine. Hiram, Ga.
Janice Russell Beck...........Jacksonville
Nickie Chistiane Cassimus.... Gadsden
Mary Frances B. Cobb............ Oxford
Joy Miller Dark.......................Anniston
Carolyn Dews K eech.......Jacksonville
Hazel Theresa Kisor..............Piedmont
Lynda Ann Miller...................Anniston
Betty Sue Morris...............Jacksonville

Crystal Robinson Norton. Jacksonville
Ruth Jordan Petri.................. Gadsden
Shirley Arnold Pike......... Jacksonville
Jeanette Honea Remer......... Anniston
Wiley B. Robbins................... Oneonta
Janice Cook Roberts.............. Gadsden
JoAnn Lovvorn Rutherford.. Anniston
Mary W. Shipman...........Jacksonville
Doris H. Wood............................Attalla

*2.5 (B Plus) or better over-all average

COMMISSIONED IN U. S. ARMY
Regular Army
*Samuel Holt Monk, I I .......Anniston
Reserve
Robert Glenn Abernathy.... Piedmont
Richard Alan Bailey........ Jacksonville
*Terry Ray C a rr ....................... Bynum
Detlev Litu Garner.......St. Louis, Mo.

Charles Patrick H agan...........Anniston
James Ellis Jeffery.................Scottsboro
Louie Michael Robertson....... Gadsden
Joseph Arthur Serviss........ Jacksonville
James Leon Sottovia
Muskegon, Mich.
Charles Miron Wendland
Birmingham

*Distinguished Military Graduate (DMG)

May 31, 1969
NURSING DIPLOMA ANNISTON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SCHOOL OF NURSING
Jacqueline B rand......................Ashland
Mary Ruth Sanders Cooper Lafayette
Elaine Laney H an d ............ Eastaboga
Rebecca Lynn H aw kins............ Arab
Marcia Diane Holmes ....... Talladega
Sara Ellen L u n a.................. Huntsville
Linda Gail Mason ................... Oxford

Marilyn Barbara Mazzola ... Anniston
Nona Ruth S co tt................ Talladega
Camellia Owens Sim s.............. Oxford
Loretta Hurley S m ith...........Wedowee
Sharon Sue Streit ................ Prattville
Carmilla Anne Sutton ........ Wedowee
Mattie Zellars Swain..............Anniston
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George Gillian Adams ... Birmingham
Genie Sparks Bagley ..............Anniston
Dana Kay Baker ....... Alexander City
(special honors in biology)
*Beverly Ann Ballinger .... Fort Payne
Ann L. Beam .................... Fort Payne
Karen DeLayne Beard................ Boaz
Peggy Lou Bishop.................... Centre
Wanza Delita Bishop.................... Boaz
Dianne McCrelles Boozer Jacksonville
Kay Aderholdt Boozer......... Gadsden
Doris Jean Boykin................ Hueytown
Bettye Lou Brandon....... Birmingham
Ann Barber Briscoe .............. Gadsden
Dorothy Jane Brooks............ Oneonta
Jerry Wilson Brooks .................... Boaz
Nancy Cook Brooks.................. Oxford
Patricia Bonnie Brown ......... Fairfield
Richard Lawrence Brown....... Smiths
Anne Fite Butler ................... Gadsden
Mary Elizabeth Callan ........ Gadsden
Ann Louise Campbell......... Albertville
Sharon Arleene Carlisle . Birmingham
(special honors in Spanish)
“Edward H. C arter.................. Section
Nora Jean Chandler...............Anniston
Sandra Gail Chitw ood....... Portersville
Patricia Ann Christopher
Gadsden
Margaret Susan Collins.. Birmingham
Camellia Cooper ...................... Oxford
*Nancy Kaye C ooper.................. Boaz
*Sara Nell C reed................... Ragland
(special honors in political science and
English)
Peggy Elaine C row der......... Gadsden
(special honors in English and Spanish)
Carolyn June Daffron........ Talladega
June Ellen D ark ........ Alexander City
Johnnie Ray Davis................ Gadsden
June Hale Davis................ Jacksonville
Robert Eugene Davis ...........Anniston
Rose Maria D erzis......... Birmingham
Margaret Ann D ryden...........Anniston
Carolyn June D unston............ Glencoe
Nancy Dianne D urham ........... Oxford
(special honors in home economics)
*Jennifer Brown E ast............ Lineville
(special honors in physical education)
*Edward Lee Elliott.............. Gadsden
Judy Buttrum Engelhart
Anniston
Carol Elaine E vans............... Piedmont
Wanda Lee F o rd ......................Glencoe
Celia Toland Gardner ...........Ashland
Janet Louise G arner..............Piedmont

*M artha Jane G ilbert............ Dawson
(special honors in mathematics)
Cheryl Farley G race...............Anniston
(special honors in secretarial science)
Era A. L. Greene ...................Anniston
Brenda Ruth Greeg .. Alexander City
*Jennifer Ann Gregg . Alexander City
Cecelia Ann G u n n ..................Roanoke
Sandra Lanell Hammett ............ Boaz
Vella Janet H am p to n........... Gadsden
Phyllis Elaine H am rick........ Gadsden
Irene P. Hayes.........................Gadsden
Beverly Willingham Haynes
Jacksonville
Brenda Gail Head ......... Birmingham
(special honors in secretarial science)
James Paul Henderson ... Birmingham
Sharron Mittice Herman Birmingham
Elizabeth Dallas Herndon ... Gadsden
Rheba Gail H ero d ................ Piedmont
Rebecca Van Hicks..... Calhoun, Ga.
Kay Griffin Hill .................. Talladega
Paula Prickett H ill................... Glencoe
Judith I. Hillhouse ........ Birmingham
(special honors in history)
Lonita Pyron Hilliard .... Birmingham
(special honors in history)
George Thomas Hoblitzell ... Anniston
Itaska Aderholdt H odge.......Gadsden
*Lamanda Roberts Hodges
Calhoun, Ga.
Betty Clarene Holloway
Alexander City
Margaret G. Hood ......... Blountsville
Sherron Mims H ughes..... Alexandria
(special honors in music)
*Charlie James ..................... Gadsden
Marsha Lynn J ennings ........... Fairfax
Mary Alice Jo h n so n............. Gadsden
Linda Marie Jones............ Fort Payne
Sonja Ann Jones........................ Heflin
Betty Jane Kendrick............. Pell City
Dorothy Rains Kennedy . Guntersville
Roy Keith Knapp, J r ............ Tuskegee
Suzanne L anier................... Talladega
M artha Ann L ay ................ Huntsville
Cynthia Darnell Lester ..............Pisgah
Cheryldean Little ........... Birmingham
Clyde Ray Love....................... Oxford
M artha Jean L uker........... Goodwater
Jo Ellen Mahaffey .............. Eastaboga
June Lynette Kelly Maples .. Gadsden
Linda Faye Maxwell Silver Creek, Ga.
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Irvin McFarland, Jr.
Audubon Park, N. J.
*Dorian Johnson M cK ee..... Gadsden
Phyllis Ann Melhor n ..... Birmingham
Barbara Crook Minkeson ... Ohatchee
Mary JoElla Creel M organ..... Mulga
Marvlyn Aleece Nail .......Jacksonville
John Dee Niblett, J r .................
.
Tarrant
Glenda Jo Nix ................... Adamsville
Lorna Elizabeth Owens ....... Gadsden
Ellen Clay Patterson ................... Boaz
Patsy Colleen Perkins........... Cordova
Mary Fredriksen Perry ...... Talladega
Melba Brown Portw ood....... Gadsden
Mildred H. Pruet ................... Gadsden
Shyrie Mauldin Pruitt ......... Gadsden
Sandra Ann Ray ......... Calhoun, Ga.
Sylvia Diane Redfearn....... Sylacauga
Judy Ann Robinson ........... Ranbume
M artha Rutledge Russell..... Cordova
*Hilma Lindstrom Sandlin
Jacksonville
Sara Hendrix Schrimsher . Goodwater
Janice Clair Shaw.................... Centre
Betty Sue Sheffield..................Gadsden
*Sandra Evelyn Shook... Birmingham
(with distinction and special honors
in French)
Larry Arnold Skinner............. Oxford
Jerry Doran Sm ith............ Collinsville
Martha Ann Smith ........ Birmingham
(special honors in home economics)
Ronald Joel Smitherman . Maplesville
Edith Anne Spencer........... Talladega
Laura Spencer................ Birmingham
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Janie Rebecca Stephens ......... Attalla
Jo Ann Stephens ................... Gadsden
Brenda Diane Stevens........ Albertville
Patricia Sharon Buckner Stewart
Flat Rock
Rebecca Ann T hrash........ Grove Oak
Sharon Lee Brumfield Tillison
Gadsden
David Touart ...................... Talladega
Angelia Jean Toxey ............. Lipscomb
Jane Everett T ucker............. Gadsden
Linda Cleveland Tucker . Jacksonville
Roger Lee T u d er................... Gadsden
Janice Rose T u rn e r............... Gadsden
*Sandra Jean Turner ..... Jacksonville
Christine Elisabeth von Spakovsky
Athens
Nell Wade .............................. Oneonta
Tyler Leighton Walker .. Birmingham
Jerry Wayne W atkins........... Henagar
*Nellie Lorraine Webb ............ Centre
(special honors in English)
Morris Eugene Whatley .......Gadsden
Susan Carol W hite..................Anniston
Susan Annette Wilkinson......... Heflin
Brenda Sue Wilson ......... Jacksonville
Danny Kay Wood .... Buchanan, Ga.
(special homes in English)
Nancy Susan W ood................ Anniston
Sherry Wayne W ood..... Birmingham
Catherine Virginia Woodham . Oxford
Donna Kay Woods ..... Austin, Texas
Gloria Jean Myers Wright
Collinsville

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Ted Edward Brooks ........Jacksonville
Mary Moon Allen ..................Gadsden
*John Marshall Alvis..... Birmingham
*James Leonard Brown......... Douglas
(special homes in accounting)
Michael Eugene Browning ... Gadsden
Brenda Almaroad Anderson
Jerre Reynolds Burgess ...........Oxford
Jacksonville
Harold Gene Burks............... Gadsden
Larry Dale Anderson................ Grant
Billy Royce Burns................. Gadsden
Gary Granvil Angel ........ Jacksonville
Morgan Marion Bush..... Jacksonville
James Dwight Armstrong .... Irondale
Michael Ray Campbell........ Gadsden
Ronald Lynn Bailey........ Jacksonville
Roy Randol Chappell........ Sylacauga
Thomas Edward Bailey .......Anniston
Kenneth W. C h atm an ............ Oxford
Billy Gene G atey ...................... Oxford
Patti Karen C lark.................. Roanoke
Howard Jackson Bentley, III.. Oxford
Michael David Clarkson ..... Anniston
Benny Hugh Bishop .................... Boaz
Horace Melvin Clements, III
*Rosalyn Posey Bishop......... Gadsden
Jacksonville
Freddy Ray Bobo .............. Collinsville
Virgil Harvey Coker, J r ........Anniston
.
William Irwin Boozer...........Anniston
Gloria Jean Connell ........... Sylacauga
James L. Box.......................... Gadsden
Myron Aletha Connell........ Leesburg
William Russell Brantley ... Mt. Olive
David Anthon Cornelius . Gardendale
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Harry Hammond Cottingham
Jacksonville
Dorothy Jacqueline D avis....... Attalla
Sara Alice Davis.................... Gadsden
Charles Edwin DeArman. Birmingham
Gary Lynn D ennis............ Adamsville
Leighton K. Derr . Vandenburg, Calif.
Jerry Dillard ................... Birmingham
James Elvin D outhit............. Madison
Katherine Ann D ugger........ Gadsden
Thomas William Ebejer
Eau Gallie. Fla.
Thomas Cullen Embry, Jr., Sylacuaga
Diana Gayle Estes ................ Fairfield
Barry Gregg Farrar ............ Lafayette
Bonnie Hansen Floyd ..... Jacksonville
James Morris Ford, J r............Gadsden
Michael Johathan Forsyth ...Anniston
Dearld Dee Franklin .................... Dora
John Alex Freem an............... Gadsden
Billy Wayne F ulton...............Anniston
Carolyn Jean G aston......... Sylacauga
William Herbert Gates, Jr. .. Anniston
Gene McKenzie Gillam .. Jacksonville
Mitchell Parker Granger, II
Jacksonville
Sandra Fay Green .......... Birmingham
Eugene Griep ...................Jacksonville
Sally Woodward Griffith ..... Gadsden
Lynn Carroll Gulledge.. Childersburg
William Ralph Hall, Jr.
Arlington, Va.
Larry Claude Haney ............... Oxford
Tollie Lee Harden, J r.................. Duke
Randall Harris Harper ........... Oxford
Mary Virginia Hayes ..... Birmingham
James Terrance H aynes....... Gadsden
James O. Heathcock ............... Glencoe
Donald Lee H edden........... Huntsville
Rodney Harold H elm s......... Gadsden
James Edward H ouze...........Roanoke
Claude Frederick Hudson Birmingham
Dianna Parker Huff ....... Birmingham
Virgil Eugene Ingram ......... Lineville
Abdul-Kareem Saad El-Dine Itani
Beirut, Lebanon
James Harold Jackson .. Lipham, Ga.
Jacob Fletcher Julian ................ Mulga
Paul Keith Ju n k in s........ Birmingham
W. Jackson Kettles, Jr. ... Guntersville
Gary Curtis King ..............Jacksonville
Robert L. King .................. Rainsville
Donald Glen Kirby ..... Montgomery
(special honors in mathematics)
Jimmy Thomas L acy......... Albertville

Forrest Robert Lambert, II . Gadsden
William Richard Lampkin
Birmingham
Donald Ernest Landers .......Anniston
Darriel Spencer Ledbetter .. Piedmont
Charles Morris Liggan......... Gadsden
*James Houston Littleton ... Ohatchee
(special honors in mathematics)
Luther Street Long, III .. Guntersville
Charles Eddie Loveless ......... Weaver
Robert Wayne Luallen ........... Oxford
Michael Boyd Marker ......... Gadsden
(special honors in general business)
Billy Ray M artin .................... Weaver
Jimmy Ray M a rtin ............ Sylacauga
Wynelle Martin ................ Goodwater
David Lawrence Mason .......Anniston
Emmett Warren M aze..................Arab
Gary Louis McAnally..... Jacksonville
Mary Charlene McClendon ... Dutton
Priscilla M cCormack............ Lineville
Marvin Alan McCurry ...Jacksonville
Elizabeth Black McElroy .. Gaylesville
Larry Wayne McEntire . Birmingham
Virginia Ann McGrady __ Sylacauga
Donald Wayne McGuffie... Huey town
Sharon Elise M cK ay ..... Birmingham
Michael Stewart. McKibben . Ragland
(special honors in accounting)
Braxton Bragg McKinnon
Jacksonville
Alvis Max M itchell....................... Fyffe
Jerry Willoughby Mitchell ... Gadsden
John Mason M oore......................Leeds
Edward Eugene Morace .. Jacksonville
Timothy W. M organ..............Anniston
Margie Elaine M orrow ........ Lineville
Robert Mitchell Musick
Alexander City
Donna Clisson O ’Shields . Jacksonville
Terry Woodrow Owens ......... Samson
Lamarr Henley Parr ............. Gadsden
Goerge Wayne Parrish............. Heflin
Stanley David P ayne.......Jacksonville
Archie Robert Pemberton.. Wattsville
Jimmy Sam Perkins ............... Gadsden
Ralph Stanley Prickett..... Wellington
Francis Eugene Pugh..............Anniston
James Michael R eid ............. Gadsden
Harold Philip Rhodes............ Anniston
William C. Rhodes, J r.............Bessemer
Jimmy Paul Richey......... Guntersville
Frances Gail Robertson.. Birmingham
Michael Cecil Robertson..... Gadsden
Harold Eldon Rowell ...........Anniston
Gregory P. Russell.................. Hayden
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Carlos Guillermo Sanchez
Asuncion, Paraguay
(special honors in general business)
Terry Floyd Sanders ............ Bessemer
Timothy Raymond Saunders
Jacksonville
Vincent Joseph Scannell, Jr.
Virginia Beach, Va.
Dennis Elwood Schlerf__Jacksonville
Danny Eugene Schrimsher.... Lincoln
Fred Vincent Sciara, Jr.
Birmingham
(special honors in general business)
Gary Collier Shelby ....... Birmingham
Johnny Julian Shelton .......Flat Rock
John Henry Shettlesworth
Birmingham
Terry Duane Shumaker .......Bessemer
Barbara Sellers Smith ........Millerville
Clebert Ray Sm ith..................Anniston
Paul F. Sm ith.............................. Boaz
Thomas Alfred Smith .......... Munford
William Chester Smith............ Oxford
William J. Steele...............Jacksonville
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Randall Warren Stewart .Jacksonville
Eugenia Ann Cunningham Stone
Gadsden
William Ernest Stone ..... Jacksonville
Calvin Wayne Surrett...........Anniston
Charles C. Sweat.....................Gadsden
Benny Webster T ay lo r................ Boaz
David Lee T h o m as........ Birmingham
Gloria McDonald Thomas ... Anniston
Woodrow Wilson Thomas, Jr.
Birmingham
Robert Francis Tolar, Jr.
Birmingham
Roberta Ann T rath en ..... Jacksonville
Ellis Jackson T ru itt................ Anniston
Kenneth Earl V eitch..... Birmingham
Harvey L. Wagner, Jr. .. Birmingham
Robert Cecil Waits, J r ....... Alexandria
Jesse Tilmon W eldon..... Birmingham
Hoyt Mack Whiteside........... Henagar
Charlotte G. Williams ... Birmingham
Thomas Wayne Wood ................ Steele
Jerry Randall Wycoff ...........Anniston
Charles Michael Yates .... Jacksonville
John Mitchell York.. Cedartown, Ga.

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Jadie Murlis Boozer, Jr. .. Jacksonville
James Chesly Campbell .. Jacksonville
Gary Edwin D avis................... Centre
Iris Claudia Dear ...................Anniston
Donald Gay Forbes................. Ashland
Addison Eugene F o rd ............ Anniston
Donna Sanders G in n .......... Talladega
William Jerry Gist ............... Scottsboro
Kathryn Dianne Hadaway... Gadsden
William John Harrington, III
El Paso, Texas
Charles Wesley Henderson.. Trussville
*Helen Ann Jones............... Sylacauga
(special honors in Spanish)
Roger Killian .................... Fort Payne
(special honors in political science)
Myoung Ja K w on..............Jacksonville
Walter Cole M arble.............. Gadsden
Terry Eugene M cFall............. Oxford
Michael Lynn M iller.......Jacksonville

Wolfgang Rainer Mueller
Jacksonville
Wayne LaSalle Nelms ....Jacksonville
John Kermit Nelson .. Fort McClellan
Frances Diane O w ens............ Samson
Thomas Martin Parks, Jr. ... Gadsden
Daniel Stephen Penny
Bradenton, Fla.
Michael Lee Pritchett ......... Gadsden
James Robert Reaves, Jr.
Birmingham
Cathy D. Rentschler ............. Anniston
(special honors in English)
Lewe Hillyer Sessions ...........Anniston
Beverly McCrary Smith..... Talladega
Ophelia Monzia Stamps....... Gadsden
Rhonda Jean Vinson ............... Oxford
(special honors in English)
Harold Gregory Williams
Jacksonville

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION
Roberta Haynes Paul ......... Wedowee
Harriett Fuller Roberson . Jacksonville
Carl Dean Wisener .............. Anniston
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MASTER OF ARTS
Renny Earl Johnson............. Lineville

*2.5 (B Plus) or better over-all average
COMMISSIONED IN U. S. ARMY
Regular Army
*James H. Jackson........ Lipham, Ga.
*Marvin A. M cC urry.......Jacksonville
*George W. Parrish ................. Heflin
*William E. S tone............ Jacksonville
*David L. Thomas ........ Birmingham
Reserve
Larry D. Anderson ......... Jacksonville
Jadie M. Boozer................ Jacksonville
William J. Boozer................... Anniston

*Charles E. DeArman ... Birmingham
Michael J. Forsyth................. Anniston
William J. Harrington, III
El Paso, Texas
*Donald G. Kirby ...........Jacksonville
Danny E. Schrimsher..... Jacksonville
Johnny J. Shelton............. Jacksonville
Ronald J. Smitherman ... Maplesville
Randall W. Stew art........Jacksonville
John M. Y ork........... Cedartown, Ga.

“Distinguished Military Graduate (DMG)

August 1, 1969
B.S. IN EDUCATION
Brenda Joyce Green Armstrong
Sylacauga
Mary Nell Warren Askew..... Weaver
Sara Dawn B ain.................... Pell City
Judy Kay Beason....................... Steele
Rebecca Sue B ible......................Pisgah
Jerry Wayne Bowen ............. Gadsden
Linda Colquitt Brasfield .. Jacksonville
Marilyn Hill Brown ................. Heflin
Susan Ellen Browning..............Ashland
Minnie Ryan Bullard ........ Vinemont
Jackie Paris Burdette ............. Oxford
Mary Ellen Burn s ............. Fort Payne
(special honors in home economics)
Jessie Ruth C a st.................. Sylacauga
D. Sue Chaffin......... Annandale, Va.
Peggy Sue Chipley.................. Weaver
Joyce Lynn Cobb .................... Oxford
Jack Stephens Cook ........Jacksonville
Doris Nell Quinn Craig .. Jacksonville
Maurice Dean D aniel.......Fort Payne
Gloria Faye DeBerry ............... Centre

Tonia Sherilyn Thompson Eason
Jacksonville
Philip Ellisor Gleason ........... Gadsden
Judith Love G raham ............ Piedmont
Jerri Linda Grimes ............... Gadsden
Beverly Leigh H ancock....... Scottsboro
(special honors in Spanish)
Vivian Jean Harris .................. Oxford
James Edgar Hawkins ............ Oxford
June Chaffin H ayes..................Douglas
George Lamar Haynes...........Anniston
Alan L. Heathcock ..................Glencoe
Charles Ray Hendrix ........ Ranbume
Tommy Willis Herren .......Woodland
(special honors in biology)
Eleanor Carol Pruett Hill
Jacksonville
Glenn Edwin H odges...........Woodville
Carol Chapman Hooper.. Jacksonville
Mary Delane Howle .............. Graham
Sandra Joyce Hunt ........... Albertville
Thomas Earl Isbell ......... Guntersville

JACKSONVILLE, ALABAMA
Janice Duke Jarrells.............. Gadsden
Elmer Fred Jenkins............ Talladega
Barbara Faye Johnson ............. Grant
*Karen Sue Johnson ................... Boaz
Sherion Janell Jon es...............Anniston
Gertrude Davis Jordan ........... Centre
Herbert Terrell Jordan ..... Huntsville
*Jeanne Ellen Jordan ........... Gadsden
(special honors in Spanish)
Bobby M. Junkins ................... Centre
Mary Frank Hanson K arr. Albertville
Ja mes Luther Keith ......... Fort Payne
*Susan McClendon Kell ....... Ashville
Gerry Lee Ledbetter ...................Boaz
Erbie Jean Long....................... Centre
Kathryn Eileen Malcom ..... Gadsden
Freddy William Martin
Marietta, Ga.
W anda Faye M cK ay..................Jasper
*Linda Faye M illican........ Rainsville
Beverly Smith Mitcham .......Anniston
Robert Charlie Montgomery
Vinemont
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Dianne Hill Moore ............... Gadsden
(special honors in home economics)
India Tara Carter Morgan .... Oxford
Annelee Maria Newton .. Birmingham
Suzanne Chapman O w ens....... Heflin
Clara Bazemore Parnell .......Munford
ttD onald Monroe Phillips.......Lanett
*Nona Ruth Proctor .................... Fyffe
Linda Kay Logan Ray ........Anniston
Dwight Lane Rayfield ....... Weogufka
James Ray Royal .................. Gadsden
James Edward Sitz .................. Attalla
Linda L. Stanfield ................... Oxford
Patricia Ann Cofield Stephens ... Boaz
*Mary Elaine Conaway Stinson
Piedmont
(special honors in history)
Mary Lansford Sudduth..... Piedmont
*Linda Ray Sulser
Tyndall AFB, Fla.
Sheryl Lynn Summerlin
LaFayette, Ga.
Dianne Robertson Templeton
Ft. McClellan
Larry T ou art....................... Talladega

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
James Courtney Alexander . Trussville
Timothy Allan Bailey
Union City, Ga.
James Randall Bain ....... Birmingham
Sarah Coker Ballard...............Anniston
Jimmy Lavell Beasley ........... Gadsden
Jeanene Ellen Bedgood ............. Pinson
Michael Anthony Benefield........ Boaz
Timothy Brent Blankenship .... Pisgah
Byron Stanley Bruce, III . Jacksonville
Frank Ermon B ryan....... Birmingham
Danny Royce Bryant....... Wellington
William Louis Buffington
Jacksonville
Sheila Anne Carr ................ Hueytown
William Paul Carroll .... Birmingham
Larry Edward Casey ............ Gadsden
Robert James Causey ......... Cragford
Bobby Ray Clanton ............. Gadsden
J immy Lee C lark ...........Jacksonville
Robert David Clemensen
J acksonville
Anthony Lenoir Coggins
Birmingham
Murray Dixon Coleman, Jr.
Birmingham*
Ann Bell Cook ...................Jacksonville
James Edward Deason ... Birmingham

John Harrell DeLoach, Jr. ... Vincent
James Michael Dozier ......... Anniston
Judy Cotton Echols................ Anniston
William Ekberg ... Pearl River, N. Y.
Thomas Girard Facklam ....... Weaver
Robert French ....................... Wedowee
Virginia Diane Gourley . Birmingham
t Robert C. Green, J r .......Jacksonville
.
Terry Lee Green ............ Birmingham
Steven R. G u y ............... Childersburg
Jo Ann Halsey ....................... Roanoke
Rex Henry Harrison ........ Fort Payne
Harry Walls Harwel l ... Calhoun, Ga.
Billy H. Hawkins.................... Anniston
J. Leonard H en ry................ Albertville
Stephen Dana H enry............. Anniston
John Charles Hooker............ Gadsden
James Arthur Howard ......... Gadsden
Kirby Dale H ubbard................... Boaz
Alan Van Johnson....................... Boaz
Milton Jerrell Johnson......... Bessemer
Roy Wayne Johnson .................... Arab
George Edward Johnston __Anniston
*John Paul Jones................... Gadsden
Phelan Arthur Kendrick ..... Pell City
Charles William Leesburg
Birmingham
Carl Rogers L ong..... Alexander City
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Vernon Dean M iller................... Delta
Kathryn Burdette Morace
Jacksonville
Michael Lee M organ............ Gadsden
Samuel Hayes N oble..... Birmingham
James DeWitt Ogletree .. Birmingham
Sandra Jane O liver............... Gadsden
Faye Nell Pierce....................... Attalla
Levin Roe Price .................. Talladega
Larry Anthony Prince ........... Weaver
tGeorge Ross Pulvere..... Jacksonville
Roy Don R ayburn...........Jacksonville
James Allen R eece................ Pell City
Guy Cline R hodes...........Jacksonville
J. Patricio Riquetti-Velez
Jacksonville
Carole Marie Sewell..........Rome, Ga.
James Gus Sparks................... Lincoln
Brenda Carol Stanley .LaFayette, Ga.
Judy Kay Stanley.................. Gadsden
Charles O. Stephens, J r ...........Bynum
.

Sandra McCurdy Stone .. Jacksonville
Margie Lynn Street ........... Eastaboga
t t Stephen Robert Stricklin
Birmingham
Hugh Lawson Sumner, Jr.
Scottsbo.ro
M. Arby Talley........................ Attalla
Paula Blevins T errell.......Jacksonville
Lowell Wayne T ew ................ Bessemer
Thomas Grady Turner, Jr.
Birmingham
Marguerite Johnson Waller.. Gadsden
Harry Edwin W arren ........... Piedmont
Laura Jeanette Webb ..... E. Gadsden
Willis Sherman Whatley, Jr.
Talladega
Carey Walls Whitaker __Jacksonville
Annetta Jane W ilson......... Huntsville
David Thomas Workman .... Anniston

BACHELOR OF ARTS
ttR o g er Timothy K ilpatrick..... Boaz
Charles Michael Acres .... Jacksonville
*Beverly Anne Ballinger
Glenda Jo Nix ................... Adamsville
Columbus, Ohio
Sylvia Diane Redfearn....... Sylacauga
Ann L. Beam .................... Fort Payne
*Hilma Lindstrom Sandlin
Peggy Lou Bishop.................... Centre
Jacksonville
Thomas Vann Caldwell ......... Lanett
*Sandra Evelyn Shook... Birmingham
Mary Elizabeth Callan ........ Gadsden
(with distinction and special honors
Peggy Elaine C row der......... Gadsden
in French)
(special honors in English and Spanish)
Teresa S m ith....................... Huntsville
Margaret Ann D ryden......... Anniston
James David S tout............ Fort Payne
James David E stes....... DeArmanville
Roger Lee T u d er........... Monroe, La.
Randall Frank Houston .......Anniston
William Orrin Voss, Jr. .. Jacksonville
Sharon Holland Ingram . Birmingham
Sheila Danette Williams . Birmingham
Nancy Susan W ood................ Anniston
Sharon Kay Jones. Spartanburg, S.C.
Barry W. Kiger ....................... Oxford
Donna Kay Woods ..... Austin, Texas
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION
Larry Gordon Blount ...........Anniston
Evelyn Vernell Bowen ......... Gadsden
Lynda Sue Clinkscales..........Pell City
M ary J. Dombrowski ..... Jacksonville
Jerry F. Edmonds...................... Grant

Henrietta Olivia Harris .......Anniston
Jane Lankford McGahee
Birmingham
Bobbie Juanita M iller..............Glencoe
Leeta Higgins T hom as........... Auburn

*2.5 (B Plus) or better over-all average
tCommissioned United States Army Reserve
t t Distinguished Military Graduate
HONORARY DEGREES
David Rowland, President of Walker
Leroy Brown, President Jefferson
College, LL.D., August 1, 1969
State Junior College
LL.D., August 1, 1969
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